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Nixon supporters express their enthusiasm when Nixon signed the revenue
sharing bill in front of Independence
Hall, in Philadelphia last Friday. See
story, page 4.

Below, Agnew protestors flout his
acclaim of the "Nixon Years" at a
speech in Bridgeport, Connecticut, last
Thursday. See story page 5.
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Black - White Relations

Students Cite Lack Of Interaction
(Editor's Note: This is the first part of a
"The blacks exist almost independently of
two-part series on black-white relations on the whites at Trinity and there is little or no
campus.)
communications," he continued.
"The Black Coalition at Trinity is not
By Jim Cobbs
primarily concerned with improving
While more black students attend Trinity
relations with white students. It is more
than ever before, some black students claim
interested in helping the black students
that there is no common ground for comvalue their blackness," he continued.
munication with whites, to little time to
Martin said that it is necessary for the
make the effort, and narrow-mindedness on
black students to work to keep their black
the part of the faculty.
identity, and not be overwhelmed by
In a Tripod interview J. Ronald Spencer
Trinity's orientation toward white students.
stated that "There is less interest in unMartin also said that many black students
derstanding the perspectives and values of
did not have time to work at improving
the groups than in the past." Spencer said
relations with whites, He said that they are
that he received this impression from inhere to get the best education they can, and
formal talks with students and faculty
do not have time to initiate any large-scale
during the past four years.
programs to improve relations, especially
Spencer stressed, however, that black
when the desire to understand is lacking on
students are more comfortable with the
both sides,
situation at Trinity than in earlier years. He
Larry Pleasant '74, who helped to
said that black students have gained greater
organize freshman black orientation
security with the increase in the number of
program, stressed the fact that the "black
blacks at Trinity.
students at Trinity have no common
Neither Spencer nor spokesmen for the
grounds for communication with the white
Trinity Coalition of Blacks (TCB) had any
students because of differences in
concrete proposals to alleviate the lack of
communication.
' background."
He explained that black students had been
Reggie Martin '74, chairman of TCB,
brought up in predominantly black neighcommented, "there are no relations" betborhoods and had'little or no contact with
ween whites and blacks.

upper-class whites. On the other hand, he
said, white students had been raised in allwhite upper-class areas with little exposure
to blacks.
The College also came under attack by
Spencer and Martin for in-bred anti-black
attitudes.
Spencer stated that "Trinity and institutions like it can be difficult places for
black students, not because the faculty and
administration are racist, but because these
places are traditionally for the wealthy with
the values tailored for them."
Martin claimed that "most of the faculty
are racist." He said that the faculty were
brought up by parents whose prejudice
against blacks was passed down.
Martin alleged that when a professor
reads a black student's paper he is not
willing to try to see the black student's
viewpoint. "While a black student's paper
may be correct in procedure and reasoning
it would receive a lower mark just because
the professor could not or would not see the
perspective from which a black student
views the subject," he stated.
Professors, Martin continued, must force
themselves to see the black viewpoint and
understand the cultural differences on
which a black student necessarily bases his

conclusions.
Both Pleasant and Martin said they
thought the Intercultural Studies Program
is "OK," and added that it could be improved by adding more black professors
The problems with the program, they said
is that the professors are "narrow-minded,"'
Pleasant said that the College's financialaid program encouraged black students to
take menial jobs on campus which hurts his
self-respect and encourages white students
to look down on blacks.
The isolation of the campus from the
Hartford community is also detrimental to
black students Pleasant said. He explained
that if Trinity were more involved with the
community black students would not feel so
removed from their background.
Pleasant said the proposed day care
center would have been a significant step in
this direction because it would have given
black students an opportunity to aid other
blacks from the community.
Because most black students are involved
in their studies and academically-oriented
. activities they don't have time to overcome
the communications problem, Pleasantsaid.
He added that the problems will probably
remain throughout a student's four years at
Trinity.

Lack Of Desks May Limit Psych Course
By Susannah Heschel
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Psychology 242,'"Psychopathology,'' the
most popular course offered at the College,
may have a limit of 201 students next
semester or in following semesters because
the College no longer has a classroom large
enough to hold all the students.
The course, with an enrollment ranging
from 186 to 333 students during the last five
years, was formerly taught in Krieble
Auditorium (Cinestudio) which has a
capacity of over 500. This summer
managers of Cinestudio installed new chairs
in the'auditorium without attached desks.
The next largest classroom on campus,is
McCook Auditorium, which holds 201.
Psychology 242 is offered in the spring
semester by George B. Higgins, assistant
professor of psychology. Last year the
course was not offered. The next largest
class is Psychology 101, "Introductory
Psychology," with an enrollment this
semester of 114.
Edwin P. Nye, dean of the faculty, said
'Higgins could still teach the course in Krieble
"if he feels he can function" there. "We
won't prevent him from doing that. If he

feels obligated this may be the route he has
to go," he added.
Nye said he doesn't "view the situation as
a negative thing, although it poses a
problem for Dr. Higgins."
In a" TRIPOD interview Sunday night
Higgins said he would not place a limit on
the course next semester. He said that if
more than 200 students signed up for the
course he would teach in Krieble.
Higgins said Krieble is "terrible to teach
in" because of poor acoustics, lack of blackboard, as well as no desks.
Nye stated that he doesn't "favor classes
large enough for Cinestudio... it is not in the
best interests of students to have classes
that size."
Nye suggested that the course "if it is that
valuable" be offered more often. Presently,
Higgins teaches a cours on Freud during the
fall semester.
•
Higgins said he would "prefer" not to
teach Psychopathology both semesters
because "it gets pretty dull teaching the
same thing." Higgins teaches one course
each semester, and spends his remaining

time counseflinvstudents.
Charla Thompson, '73, one of the
managers of the Cinestudio, said she knew
the chairs were being installed without
desks, but said she had nothing to do with
the purchase of the seats. She added that
there were problems with the old seats,
since it was a fire hazard to have the desks
up during movies. The seats without the
desks eliminated the hazardt she said.
Reil Crandall, director of Buildings and
Grounds, said he learned new chairs were
being installed when he was asked to
remove the old ones. He said he was not
consulted in the purchase.
Elwood P. Harrison, director of construction and planning, said he was never
consulted about the new chairs.
Higgins said he was not consulted before
the new chairs were installed.
Nye said chairs with desks would have
cost Cinestudio an extra $6000. He said he
questioned whether this was a "wise expenditure of money." He said he doesn't
"favor classes large enough for
Cinestudio... it is not in the best interests of

students to have classes that size." He said
"that's why I haven't jumped up and down"
to protest the new seats. Because Krieble no
longer contains desks the College will be
"less tempted to use it," Nye stated.
Higgins stated that if if becomes
necessary to place a limit of 201 students on
Psychology 242 Nye would have to set
.standards for determining which students
would be admitted. Both Higgins and Nye
agree that the enrollment may be especially
high next semester since the course was not
offered last spring.
President Theodore Lockwood said he
"didn't see (the new chairs) as that formidable a problem." He said the size of
.Psychology 242 is a' "rare exception."
Lockwood did say that several members
of the administration had discussed the new
chairs with him before they were installed.
He said he didn't know why Higgins was not
consulted. "I assume people have touched
bases before they come to me," Lockwood
stated.
Vice-president Thomas A. Smith said, "It
never occurred to us to consult Higgins."

News Notes
Faculty
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After much controversy, the faculty vof;ed
to include regular student evaluations in
awarding tenure.
At the October 10 meeting, the faculty also
approved the addition of two Associate
Professors to the Appointments and
Promotions Committee, which determines
tenure. Additional tenure proposals .will be
considered at the next faculty meeting on
November 7.
The student evaluations will not be
published but will be forwarded to the individual professor and.the Appointments
and Promotions Committee.

Japan
Japan's reemergence as a world power
after her shattering defeat in World War II
will be examined by eight speakers in' a
special seminar series of six lecture
programs this fall at. the University of
Hartford.
The Monday evening lectures will take
place at 7:30 p.m. Oct. 23 through Nov. 27 in
Auerbach Auditorium, which adjoins
University Hall.
The public is welcome to attend, and there
will be no admission charge. After each
address, questions will be entertained from
the floor.
Title of the series is "Japan in Perspective." This will be the second in a
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continuing UofH program on foreign affairs of political science at the University ot
launched last spring by the Department of Massachusetts.
History. The initial lectures focused on
"China in Perspective."
Gordon M. Jensen, history chairman, will
again serve as moderator. This second
seminar, like the one on China, has been
The City University of New York has
arranged by Bruce J. Esposito, historian
and a specialist in Far Eastern relations. offered its employees a labor contract which
includes provisions for paternity leave.
Lecture programs are as follows:
The provision provides time off for a
Oct. 30 - "The Art of Japan," with Miyeke
O. Murase. Murase is an art historian at father immediately before or after the birth
Columbia University. An author and lec- of his child. He may take 20 days' paid leave
turer, she has made Japanese art her and up to six months' unpaid leave.
The original proposal came from a
particular area of competence.
university
advisory committee on the status
Nov. fi - "Urbanism in Japan," with A. M.
Woodruff, and "Japanese Land Reform and of women. The committee pointed out that
Its Legacy," with Sein Lin. Woodruff, UofH women usually take time off after giving
president, is an economist who specializes in birth to take care of the infant. The comurban land economics. Lin, who teaches on mittee claimed that there is no reason why
the public administration faculty, is men should not be able to take time off for
associate director, International Division, of such duties and allow working mothers the
the UofH-based John C. Lincoln Institute.' opportunity to return to work.
Nov. 13 - "Japanese-Soviet Relations," " Chancellor Robert J. Kibee said paternity
with Bruce'J. Esposito, and "The Japanese leave would enable women "to participate
Military in the 70s," with William Samolin. in the life of the university on the same basis
Esposito has made four trips to Asian lands men did."
since 1971. Samolin, a UofH historian, was a
U.S. Army captain in World War II. He is a
long-time observer of the Asian scene.
Nov. 20 - "The Japanese Howdunit," with
On Saturday, October 28 in Boston UniverHugh Patrick. A widely published expert on sity's
Law A u d i t o r i u m , women from
prewar and postwar Japan, Patrick is throughout
Massachusetts will join together to
professor of Far Eastern economics at Yale speak out on
crimes against their right to
University.
control their own bodies. The public hearings,
Nov. •>-,- "Japanese-U.S. Relations," with SPEAK—OUT—RAGE: A WOMAN'S RIGHT
John M. Maki. An authority on Japanese TO CHOOS E, starting at 1 p.m., will focus on the
government and politics, Maki is professor personal testimony of women concerning

Paternity

Women

bortion, contraception, sterilization and prenatal care.
'
The
indictments
from
SPEAK—OUT—RAGE along with indictments
and testimony from similar hearings taking
place this October in major cities across me
country will be brought to the International
Tribunal on Abortion, Contraception, ana
Forced Sterilization to be held in observance4"
International Women's Day in New York <-ny
on March 9, 10, 11.

Lettuce
Of the 350 students and faculty responding
to a lettuce boycott poll, 68% voted to
boycott iceberg lettuce in the College dining
rooms.
24% felt that the boycott should be left to
the individual to decide. 8% voted to continue consuming iceberg lettuce.
On the basis of the results of the poll, Del
Shilkret, dean of student services, Gerry
Lithway, director of Mather Dining Hall,
and Dick Kaufman, his assistant, have
responded by switching to Romaine and
Boston lettuce.
The lettuce switch will cost an additional
$1.50 per 40 lbs.
The object of the boycott is to place
pressure on scab lettuce growers. Unemployment insurance, minimum wage and
bargaining laws are among the rights
allegedly denied migrant workers, and are
currently being petitioned and handled
through the United Farmworkers
Organizing Committee.
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Supreme Court Restores Ani
The U.S. Supreme Court October 16 stayed
a Federal court ruling in Hartford that had
struck down Connecticut's strict new
abortion law as unconstitutional.
The 8-1 decision, with Justice William 0.
Dougles dissenting, restores full force to the
law while the state is waiting for the High
Court to rule finally on its constitutionality.
The law was passed by the General
Assembly last May 23, and it purports to
protect human life "from the moment of
conception." It permits abortion only to
save the life of the woman.
On Sept. 20 a United States District Court
ruled it unconstitutional, declaring by a 2-1
vote that the law was an unwarrented intrusion into a woman's right "to privacy and

personal choice in matters of sex and family
Last April 18 the same three-judge panel
had struck down the tough old abortion
statute that had been a law in Connecticut
since 1860.
That law and the one passed this year
were fought in the courts by Woman vs.
Connecticut, an organization that argued
that women were being denied equal
protection under the law.
The response by Gov. Thomas J. Meskill
to the first setback was to summon the
Legislature into special session to pass a
tough new abortion law based on the right of
the unborn to life and to equal treatment
under the law.

Stay Denied Earlier
That the Supreme Court has now left the
1972 law temporarily in effect will lead to no
new prosecutions, according to the Attorney
General's office. Hospitals and clinics in
Connecticut have not been performing
abortions freely, because of their uncertainty about where they stood under the
law.
Neither has the Supreme Court's action
today caused officials in the Governor's
office or the Attorney General's office to
expect that the law would eventually be
upheld.
"I personally feel the Supreme Court' is
undergoing some soul searching," one official in the Attorney General's office said!

UHart Opens Center
For Foreign Students
With 143 students from 33 foreign lands enrolled this
fall, the University of Hartford will formally
inaugurate its new International Culture Center during
an Oct. 22-27 program next week.
The opening ceremony will highlight the first UofH
International Festival Week, with eight events
scheduled for UofH collegians and area college
students. For most events, there will be no charge.
The initial event, an invitational affair, will be a
reception for foreign students in Russell House, the
residence of President and Mrs. A.M. Woodruff. The
Woodruffs will welcome their student guests at 6 p.m.
Sunday,
Oct 22.
On1 Monday, Oct. 23 at 7:30 p.m., a film, "Mexico
Olympic," plus other travel films, will be shown in
Holcomb Commons at the Gengras Campus Center.
On Tuesday, Oct. 24 at 7:30 p.m. in Holcomb Commons, UN Day will be celebrated in a program
featuring UN interns from Mount Holyoke College. The
participating panelists are students of Ruth C. Lawson,
professor of political science at Mount Holyoke.
On Wednesday, Oct. 25 at 7:30 p.m. in Holcomb
Commons, a series of short films, "Windows of the
World," will be presented. The films will depict life in
China, India, Japan, Nigeria, Pakistan, Saudi Arabia
and Thailand.
On Thursday, Oct. 26 at 11:30 a.m., the International
Culture Center, a redecorated room in .the campus
center, will be dedicated. Speakers will' include
President Woodruff and George E. McKinley, vice
president for student affairs.'
••;...•
At 1p.m. Thursday, international students will take
part in a soccer match. The game will be played on the

UofH athletic field, behind the Physical Education
Center.
At 2:30 p.m. Thursday, in the Suisman Lounge at the
campus center, American and foreign collegians will
stage a ping-pong tournament.
Final event will take place at 8 p.m. Friday evening,
Oct. 27 in Mark Train Commons, the dormitory area
cafeteria. This is billed as a "UN Smorgasbord," with
international entertainment.
Chinese, German, Greek, Italian, Jamaican and
Mexican dishes will be served, with entertainment by
Chinese and Japanese musicians, along with Korean
and Thai dancers.
Nominally priced tickets will be on sale, during the
week, at the new International Culture Center. Tickets
will also be available at Mark Train Commons that
Friday evening.
The week-long festival program is being sponsored
by the International Student Association.
Arrangements are being coordinated by the Rev.
Wilson Chang, UofH foreign student advisor. Chang is
a doctoral candidate at Hartford Seminary Foundation.
President of the ISA is Yoshitake Fujikawa, of
Japan, a graduate business student. Vice
president is Miss Desreen Spyke, of Jamaica, an
education'major. Secretary is Steven Mayo-Smith, an
English student. A junior, he is majoring in communication and theater. Treasurer is Syed Raza, of
Pakistan, a major in marketing.
For further information on International Week,
phone (Hartford/area code 203) 523-4811, Ext. 726 or
396.

SEC To Conduct
Student Elections
The Student Executive Committee (SEC)
has announced that elections will be held
Thursday, November 2, for presently^
unoccupied student seats on the Trinity
College Council (TCC), Student Activities
Committee, Financial Affairs Committee,
Student Executive Committee (SEC), and
for .positions on two Adjudicative System
panels.
Students who wish to run for a position
must submit a self-nominating petition
signed by 15 other students to a box in
Mather Hall lobby by 1 p.m. Sunday, October 29. Candidates may also submit a 100word election statement with the petition to
be printed in the TRIPOD.
The elections will fill seats unfilled by last
spring's elections, replace students who
resigned their positions, and elect students
to newly-created seats.
The positions to be filled are as follows:
Trinity College Council (1 position)
Lecture Committee (2 positions)
Student Activities Committee (1 position)
Financial Affairs Committee (1 position)
Student Executive Committee (six freshmen "at large")
Board of Inquiry (3 juniors or seniors)
Board of Reconsideration Panel (2
seniors)
A description of the committees, their
membership, and their functions appears
below.
•Students may serve on as many committees as he wishes. All students elected to
the various committees automatically
become members of the SEC. The "at
large" positions of the SEC are reserved for
freshmen who do not serve on any other
cpmmittee.
SEC will run the student elections and will

be "the general representative organization
of the student body within the College," as
decided by a student referendum last
spring.
The SEC is comprised of all student
members of College Committees and six at
large freshmen members elected by the
freshman class.

ATT, TRIPOD
PHOTOGS.

From
Here
To
Eternity There will be a
Photog. meeting every
Tuesdaj night, 7:00
P.M. 'Nuff said.
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The Supreme Court is considering
arguments in similar cases involving the
laws in Georgia and Texas, but no rulings
are expected until next spring.
Two weeks ago Supreme Court Justice
Thurgood Marshall had declined to issue a
stay of the ruling by the District Court in
Hartford.
Connecticut then filed notice of appeal
directly with Chief Justice Warren E.
Burger for the consideration of the full
court, and Justice Marshall then voted with
the majority to grant the stay.
Connecticut argued that it should "not be
placed in a state of limbo while it seeks to
have this ruling reviewed by the Court."

Berrigan"
Supporters
Plan Protest

(CPS) A "week of resistance and renewal"'has been
called by friends of Father Philip Berrigan beginning
tomorrow through November 1 in Washington, D.C.
During the week a series of actions will be carried
out at various locations in the city to protest the
Vietnam war, the conditions of American prisons and
the case of Berrigan who is presently in jail for his antiwar activities.
Berrigan was imprisoned over three years ago for
pouring blood over draft files in the Customs House in
Baltimore, Maryland. He was sentenced to six years,
and in 1968 was given a concurrent sentence of three
and a half years for destroying draft records in
Catonsville, Maryland.
Berrigan was recently sentenced, again to run
concurrently with his present sentence, to two years
for smuggling letters from the Lewisburg Federal
Penitentiary. Charges brought against him, at the
same trial in Harrisburg, Pennsylvania for conspiracy
to kidnap a high government official and blow up the
heating tunnels in Washington, D.C, were dropped in
September.
The Federal Parole Board recently turned down
Berrigan's application for parole, and has told him to
wait until January 1973. If he is not granted parole in
January, it is possible that he will remain in prison
until his sentence runs out in February 1974, a total of
54 months.
According to its organizers, the week of resistance
has been planned with four points in mind: Philip
Berrigan has been in prison five years for his actions
against the war and may not be granted parole at all;
the issue of the war is now at.a very critical stage due
to the escalation of the war and the upcoming
presidential election; a growing number of activists
are in prison for their actions against the war, and find
themselves linked to other prisoners "who can expect
greater oppression, greater official vindictiveness to
the extent that they attempt to exercise their human
and constitutional rights"; the week's actions will be
concentrated on including the D.C. community and
people who feel close to Berrigan "in some way."
Actions during the week wfll mostly be held in front
of the Justice Department and will include all-day fasts
and vigils: peoples' lobbies; marches to the Pentagon,
the D.C. county jail or the Womens' Detention Center,
the Nixon re-election headquarters; guerilla theatre
and church services. The actions will culminate on
November 1 with a march to the Nixon re-election
headquarters for non-violent civil disobedience.
Organizers of the "week of resistance and renewal"
include close friends, relatives and ex-prison cellmates
of Father Berrigan, and "Prisoners Strike for Peace."

Committee Functions
The Trinity College Council
The Council consists of 7 students, 7
faculty, 4 administrators, 1 parent, and 1
alumnus. Its primary responsibility is to
advise President Lockwood on general
policy matters. It also plays a significant
role in ammending the Adjudicative
System.
Student Activities Committee
This committee has general responsibility
for all recognized student activities. It has
sole authority to formally recognize new
organizations, thus making them eligible for
funding from the Student Activities Fund.
The Committee also sets general policy for
the Activities Fund, including the final
determination of the annual budget (this
year, $90,000) and the setting of the Student
Activities Fee. The Committee also hears
appeals from decisions of the Budget
Committee, and acts as a Court of Inquiry in
•cases of alleged misuse of Activities funds.
The Committee has 3 administration
members, 3 student members elected
directly, and 1 student nominated by the
Budget Committee. Each organization can
have no more than 1 member on the
Committee, and each class no more than 2.

Lecture Committee
The Committee is responsible for lecture
programs utilizing the College's annual
lecture funds. Formerly, it was in charge of
the Lecturer-in-Residence program. The
Committee has 3 student members.
Student Executive Committee
The membership of this committee
consists of all students elected to "college
committees" and six "at large" positions
reserved for freshmen.
The SEC is the "general representative
organization of the student body within the
college," The "at large" members are the
only students elected to the SEC directly
without being members of any other committee.
Elections are to be held for six seats.
Candidates for these positions must be
freshmen and will be voted upon by the
freshman class.
Board of Inquiry
The Board of Inquiry Panel, from which
the Dean for' Community Life will select
members of Boards of Inquiry, shall consist
of three students drawn from the junior and
senior classes, three tenured faculty
members and three administrators.

Board of Reconsideration
The Board of Reconsideration Panel, from
which the Vice President will select
members of Boards of Reconsideration,
shall consist of two members of the senior
class, two tenured faculty members and two
administrators. The student and faculty
members of these panels are to be elected at
the start of each academic yea^ by the
groups they represent; the administration
members, are appointed by the President.
Financial Affairs Committee
The Committee is an advisory committee
of the faculty concerned with the financial
affairs of the College. It regularly reviews
budget priorities and makes suggests to the
Trustees before final approval of the annual
budget. The Committee has 3 student
members.

Th3 TRIPOD is published weekly during the academic
year by the students of Trinity College, Student subscriptions are included in the student activities fee; others
are 510.00 per year. Second-class postage is paid at Hartford,.Connecticut, undertheAclof March3,1179.
Offices are located in Seabury 34, facing the Quad, off
Summit Street. Mailing address is Box 1310, Trinity
College, Hartford, Connecticut 06106. Telephones: (203)
246-1829 or 527.3151, extension 252.
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Nixon Signs Revenue-Sharing Bill
President Nixon signed the $30-billion restraining order after 32 demonstrators
revenue sharing bill in Philadelphia Friday, had been arrested. Goldman stated the
promising to end the trend towards cen- order "has no effect on what we've done so
tralizing power in Washington.
far and doesn't suggest the police have done
With Independence Hall looming in the anything improper."
background,
approximately , 1,000
Goldman alleged that the demonstrators
dignitaries watched the President authorize were arrested because they were blocking
the bill, which offers states and cities $30.2 the sidewalk, and denied that he had orbillion to be spent over a five-year period. dered the arrests of sign-carrying
As police kept anti-war demonstrators demonstrators.
away from the gathering, Nixon told the
Police arrested 5 more demonstrators
assembly, "What America wants is not after the restraining order was issued.
bigger government but better government, Officers refused to give either their names
and this is what this is all about,"
or badge numbers to demonstrators.
Police ignored an injunction and arrested
Six guests of honor, including New York's
anti-war demonstrators carrying signs governor, Nelson Rockefeller, and Vicewithin one block of Independence Square President Spiro Agnew, shared the podium
where the President gave his remarks.
with the President.
A court order, issued by U.S. District
The President gave his ten-minute adCourt Judge Daniel H. Huyett, III, had dress extemporaneously, ignoring a
stated that First Amendment rights prepared text released earlier in the day by
guaranteed demonstrators access to a place the White House.
where they could see the President.
Congress passed the revenue sharing bill
Philadelphia police claimed, however, early this month after nearly three years of
that City Solicitor Murray Goldman had told debates over how the money should be
them that it would be legal to distinguish distributed.
between demonstrators carrying signs and
The bill as passed will require the Federal
those without signs and only let those government to return its revenue surpluses
without signs into positions near the to state, county, and- municipal govern-'
President.
.ments. $5.3 billion will be made available
Judge Huyett issued his temporary this year.

The allocation to each state is determined
by one of two formulas, whichever yields a
higher allocation to the state.
The first formula will assess total
population, tax effort, and relative income.
Tax effort is defined by the bill as the ratio
of state's total tax collection and the state's
total personal income.
A second formula bases the allocation on
the state's total population', the state's urban
population, the state's poverty index, the
state's total tax collection, and the state's
tax effort. The poverty index is the ratio of
population to per capita income.
Once the state receives its Federal funds,
it may keep one-third of the money and must
pass the other two-thirds on to localities.
The state may determine its own allocation

procedures and each locality may use the
funds however they see fit.
Nixon stated that this would "renew the
Federal system." Noting that the money
came to the localities with no strings attacked, Nixon said, "We're giving you the.
tools. Now you do the job."
Nixon also said that he hoped the bill
would halt "the alarming escalation of state
income, property, and sales taxes."
Another provision of the bill will allow the
Federal, government to collect taxes for
states, ' which, according to some
authorities, will reduce the cost for each
state of its tax collecting procedures and
help to standardize
bookkeeping
procedures.
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The Philadelphia Story
President Nixon offers Vice-President
Agnew one of the pens he used to sign the
revenue-sharing bill during ceremonies in
Philadelphia. Governor Nelson Rockefeller
of New York also stood on the podium as the
President authorized the return ol* $30.2
billion in Federal tax surpluses to the
various states, (Top left)

Meanwhile, police arrest all demonstrators holding signs. The police claim they
acted under orders from City Solicitor
Murray Goldman, who denied authorizing
the arrests. Goldman contended, however,
that the arrests were proper. (Lower left)

Lawyers for the demonstrators managed
to win a temporary restraining order from
U.S. District Court Judge Daniel Huyett,
which was brought to Independence Square.
The arrests continued, however, totalling 37
at day's end. (above)

All Photos by David Levin
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Agnew Defends Nixon's
Drug Abuse Policies
Vice-President Agnew came to Connecticut Thursday with a speech defending
the Nixon Administration's attack on drug
abuse.
Speaking at the Joint Service Club in
Bridgeport, Agnew said, "The President has
declared war on drugs and he has a comprehensive, consistent battle plan for
waging that war. And during the second
Nixon administration, the war will be
stepped up.
The Vice-President described the
President's approach to drug abuse as part
of a larger attack on crime. "The President
has pledged to wage the battle on all fronts.
He has appointed men to the Supreme Court
and to Federal Courts who believe strongly
that the great majority of law-abiding
citizens must be fully protected from the
criminal elements who victimize them," he
stated.
Agnew claimed that FBI figures reveal
that crime has increased only one percent in
the first half of this year, the smallest increase in the past 12 years. He added that
the Nixon administration has authorized
more funds in the past three years than the
Johnson administration had during its last
three years.
Agnew stated that "the links between
drugs and crime are clear and distinct.
Drug abuse is responsible for at least half of
all urban crime, since addicts must raise
from $30 to $100 a day to support their
habits. Its ravages have spread into industry with over half of all surveyed companies reporting some degree of drug abuse
among their employees."
The Vice-President pointed to the Drug
Abuse Prevention and Control Act of 1970
and the addition of some 2,000 Federal

narcotics agents as evidence of the Nixon
administration's committment to ending
drug abuse.
The administration is also interested in
treatment and rehabilitation, Agnew
stressed, noting that the government had
increased expenditures in these areas by
According to the Vice-President, none of
this can be effective without curtailing the
supply of drugs. He said "No heroin,
cocaine, or hashish, and very little
marijuana is grown or produced in the
United States." He noted, however, that
many illegal drugs are still imported despite
the Nixon administration's diplomatic efforts to halt such smuggling.
Agnew contrasted Nixon's stand on drugs
with that of his Democratic rival, George
McGovern. "His so-called drug program is
fragmentary and inconsistent, with no
guiding philosophy and no discernible
reference to an underlying set of principles," the Vice-President said.
He blamed any of the administration's
shortcomings on Congress's failure to
authorize the President's request of $42.5
million dollars for "overseas narcotics
initiatives."
Agnew said "the second Nixon administration" would seek additional funds
for drug treatment, would cut all U.S. to
countries protecting or participating in "the
movement of illegal drugs to this country,"
and would stiffen mandatory sentences for
heroin dealers. He noted the administration
wanted to "keep these animals off our
streets after their arrest" by amending
Federal statutes, presumably on parole
eligibility.
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Vice-President Agnew defends the Nixon administration^record of fighting drug
abuse during a speech at the Joint Services Club in Bridgeport. Agnew promised that
the Republicans, if returned to office, would stiffen penalties for heroin dealing and
seek to "keep these animals off the streets." (Below) Crowds of well-wishers greeted
the Vice-President during his visit to Connecticut.

Photos by David Levin
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Rat Research

Biologists Investigate Hormones
By Neil Kobrosky
John E. Simmons, III, Associate
Professor of Biology, is presently conducting the first endocrinological research
at Trinity.
Simmons' research is centered around the
testes' reaction to prolactin, a hormone
released by the pituitary gland. The
primary function of prolactin is to stimulate
the mammary glands. Although prolactin is
a female hormone, it is also found in males,
in small amounts. Simmons' project involves injecting prolactin antibodies into
male rats. This will destroy any of the
prolactin the rats have in their bloodstream.
Then Simmons analyzes the effect of the
absense of prolactin on the rats.
Trinity has provided the equipment
Simmons needs for his work, but he has
applied to the Federal government for
additional research funds.
Simmons, who teaches the first course in
endocrinology at the college became interested in the field by following the work of
Emil Witschi, at the University of Iowa, and
James Leatham, at Rutgers. He earned his
doctorate at Colorado State University in
1972. He currently teaches General Endocrinology and General Physiology.
Besides conducting his own research,
Simmons is advising an independent
research project conducted by George
Maxted, '73.
Maxted's research is concerned with
adrenal-like ovarian functions in an
adrenalectimized female rat. When female
rats are adrenalectimized (adrenal glands
are removed), they usually die within seven
days. However, when _ gonadotropins
(pituitary hormones) are used to stimulate
ovaries to produce female hormones
(estrogen and progesterone) the female rats
stay alive much longer, (usually 15 days).
Maxted is analysing the level of adrenal-like
hormone found in the plasma of these rats.
From the plasma analysis,' Maxted is attempting to determine how the rats manage
to live without their adrenal glands.
Both researchers plan to publish their
results in an endocrinology journal.
Simmons says the biology department
encourages undergraduate research by
providing excellent lab facilities and by
givin.ff students credit for independent
study. Students also have a wide area of

" 1;

fields to choose from, such as genetics,
endocrinology, biochemistry, etc., he added.
Maxted also had high praise for the
biology facilities at the College. "The biology
department has gone to great expense in
making equipment and space available to
undergraduates who would not encounter
such opportunities at a larger school."
In discussing independent student
research, Simmons said the experience is
useful for every student regardless of
whether he continues a career in
biochemistry, goes to medical school, or
ends his college education. Maxted, who
plans to enter medical school next year, said
his research experience was quite
beneficial, because "It will enable me to
study aspects of science which J pm not

likely to see in medical school, as well as
providing a practical background in endocrinology."
The science of endocrinology was started
in 1902, when two British physiologists,
William Bayliss and Ernest Starling,
discovered the hormonal substance
'secretin'. Since then, research scientists
have discovered and described the workings
of the pituitary, pancreas, sex glands,
thyroid, and other glands. However,
research scientists are still investigating the
mechanism of hormone reaction. The major
thrust of present endocrinological research
has been aimed at discovering precisely
how hormones actually work.
The future of endocrinology appears
bright, and may blossom into an especially

exciting field of biology, according to Jean
Piaget, the noted child psychologist. Piagei
was quoted in the New York Times as'
saying, "I think psychological research on
emotion, especially psychoanalytic
research is quite provisional. When the
endocrinologists find certain answers, much
of the psychoanalytic theory will be'found
entirely mythical."
"Because of this, the research of Simmons
might prove very valuable to research
scientists trying to decipher the reaction
mechanism of hormones. But even if ii
doesn't, Simmons has helped endocrinology =
by giving it greater exposure and by,
stimulating interest in future research'
scientists," concluded Maxted.
»

Schedule of Events
Alumni Weekend
'Saturday, November 11th (cont.)
Friday, November 10
9:00 a.m.-5;00 p.m. - Registration at the Alumni Office, 79 Vernon 11:00 a.m. - Soccer against Amherst
11:30 a.m.-l:00 p.m. - Buffet luncheon in the Field House. Awards
Street
11:45 a.m.-1:00 p.m. - Faculty Dining Room (Hamlin) open to
at 12:30 p.m.
1:30 p.m. -Football—Trinity vs. Amherst. (Also a G.P. rated film
alumni
l :00-4:00 p.m. - Many afternoon classes open to alumni
at the Cinestudio if the weather is bad)
8:15 p.m. - Organ recital on the new organ by Charles D. Walker 4:30-6:00 p.m. - Post-game reception for non-reuning alumni in the
'40, President, American Guild of Organists
Washington Room — Cocktails and Piano
8:30-10: 30 p.m. - Trinity Club of Hartford Smoker, Hamlin Hall
6:30-7:30 p.m. - Cocktails at the Hilton Hotel
7:30 p.m. - Annual Dinner at the Hilton Hotel Terrace Room (Free
Saturday, November 11th
jitney bus service to and from the College)
Special art show all day — "Mitch Pappas in Retrospect" by
9:00 p.m.-l: 00 a.m. - Dance and Entertainment at the Hilton (Free
Mrs. Mitchel N. Pappas and Dr. Philip Kappel, Hon. '66
jitney bps service to and from the College until 1:30 a.m.)
9:00 a.m. - Coffee and registration at Austin Arts Center. Tours of
7
the College begin.
10:30 a.m. - Slide show and presentation by President Lockwood of Sunday, November 12th
his expedition in the Himalayas — Austin Arts Center
10:30 a.m. - Memorial Chapel Service
10:30 a.m. - Phi Beta Kappa initiation

Rigorous Student Life Described
By Glenn Weaver
Editor's Nofe: In conjunction with Trinity's 150th
Anniversary, the TRIPOD is reprinting sections of The
History of Trinity College, Volume 1, by Glenn Weaver,
professor of history. The following section deals with
student life in the 1820's when Trinity was founded as
"Washington College."
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The daily schedule was rigorous, Morning Prayer at
6:00 (at 5:30 during the summer term) was attended by
both Faculty and students, and from 6:30 - 7:30 A.M.
the first classes met. Breakfast was followed by the
long morning recitation and study period from 9:00
until noon. Between 1:30 and 4:30 P.M. were study
hours, recitations again, and Evening Prayer. From
6:00 P.M. until "lights out" at 10:00P.M. students were
to be in their rooms, and the Faculty were to be
available in their studies in the College for personal
help. As the rented building used by the College was not
equipped to serve meals to so large a number (there
were fourteen students by the end of the first year), the
Trustees had made no provisions for dining. Students,
consequently, had to find board in nearby homes which
were approved by the College, and there must have
been much confusion in the shuttling back-and-forth
between the College and the boarding houses.
Severe Discipline
As was perhaps necessary for boys so young,
discipline was severe. The Faculty regarded itself as
exercising "a kind and parental government over the
students," but the severity of the College "Laws"
drawn up in 1826 by the Faculty upon the direction of
the Trustees perhaps gave the students reason to
wonder. Freshmen were admitted on probation until
the end of the first term, when, if their conduct had
been satisfactory, they were "Admitted to
Matriculation" and were permitted "to sign, in a book .
.. kept for that purpose, the following declaration: I do
promise and engage, that I will conform to the laws
and regulations, made for the government of
Washington College."
Now the "laws and regulations" to which the student
pledged obedience were most complicated. For a
student's absence from any of the college exercises or
for deficiency in.preparing his routine classwork, the

President, on the first offense, gave "admonition and
advice." Presistence in wrongdoing called for "solemn
admonition" by the President with a record of the
admonition "on the Books of the Faculty." If "solemn
Admonition" failed to change the student's attitude,
"public dismissal" was the last resort.
Regulations
Non-academic delinquencies were of two degrees:
"high offences" and "misdemeanors." High offences
were offences against the law of the land; unlawful
combinations; gross violations of respect due to the
Faculty or other officers of the College; riotous and
npisy behavior; refusing to obey any summons to
appear before a member of the Faculty; disobedience
to the sentence of the Faculty; refusal to give
testimony when required to.do so by the Faculty;
obstructing or resisting the Instructors or other officers of the College in the discharge of their duties;
maliciously endeavoring to injure another student;
maliciously defacing college property; throwing objects in or near the college buildings; throwing objects
from college windows or down the stairs; profane
language; intoxication; possession of spiritous liquors;
indecency in language, dress, or behavior;
dissoluteness; playing at games for money;
association with persons under sentence of dismission,
rustication, or expulsion; keeping a gun, pistol, sword,
or any other offensive weapon except in case of
military exercises authorized by the Faculty; being
concerned in any bonfire, fireworks, or unauthorized
illumination; being an actor or spectator at a
theatrical entertainment during term time; and
participating in any festive entertainment or public
celebration without faculty permission. For these
"high offences" the punishment was expulsion,
rustication, suspension, public or private admonition,
or fines, the specific penalty to be imposed at the
discretion of the Faculty.
All other offences not enumerated as "high" were
punishable as "misdemeanors." Among these lesser
transgressions were "being present at any ball,
assembly, or party of pleasure in term time without
leave of the President"; going to any tavern or "victualing house" except in the company of parent or

guardian; playing at cards, dice, or any other unlawful
game; buying or selling furniture, books, or wearing
apparel without leave of the Bursar; disobedience to
any college rule or regulation; "idleness, negligence,
and, in general, all behavior inconsistent with the gooa
order, - peace, and prosperity of the College.
Misdemeanors were punished by any penalty below
suspension and, "if repeated or persisted in, with some
higher punishment."
Pleasure
Each student had a minimum of three recitations a
day, and during the remainder of the class and study
periods the boys were expected to keep to their rooms..
Entering a classroom or the Chapel before the proper
bell had sounded was not permitted and, likewise, no
one was allowed to remain in either classroom or
Chapel after the period had ended. Even the Library
was open for but a brief period each day, and tne
complicated system of borrowing books probaoiy
discouraged reading for pleasure. Indeed, until tn
boods gathered in England by Nathaniel Wheaton
arrived, the Library must have been practical
nonexistent.
Av
What, then, could the students do other than stuay,
recite, and attend Chapel? Certainly, not much! How
could they? First of all, they had no money. 1""
College, hoping "to prevent dissipation and extravagance," forbade the sending of money to tne
students by parents or guardians. Funds for w
students' use had to be sent to the College Bursar wno
applied them "with a parental discretion, to tne
payment of their necessary expenses. Even Sunday,
the only day on which there were no recitations, was
not the student's own. Public worship was mandatory
either at Christ Church or at a church of the parent*
choice. But even the remainder of the day was harcuy
to be regarded as a holiday; students were required w
"abstain from their usual diversions," whatever tney
may have been, "on the Lord's day, and also from
playing on musical instruments except when employe"
by permission of the President, in the performance m
sacred music," and especially was the rule against
"loud conversation, singing, or playing on musica
instruments, and the like" enforced on Sunday.
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UHart Offers

Seminar On
Alcoholism

The Greater Hartford Council on
Alcoholism, Inc., The University of Hartford, the Alcohol and Drug Dependence
Division of the Connecticut Department of
Mental Health and the Institute of Living
will present "Alcoholism - Continuity of
Care, A Seminar", Thursday evenings from
7:00 p.m. to 10:00 p.m., October 19th through
December 14th at the Gengras Outpatient
Building on the Hospital grounds of the
Institute of Living located on Maple Avenue,
Hartford.
Designed to help develop a coordinated
approach between agencies working with
the alcoholic client, this seminar, the
seventh in a series, will make the
professional
and
semi-professional
volunteer more aware of the variety of
services available in the Greater Hartford
area for alcoholic clients and their families.
This multi-disciplinary seminar will show
the effectiveness of community supportive
services drawn together. Persons who invariably come in contact with an alcoholic
or alcoholic related client become more
knowledgeable through this seminar and in
turn can render more effective service.

HILTON HOTEL BARBER SHOP
PROPRIETOR, MR. BLAIS
6 Barbers-*C«rtlfled Hair Stylists
2 Manicurists

The Modern Barber Shop
For Modem Men

UNDBTECTABLE HAIR PIECES

Razor Cutting-Men's Hair Styling
Scalp-Hair Treatmnt.Coloring-Stralghte fling
Member Of Who's Who In
Men's Hair Styling
ALSO BY APPOINTMENT
Cor Ford & Pearl —.247-B386
If No Ans Call~—249-5611

1904's Tripod

Furthered College Interests
By Tom Santopietro
OUR OBJECT- THE OBJECT OF THE
TRINITY TRIPOD SHALL BE TO FURTHER ALL THE INTERESTS OF TRINITY
COLLEGE; to arouse greater interest in
atheltics and all college organizations, by
giving quick and accurate accounts of
games, college activities and all general
college news
" - so proclaimed the front
page of the first issue of the Trinity Tripod,
published on Friday, September 23, 1904.
Four pages in length, students published^
the Tripod (the reason for the names is
unknown) on Tuesdays and Fridays in each
week of the school year. Though it is unclear
as to whether or not a budget existed, income for the Tripod came in through advertisements and subscriptions.
Today's reader would not recognize the
Tripod's forefather, for in both content and
design, today's Tripod possesses a much
greater variety.
The front page of the first issue dealt with
football, personal notes, improvements on
campus, and new members of the faculty,
while the inside pages contained editorials
and alumni notes.
The first editorial explained reasons for
the Tripod's existence, stating "Believing
that some means of communication between
graduates and undergraduates is a
necessity for the proper relation between
the two bodies; that some means of conveying college news more quickly to Trinity
men in general is a necessity; that through
this medium we can increase Trinity spirit
Help Waited;
Married
couples with or without children
to • babysit in private homes
while parents vacation Call
Vacation Sitter Services Inc
666-3584 or 666-1047.

and promote Trinity traditions; and finally
that through this same medium we can
make our college more widely known among
"Prep" school men and the whole world in
general-believing all these things we have
founded "The Trinity Tripod."
The editorial continued, "Let it be known
once and for all that this paper is to be
devoted to the best interests of Trinity. We
are in earnest and are determined to be
successful not only for The Tripod's sake,
but for Trinity's."
However, the Tripod was not the only
literary forum on campus, did not possess a
monopoly on literary output at this time, for
it was in direct competition with The Trinity
Tablet, a quarterly published four times
during the school year. The Tablet was
started in 1868, at a college meeting where
the Senior Class President simply
proclaimed "Resolved: that it is the sentiment of the college body that Trinity
should have a college paper. Resolved: that
this paper be called the Trinity Tablet."
When first established, the 'Tablet was
published every three weeks and contained
editorials, book reviews, reminisces of old
graduates, poetry, and short stories. A
typical editorial was the one which appeared in issue #2, when the editor stated:
"Better the age of chivalry with its tinsel
and tomfoolery than the age of woman's
rights with its brass and nonsense."
Although the Tablet continued to publish,
its output was lessened to publication four
times a year, and it began to encounter
difficulties when the Tripod was established
in 1904. During the next four years, the two
publications were in direct competition.
In June of 1908, in what was to be the last
regular issue of the Tablet, Editor-in-Chief
Richardson L. Wright wrote an editorial on
the lack of student interest in the Tablet.
Wright cited a deficit of $35 due to 45 unpaid

subscriptions as one sign of trouble, and
stated that not enough people were contributing to the Tablet; he claimed that
outside of the board itself, less than 25
people attempted to write, and asked,
"What would you say if no one appeared
even to try for the baseball team! Would you
think there was enough interest to
guarantee you making a schedule? Just so
with the Tablet, if the undergraduate body

does not care to contribute to the magazine,
how can it exist as the Trinity college
literary organ?
Contribute to it, and the
Tablet will soon resume the high place it
held in years past
We have gone this far,
shall we turn back?"
Wright's urgings went unheeded, for from
1908-1932, the Tripod was the only means of
literary expression on campus.
In 1932, however, a group of students
revived the Tablet,- and in the
February revival issue, editor C, Leslie
Meuchinger stated" For the first time in its
history, "The Tablet" has been, combined
with 'The Tripod." Years ago, these two
publications were rivals, until 1908, when
student interest became centered in the
college newspaper.
After several unsuccessful attempts in the
past to revive "The Tablet," all of which
failed because of lack of sufficient funds, the
editors of "The Tripod" have offered to
assume financial responsibility," he continued. "There will be two publications of
this magazine during the college year, both
of which will be sent to "Tripod" subscribers as literary supplements in place of
two regular editions of the paper...."
However, this turned out to be the first
and only issue of The Tablet and it never
was published again.
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IHIWEK
Power to communicate. Power to reach people across the
town, across the nation, around the world. And phone
power may be yours for a lot less than you think. There's
station-to-station economy calling, lower weekend and
night dial rates, and the "mighty minute."* Talk fast for
one minute and rates are lower than ever. For example,
a "mighty minute" call to California is only 35 cents!
Tap your phone power and come together.

•' i V

Southern New England Telephone
*D/ai without operator ass/stance any .night after l l p.m. or before
8 a.m. "Mighty minute" minimum rate applies on any call within the
U.S. (except Alaska and Hawaii).
\
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Opera Assoc. Opens With 'Lucia'
By Joel Kemelhor
The public image of opera is that of a
bastard art form mixing music, drama, and
dance in a concoction all the more strange
for being sung in the language of toney
restaurant menus. The Connecticut Opera
Association, which opened its "season"
during Open Weekend with a single performance, of Donizetti's LUCIA DI LAMMERMOOR, provides Hartford (and those
Trinity students of catholic musical tastes)
singular variations upon standard recipe.
Opera is encrusted with traditions the way
old piers are decked in barnacles. Among
the most widespread of cherished practices
is that of not performing operas as their
composers wrote them. Arias, scenes, entire
acts are cut or shuffled, with dramatic
"feel" the usual excuse. Frequently the
music of dead masters has been re-worked
(or worked-over) by lesser associates. One
shouldn't shrink from experiment, in-

Annoimcements

'BOSTON POPS'

A special last minute booking will
bring the world famous Arthur Fiedler
and the Boston "Pops" to the Bushnell on
Tuesday, October 31 at 8:15 P.M.
Program will feature pianist Earl Wild in
a performance on the Tchaikovsky Piano
Concerto No. 1.
Mr, Music to millions, Arthur Fielder
is almost an institution. His unique
personality, his flair, style and individual
approach; have inspired to make him as
familiar and beloved a figure and feature
of Boston as the Old North Church or
Symphony Hall, where each year since
1939 has inaugurated the delightful
Boston "Pops" season.
Tickets for this performance are now
available at the Bushnell Box Office or by
mail.
HORACE BUSHNELL MEMORIAL
HALL, Box 0, Station A, Hartford,
Connecticut (203) 527-3123

novation, even well-intentioned tinkering,
but the process is carried too far when, say,
, all commercial recordings of BORIS
GODOUNOV reject the original score of that
opera's composer, Moussorgsky, in favor of
Rimsky - Korsakov's glistering orchestrations.
Last Saturday's performance of LUCIA
included all the cuts standard with this most
popular of bcl canto works, as well as a few
that were substandard. The opera's plot,
based on a novel by Walter Scott, is even,
simpler than its characters: Our setting is
Scotland in the 17the century. Lord Enrico
Ash ton, for reasons both fiscal and political,
seeks to marry off his sister Lucia to Lord
Arturo Bucklaw. Unhappily, his sister is
secretly betrothed to their family's enemy
Edgardo Ravenswood. With the aid of his
officer Normanno and chaplain Raimondo,
Enrico manages to convince Lucia that the
absent Edgardo is unfaithful (After telling
radio listeners "Edgardo has chosen to
marry' abroad," opera announcer Milton
Cross received an angry note -- "Sir, you are
speaking of the woman Edgardo loves!")
No sooner has the poor girl signed the
marriage contract than enter the outraged
Mr. Ravenswood; he reviles her. Now we
have the LUCIA Sextet, among the most
famous ensembles in all opera. This melody
and others from LUCIA are not so much
memorable as they are unforgettable.
Consider the wedding chorus "Per te
d'immenso giubilo;" not great music, yet to
hear it once is to hum it later.
But let us return to our story: During
intermission, Lucia has lost her mind and
murdered her new husband. She enters,
sings a noted "mad scene," and expires
amid salvos of applause from the audience.
Edgardo, hearing of her death and popular
transfiguration, reacts in true tenor fashion
by pouring out his own swan song before
ringing (he curtain down with a suicide.
Whatever its staging, a well-sung LUCIA is
always a crowd-pleaser.
For the most part, Connecticut Opera's
LUCIA was well-sung. The title role was
assumed by Christina Deutekom, a Dutch
soprano whose reputation is great in Europe
and growing in America. She has made
several recordings, among them the early
Verdi opera I LOMBARDI on the Philips
label. Her voice is large, capable of hitting
top notes with power similar to what we
enjoy in Birgit Nilsson or Joan Sutherland.
The timbre of the voice is not unlike that of
Beverly Sills, who is less full in lone but
more agile in coloratura. Too, it is not yet a
particularly expressive instrument; the
Italian text was projected cleanly, without
inflection. All these aspects of Deutekom's
singing were evidenced by her first-act aria
"Regnava del Silenzio." The Bushnell
crowd swamped its concluding notes with an
ill-timed ovation. Four years of Hartford
audiences has split this reviewer's nerves
into spaghetti. He found himself snarling
"Quiet!" at persons in rows front and back.
Giacomo Aragall, the slated Edgardo,
was ill. His boots were ably filled by Alfredo
Kraus, whom the programs misrepresented
as "Ihe world-reknowned tenor .. .Krause."

OPERA BROADCAST

He both sang and acted ardently, and if his
voice was not golden, it was at least silverplated. Some of the best music in the opera
is reserved for the final scene, in its lower
key as much a showcase for a tenor as the
preceding Mad Scene is for a soprano.
Donizetti is said to have composed the
tenor's final aria in one half-hour, and while
suffering a headache.
Enrico (remember him?) was also sung
by a substitute, the veteran Metropolitan
Opera baritone Mario Serenij He made
lovely sounds and ham-fisted gestures. As
the chaplain Raimondo, Dimitri Nabokov
was very tall. Bass'singers have the easiest
time of it with critics, for even a gargled low
note is sonorous, but Mr. Nabokov, in his one
aria "Delia stanze ove Lucia," offered only
dry tone and uncertain pitch. The evening's
most intriguing voice was that of Arthur
Graham, who doubled as Normanno and
Arturo. In the former role he was reedy and..
almost inaudible, in the latter he displayed a
clear, true (albeit light) tenor. Either this
was character singing with a vengeance, or
Mr. Graham had had his adenoids removed
between acts.
To return to Miss Deutekom: Her Mad
Scene seemed not so much as distraught.
There wasn't so much as a red splotch on
her blue nightie to remind us of the nasty
husband-hewing supposed to tiave just
occured. One longed for some start of fear, The Long Wharf Theatre in New Haven
some bewildered turn of the head to express has announced its eighth season under the
anxiety. Instead, this Lucia strolled to the artistic directorship of Arvin Brown,
footlights to await the flute cadenzas. Any Currently playing through November 10 is
remaining pretense to drama flew like bats Christopher Fry's bittersweet verse
from a belfry when, after her splendidly comedy, THE LADY'S NOT FOR BURvocalised first aria, Miss Deutekon NING. This will be followed by David
responded to applause with curtseys and Storey's latest work, THE CHANGING
gestures toward her flutist friend in the ROOM, which received\widespread acclaim
orchestra. Only then did the Mad Scene during its run last year in London. It is the
continue - but not for long, as such elements story of a rugby team and what occurs in the
as the entrance of Enrico and the prayers of changing room before, during, and after a
the chorus were cut, the better to hear the I match. Laurence Stallings' and Maxwell
soloist. In her final song, Miss D. again i Anderson's WHAT PRICE GLORY?, the
demonstrated fine technique, tossing off pioneer anti-war play that stunned
trills, roulades, and even a weird trick audiences in the 20's when it first appeared,
called "un fil di voce" (literally, "a thread | will open on December 22. Then
of voice"). This, involves focussing a high'TRELAWNY OF THE "WELLS" by Sir
note so narrowly that it seems almost not to I Arthur Wing Pinero, will appear starting on
be heard.
January 26. The Long Wharf is trying to get
The Connecticut Opera Association thus Faye Dunaway to play the lead,
provided us with the spectacle of a Negotiations are still in progress. The great
costumed, back-dropped concert per- Irish playwright, Sean O'Casey will be
formance. Stage direction was minimal, and represented by his JUNO AND THE
conductor Carlo Moresco obligingly PAYCOCK, which opens on March 2. This
distorted tempos for singers wishing to hold play, a celebration of the indestructible
a note or skip a beat. Music excised from Irish spirit, tells the story of a tenement
this production included a duet for Lucia family and the courage of the woman who
and Raimondo, a scene for Edgardo and holds it together. Still in negotiation, the
Enrico, several choral passages, and a | Long Wharf hopes to obtain the rights for the
pendant to the Mad Scene in which American premier of Peter Nichol's latest
Rairaondo condemns Normanno as the comedy, FORGET-ME-NOT-LANE. Mr.
onliest begetter of the "tragedy." This last Nichols, who is remembered for JOE EGG,
exchange is always cut (the audience is too I has written a very funny and warm piece
busy cheering Lucia to listen) but I like it'about growing up during World War II in
anyway. A more hypocritical stab at | England. The last offering of the season,
passing-the-lire could not be countenanced loperiing on May 11, will be a double-bill by
even in Italian opera.
August Strindberg: DANCE OF DEATH
So, that was LUCIA DI LAMMERMOOR. and MISS JULIE. Strindberg's genius need
I enjoyed it, quibbles aside, because I think not be explicated. Subscription information
of opera not as drama set to music, but may be obtained by calling 787-4282 in New
rather as transcendent song. There was a bit Haven,
of that last Saturday.

Long Wharf

A complete recording of Michael
Tippett's opera THE MIDSUMMER
MARRIAGE will be broadcast, together
with expert commentary, from 12:30
p.m. Wednesday over WRTC-FM, 89.3.

Poet's Corner
•i!

*!
».

Highway Incantation
By Joel Kemelhor

EntraHed ahead the center line: a cat,
Some bird, squirrel or grinning 'possum
Windborne live into an asphalt pocket;
Pheasant feathers shuffled for a last hand.
Where do they go, these animals displayed
Across our path each morning, after noon?
Outleanr--gray fufts, or buff 'n blood,
Souvenir stain of misstep and of pain
Already soaked up by the sun. O Lord
Whose supplicants prone fauna always seem,
Take them up in droplets, and like seed
Disperse their suffering. Deny our swarm
Of sins the scent. Nameless, make them new.

One of the watcrcolors currently on exhibit in the Mitch Pappas In Retrospect show, currently hung In
open £neNwaember°12
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Theater Happenings
Taming of the Shrew'Opens
The Theatre Arts program of Trinity
College will open its 1972-1973 season with
seven performances of Shakespeare's THE
TAMING OF THE SHREW directed by
George Nichols. This familiar farce about
the tempestuous wooing of the reluctant
Kate by the rambunctious Petruchio ranks
among the favorite Shakespearean
comedies. Over the years, numerous
productions of the comedy have been given
by professionals and amateurs alike, and it
never fails in its wide appeal to audiences
young and old in countries the world over.
Professor Nichols stated: "Part of the
reason we do Shakespeare every year is to
attract high school audiences and give them
what we hope is a good experience in the
theatre.
To read the comedy as championing antiwomen's-liberation is sheer nonsense.
Rather it is a hilarious romance about an

adventurous young man who finds it expedient to persuade a vigorously reluctant
young lady - often by violent means - that
she is capable of loving him.
Were Shakespeare to allow his audiences
to feel too deeply for Kate the Shrew, they
might feel sorry for the indignities she is
exposed to. However, like any good farce
writer, Shakespeare focuses his attention on
the uninhibited extremes to which Petruchio
must go to convince the unruly Katherine
that she can indeed love him and accept him
for her husband. One outrageous situation
piles upon another until at last Kate
gracefully concedes that she can no longer
resist, and Petruchio is triumphant - apparently.
The secondary plot deals with two more
conventional young men, one romantically
infatuated with Kate's flirtation sister
Bianca, the other in love with love and

willing finally to settle for marriage to a
young widow with a mind of her own. At the
end these men appear to be happly married,
but the final scene reveals that their wives
are less compliant than their husbands
might wish.
The play will be performed on a unit set.
designed by John Woolley: The plan of the
set is adapted from the open stage of the
Elizabethan playhouse and is intended to
serve as well for future Shakespearan
productions. A brilliantly colorful wardrobe
has been designed by Leslie Ann Eliet, "she
has outdone herself," and original music is
being composed and recorded by James
Dilettoso.
Performances will be held in the James
Lippincott Goodwin Theatre in The Austin
Arts Center on Trinity campus. Opening
night is Friday, October 27; other performances will be on Saturday and Sunday,

October 28 and 29 and the following
weekend, Thursday through Sunday,
November 2-5. Curtain time will be 8:15 p. m.
General admission is $2.50; students are
admitted for $1.00. Reservations may be
made by calling 527-8062.

AUDITIONS
There will be auditions for three additional one-acts being jointly sponsored
by the Theatre Arts Department and the
Jesters on October 31, between 4-7 p.m. in
the Goodwin Theatre of the Austin Arts
Centre. Lynne Derrick '73, Brian
McEleny '74 and Len Cowan '74 are
directing the plays, which will include a
new script by Megan O'Neill '73. All are
welcome.

Pictured above: Peter Kiiiani tries to ignore Judy Del Giudice's advances in William
Harris production of Lanford Wilson's IKKE, IKKE, NYE, NYE, NYE. Right: Len
Cowan's cast looks perplexed in trying to deal with David Bargman in his production of
G. B. Shaw's PASSION, POISON, AND PETRIFACTION.

cMIulose:
By Carla Rosati

Olivier's Hamlet Flawed

Shakespeare's supreme and enduring
glory...is language. His dramatic poetry
was intended to be spoken by the human
voice directly to living ears...But to the
movie-makers, language is officially known
as "wordage." The art of the camera is the
art of action and the eye; its objective is to
find the short cuts which avoid "wordage.",'
-Margaret Webster
Shakespeare Today
The spoken word has often competed with
the living picture, but never as intensely as
in a film adaption of a Shakespearean play.
The Bard skillfully sketched verbal images
to express his plot and' characters; the
camera may capture the pictures, but not
the words. Shakespeare's mode of communication is primarily oral; cinematic

expression is primarily visual. The two
modes have never been successfully fused
together, as Lord Laurence Olivier's
Hamlet, considered the epitome of the
Shakespearean film at its presentation in
1948, revealed at its showing this week at
Cinestudio.
The essential problem in, filming a
Shakespearean play is editing the drama
into a shooting script. The director and
scenarist must either limit the speeches for
visual effects and run the risk of rendering
the plot meaningless, or sacrifice cinematic
devices for the words and hazard making a
dull, static movie. Most directors have
pruned the play of extraneous details, and
substituted scenes for some of the events
that happen off-stage. This delicate

Wishbone Ash
ByAndyMerz
A relatively unknown and vastly underrated counterpart to Yes from England,
Wishbone Ash, begins to rise. And what
mak.es their advance twice as paradoxical is
that Wishbone's style is in many ways
similar to Yes, Both groups deal with songs
of considerable length where the in"»u..«,
v»UI,v uis u,
strumental
thec lfoundation
u », work
u m i u o u u , , Wfor
l
soothing vocals. Like Yes, their tracks begin
easy and flow slowly before moving into
some powerful guitar breaks.
Argus is Wishbone Ash's third album and
by far the groups best effort, due to the fact
that they have tightened up a great deal and
many of their previous instrumental conflicts have been avoided. The style of Wishbone Ash
Ash on
on Argus
AI-PHS is
is focused
fnniseri upon
imon the
the verv
bone
very
difficult angle of a double lead guitar. But
both Andy Powell and Ted Turner do an
excellent job of keeping clear of the many
pitfalls that this approach can produce- the
result is a very appealing disc.
"Time Was", a fluid nine minute cut,
opens things up in spectacular fashion. Here

Wishbone Ash transforms a rather simple
piece into a quite enjoyable rocker.
"Sometime World" which follows is a dead
ringer for Yes (especially the chorus) and
somehow comes off a bit too flowery.
"Blowin' Free" ends the first side with a
burner of a guitar break that never ceases to
amaze me. Side two follows pretty much the
same pattern that one started. "Leaf And
Stream" and "Throw Down The Sword" are
the best cuts, both with sensitive vocals and
just the right amount of guitar emphasis,
Despite being their third LP, Argus, (like
The Yes Album) is really the starting point
for the group. The only minor problem
(which Yes to a lesser extent experienced) is
that Wishbone Ash doesn't vary their approach enough and this leads to a small
degree of monotony - which hinders what
could have been a super album. Anyway,
right now, Wishbone Ash is just a notch
below where Yes was after their third
album. So they've got two more chances to
get even and I just bet they will.

operation can be carried too far, as the plot
of Georges Melies' 1907 Hamlet reveals. The
one reel film begins with the "poor Yorick"
speech, juxtaposes Hafmlet's melancholia
with Ophelia's ghost throwing flowers, and
ends with the duel supervised by the father's
ghost. Olivier's Hamlet, trimmed to two and
one-half hours, cuts out many minor
characters, such as Rosenerantz and
Guildenstern, and visualizes such scenes as
Ophelia's suicide and the king's murder.
Many speeches are either abridged or
obliterated, and the language is partially
modernized. But, even though the story is
condensed into the rather simplistic
statement spoken at the beginning of the
film, "This is the tragedy of a man who
could not make up his mind," the film still
drags and the narration crawls at a sluggish
pace.
It is the highly mobile camera, controlled
by Desmond Dickinson, that is responsible
for the rambling narration. The camera is in
constant motion as it swoops up and down
the castle walls, flits about each character,
and wafts down the halls and passages of the
palace. This astonishing cinematic mobility
was no doubt intended to "open up" the play
from the confines of the stage and speed the
narration; unfortunately, it does exactly the
opposite. The camera moves too fast for the
story. Many movements of the camera have
no relation to the plot,- and the excessive
rapidity of the movements only reveal
further the plodding pace of the film. The
visual effects of the film, which might have
spiced the narration, seesaw from brilliant
to slipshod. The approach of the father's
ghost is signalled effectively by a throbbing
heartbeat, the shot pulsating around
Hamlet's head and intensified by audible
vibrations. However, visualizations of such
scenes as Hamlet's capture by pirates only
retard the pace, and the matching of cuts
between one sequence and another of the
same set, but at a different time of day, is
appalling. The difference of set design and
even camera angles is extremely
noticeable. In a Shakespearean film, the
camera is one of the most important factors

in the attempt to free the play from the
limits of the stage; the camera work in
Hamlet is erratic, but essentially mediocre.
The set design in a film adaption of a
Shakespearean play is also a vital component in the effort to loose the play, from the
confines of a proscenium. For Hamlet,
Olivier built a medieval castle, complete
with towering battlements and immense
great halls, but the effect is only an intensification of claustrophobia, There is no
world outside the fog-shrouded castle;
Elsinore is more isolated on the screen than
on the stage, The castle's dank and
cheerless'interior does not contain furniture
or even inhabitants; the courtiers
materialize only when the trumpets blare.
The empty spaces magnify the constricted
mood of the film and render the grandiose
sets meaningless.
Olivier's Hamlet, however, does contain
one essential detail for a good Shakespeare
production: excellent acting. All of the cast,
from Olivier's own Hamlet, to Felix
Aylmer's garrulous Polonius, down to
Stanley Holloway's Gravedigger, perform
magnificently. Each character, however
minor, is brilliantly brought to life. The
speeches; especially the famous and sadly,
rather trite, ones, are given a much-needed
freshness by the vitality and humanity of the
actors. Unfortunately, their efforts are
negated by the ponderous pace of the film.
Olivier's Hamlet, however flawed,
signalled a
limited
revival
of
Shakespearean films. Olivier himself later
made two lesser films, Richard III and
Othello; the past decade saw Franco Zefferelli's gaudy The Taming of the Shrew and
Roman Polanski's gore for gore's sake
Macbeth. None of these films were an effective transfer of the Bard's works into
another medium. Perhaps there will never
be a perfect Shakespearean motion picture,
for Shakespeare channeled all of his craftmanship and skill into the living theater. As
Margaret Webster writes, "You cannot
translate the plays into any other medium
without some distortion."
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Trinity's
Holy
Spirit

The Trinity chapel is a great disappointment to the majority of students on
campus. While supposedly the "college
chapel" it actually serves only a small
number of Episcopal students, while
ignoring the rest of the student body.
'. We are disturbed by the "long-standing
College policy" cited by Chaplain Tull to
explain why chapel facilities may be used
by French classes, draft counsellors, the
Placement office, and other groups, while
Catholic and Jewish students are refused
permission to conduct Services there.
In addition to the facilities, Episcopal
students are afforded a full-time Episcopal
minister, hired by the College while Jewish
and Catholic students must raise their own
funds for a part-time chaplain.
These facilities are supported by endowments. We do not understand why the
College has not encouraged donors to endow
positions and facilities for students of other
religious faiths as well.
Trinity claims to have "ties of historical
tradition" with the Episcopal Church.
These ties, which are quite strong, are
further reinforced by a strong antiecumenical attitude.
For example: Why are general chapel
funds not used to support Newman and
Hillel? Why is an Episcopal service held the
morning of Commencement, instead of an
interfaith service? Why does the College
each year give $n honorary degree to an
Episcopal minister, even if he is un-

distinguished in his field and unrelated to
the College?
That the College claims to be nonpartisan, while at the same time so blantantly demonstrates partiality, is an affront
to all members of the community.
In defense of the narrow function of the
chapel, Chaplain Tull has stated that "there
is no way that I know of for Christians to
conduct services for Jewish people."
Perhaps herein lies a clue to the problem.
We hardly expect that either Jewish or
Catholic students at Trinity want Chaplain
Tull to conduct their services. Rather, we
feel they merely deserve the opportunity to
meet their own religious needs with proper
facilities, chaplains, and funding.
We do not understand why Catholic and
Jewish students are forbidden to use the
chapel for their services. Nor do we understand why all-College events cannot be
conducted in an ecumenical spirit. We do
not understand why the chapel cannot serve
the College.
It is time the College recognizes the
religious needs of all the students, as well as
its own existence as a non-denominational
institution.
We urge that the College convert the
chapel into an interfaith center, or provide
additional facilities. In addition, Chapel
funds should be distributed equally among
Catholics, Jews, and Protestants, and the
College should take on the financial
responsibility for chaplains to serve all
faiths.
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To the EditorWe wish to publicly disassociate ourselves
with the inhuman actions of our government
in Southeastern Asia. All of the activities
that are currently being carried out are
detestable in every way imaginable. Let the
dead rest, let the living find peace, let the
killing come to an end.
(Signed by 85 students)

lettuce'
To the Editor:
The article "from the Right" entitled
"Non Union Lettuce Eat and Enjoy"
discredits itself. It recalls embarrassing
remarks in our history about "Happy
Slaves" and "give them bathtubs and they'll
fill them with coal." We should remember,
the people these remarks referred to as we
read Mr. Chernaik's purple prose.
The most disturbing statement in the
article "Two Sides to a Lettuce Leaf" was
•v£ I*

Lambrine Artas
ADVERTISING MANAGER
H.Susannah Heschel

Rebecca Adams, Kent Allen, Bonnie Bernstein, Phil Breuluch, Scott
Cameron, Candy Cassin, Maria Christopher, Jim Cobbs, Abby Collier,
Frances Congdon, Anne Corneel, Robin Danziger, Rebecca Dunn, Mike
Egan, Danny Freelander, Eric Gibson, Lenny Goldschmidt/ Sheryl
Greenberg, Glenn Gustafson, Margie Johnson, Lois Kimmelman, Neil
Kobrosky, Rich Levering, Adrien Mally, Carol Manage Mitch Mandel,
Andy Merz, Aron Pasternack, Tom Santopietro, Bill Shea, JiM Silverman, Pete Taussig, Scout Thorn, Sue Weisselberg, Jim Wilson.

Letters
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'inhuman'

BUSINESS BOARD
BUSINESS MANAGER
Charles Charuvastr
CIRCULATION MANAGER

that "we are not in the days of The Grapes of
Wrath." In the context of an attack on
"complacency", the comment is particularly ironic. We may not be in The
Grapes of Wrath days but I think some study
beyond Tripod articles will show that the
migrant workers are.
Sincerely,
Alexandra Woods

'reminiscent'
To the Editor:
Steve Chernaik's argument regarding the
migrant farm workers is extremely
reminiscent of the arguments of southern
slave owners during the mid-1800's. They
claimed that the Blacks were merely happy
children who needed protection. "Besides, if
we paid them they would only waste the
money," they used to say. Not to mention
the age-old argument that they are "so dirty
and smelly."
It was tough to believe my eyes when
reading Mr. Chernaik's article. In the words

of Phil Ochs- when it comes to Steven's
If anyone would like to take part in this or
thinking- "The calendar is lieing when it other such programs, please contact me a
reads the present time."
Box 854 or 246-8735.
. „,
Mitch Karlan 1976
Peter Bascn 74

'recycle'
To the Editor:
Please remember to save your
newspapers each week and put the accumulated stack outside your door each
Tuesday night (if you don't have janitor
service in your dorm you will have to put
your newspapers at the designated drop-off
point for your building).
From the results so far, it appears that
many people are not saving their papers
during the week and only putting out their
Tuesday papers for recycling. This
recycling project is doomed to failure unless
everyone participates fully. And if this
Venture fails there is little hope for any
ecology-oriented endeavour to have the
support of the administration. Let us show
the skeptics that ecology is not a fad.

'flip

To the Editor:
I hereby challenge anyone to a Penny
Elbow Flip contest. Bend your arm back as
if you were throwing a football and place a
penny near your elbow. Flip your arm down,
straightening it out and catching the penny
at the same time. My world record is thirteen pennies at once.
Sincerely,
Steve Barkan
Jackson 215
246-0722
Box 1111

More Letters on Page 15
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Editor's Note
Because of. the numerous
errors committed by our printer
in developing photographs,
irskiag the presses and keeping
the pages in the proper order.
last week's Inside Magazine is
being reissued today at no extra
cost to the Tripod.
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Editor*s note:
The Dance Department at Trinity has
increased in size and popularity since
its inception four years ago. The TRIPOD
thus pays tribute to this disciplined art.
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Once again, two new anists in residence
have been named to the dance department.
They are Risa Jaroslow and Bruce King.
They each present a different technique and
approach to the study of dance.
Risa experiments with the different
possibilities of movement in her dance
class. Each exercise gradually develops
into a series of movements/so by the end of
the class, everyone has learned a short
dance variation. "I like people to begin to
feel that movement itself is perfectly valid.
Once you have developed a certain amount
of technique and strength, you can make
other things happen. As in any art, freedom
of expression is achieved through
discipline," explains Risa. Her technique,
reminiscent of a Merce Cunningham style,
is composed of her own combinations and
variations. Her unique style makes the
class very difficult, but interesting and
enjoyable as well.
Risa, a graduate of Bennington College,
has studied modern dance with Merce
Cunningham, Jose Limon, and Dan
Wagoner among others. She has taught
dance at a variety of schools including the
Dan Wagoner Studio, the Boston Dance
Circle, and the National Conservatory of
Dance in Guatemala, Central America.. This
past year, she fcas performed with Twyla
Tharp and Dancers, and with Mirjam
B e r n s .
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Although dance in a college curriculum is.
a controversial topic at Trinity;: Risa feels
that dance fits into a college curriculum as
well as any other academic course. "Dance
is not physical education, it is not a game or
a sport, rather dance is an art that requires
a tremendous amount of discipline' and
concentrated work." Right on, Risa!
Bruce King's class offers his students a
somewhat different approach to the study of
dance. He emphasizes the. importance of

being aware of body position in dance. His
exercises, which, at first, seem very simple,
serve the purpose of strengthening and
perfecting the dancer's basic movement or
technique, Bruce introduces a simpler
version which is gradually modified until
the movement is complete. According to
Bruce, "Dance at Trinity offers one the
opportunity to experience dance in another
capacity besides the audience. It helps one
to explore how he physically can relate to
dance by developing an awareness of his
own body. It is an aesthetic experience."
Bruce has performed solo concerts
throughout the United States. He was a
member of the Merce Cunningham Company, the Alwin Nicholais Company, and
performed and choreographed in summer
musicals. He graduated from the Univer-

sity of California, Berkeley, and received
his M.A. from New York University. He is
the author of a book entitled, Creative
Dance: Experience for Learning.
Bruce feels that modern dance is a fine
art that has reached its highest
achievement in America. "People are very
unaware of what Americans have accomplished in modern dance. The bulk of all
dance masterpieces have been created in
this country...Dance is an amazing thing. It
correlates the fine art movement and visual
art to modern music of this century. It offers an aesthetic discipline as well as a
physical discipline."
Once again, Trinity has been blessed with .
experienced and professional dance
teachers in our dance department. Bruce
and Risa both offer students amazing op-

Two Guest
Artists
In Dance
By Patricia Tuneski

Risa Jaroslow
i

Judy Dworin
portunities to explore and participate in the
world of dance right here at 'ole. Trinity,
The future of any dance department
depends upon the pursuit of a high level of
instruction, and right now, the future of our
department looks great!

DANCE CONCERT
Works by Faculty Members and Mirjam Berns

Bruce King

Friday, November 10 at 8:15 p.m.
Goodwin Theater
Admission:

Austin Arts Center

*2.00 (students)
*3.00 (general admission)
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Dance Department Reminisces
By Judy Dworin

When dance was first introduced at
Trinity in 1969, I don't think anyone quite
conceived of how it would integrate itself
into the academic curriculum. The idea of
the study of movement, of the development
of the body as an instrument of communication and expression, of dance as an
art form of equal standing amongst theatre,
music, and the fine arts was a new concept
and one which was just beginning to gain
acceptance in circles of higher education".
American culture has been dominated by
verbal communications; we have been
extremely slow to recognize the most basic
element of our humanness: our own ability
to move, and to see the relationship between
that ability and our ability to think and feel
and perceive ourselves and the world
around us.
Although ballet through the centuries had
traditionally been acclaimed for its spectacular display of physical prowess and
aestheticism, modern dance with its freer
forms and emphasis on individual creative
expression was not even born in America
until the early twentieth century. Yet, its
appeal has grown rapidly, and it is interesting that it is modern dance which
seems to be making the initial breakthrough
into the halls of academia.
Thus, it was with a great sense of anticipation that I came to Trinity in 1969, first
as an exchange and then as a transfer
student, to participate in the initiation of the
dance program and in its development.
That year Clive Thompson, presently a
soloist in the Alvin Ailey company, taught at
Trinity, and, although his approach tb
dance emphasized the technical aspects,
Clive himself, because of his dynamism as a
performer and his charisma as a man, did
much to spark the enthusiasm for dance
which has continued to grow ever since.
Clive introduced a certain level of
professionalism into the program and most
certainly served to break the stereotype of
dance being a feminine art.
It was during that year that I, through the
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From "John Brown: The End is Not Yet'
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kind co-operation and support of the late Dr.
Alexander MacKimmie, former chairman
of the Education Department, was able to
teach dance at the Annie Fisher Elementary School in Hartford and at the Alternate
Center at Trinity in an effort to relate dance
to classroom and thereby to increase learning motivation. The success of this project
only further encouraged me in the conviction that dance has a definite place in
any public school curriculum. Several of my
own students since then have"" done independent studies teaching dance in the
West Hartford and Hartford public schools
and their results have, been equally convincing.
It was also in that first year that I had the
opportunity to choreograph my American
Studies through the co-operation of Dr. Paul
Smith and Mr. Ronald Spencer in the
English and History
departments
respectively. The outcome of this project
was a dance accompanied by voice, music,
and song entitled "John Brown: The End is
Not Yet", which dealt with the problem of
racism in American society. The dance,
which has since been televised by Connecticut Educational Television and
released to New England ETV and seen
across the country, was performed solely by
beginning students of the dance, yet this did
not encumber their ability to express an
idea effectively and with conviction.
Several students since then have
choreographed dances founded upon ideas
they have derived from their other
academic courses.
When Clive left Trinity because of performing committlments, it was with
renewed anticipation and excitement that in
September of 19711 became part-time and
later full-time instructor and co-ordinator of
the dance program. Enrollments, which
had been on the average of 50-70 students
each semester in 1969-70 and 1970-71,
jumped to 114 in 1971-72. With this growth in
student interest, I felt that, the dance

curriculum needed to be broadened to inelude the more creative aspects of dance as
well. Technique, the develpment of the
body through exercise and muscular
discipline, is not an end in itself; one
develops the body as a more effective instrument for a reason -- to express, to
communicate, to DANCE. Therefore
Trinity term of 1971-72 saw the introduction
of courses in improvisation (discovering
one's own natural creative sense of
movement), composition (the art of making
dances) and repertory (the art of performance). Such an abundance of creative
works was produced by the students that the
final concert in May, 1972 included two
separate and different programs. Also, a
children's workshop was performed by the
Improvisation class at which children from
West Hartford and Hartford schools attended. Children from West Hartford
schools also participated in the beginning
technique classes at Trinity on occasion as
part of a special program to expose children
to different careers.
As this new semester begins at Trinity the
enthusiasm for dance continues to be seen
in the high enrollments (again surpassing
the 100 mark). Now added to the growing
list of visiting artists which includes
Raymond Johnson, Alfonso Figueroa,
James Clouser, and Mel Wong, Bruce King
and Risa Jarislow join us for the semester,
Performances are already planned for
December and may as well as in November
for Parents' Weekend. Possibilities of a
visiting company doing a three day
residency are being explored in conjuncation with the Experimental Programs
Committee. The number of males in dance
class has further increased this year with
one introductory class in which males
outnumber females. It is exciting and
fulfilling to me as a teacher and dancer to
see people, and a lot of people at that,
becoming aware of dance and participating
in it as an art form, as an expressionof self,
as a creative outlet... It is something which
I believe should be supported and nurtured
because dance has found its place in the
Trinity curriculum, and by the nature of
what it is and what it can contribute, there
is no question that it belongs there.
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Male Moves
By Stephen Botkin
When 1 informed my parents last year of
the courses I was planning to take in the
spring, they were a bit bewildered. Scanning the brief list, their almost predictable
answers were: One English course, O.K.,
two Psych, courses, fine. . .but Dance?" My
father, I think, was a little bit more than
bewildered; he was downright shocked.
While he was saying things like: Couldn't
you be taking something more. . .worthwhile?", it was obvious that he was
thinking "My son, a dancer? Where did I go
wrong?" Well, here I was faced with the
dual predicament of explaining my desire
for taking dance while trying to reassure
them that I'm still the same person they
know and love (I think).
Unfortunately, this is a common problem.
There still seems to be a deeply inbred
attitude in our society that dancing is exclusively a female art. This archaic belief
belongs to the days when dancing was solely
a form of erotic entertainment for men. In
the past century, dance has come into its
own as a distinct theatrical art, with as
much a place for men as for women. Too
often, though, the thought of men involved
with dance immediately conjures up
images of effeminacy and homosexuality, a
generalization which is entirely true nor
entirely false, but is most often deluding
and unwarrented. Until these misconceived
notions are broken, there will always be a
certain hesitancy on the part of males to
begin dance. I know I was at first.
Originally, I decided to take dance with
little thought of learning a performing art in
itself. I was fascinated more with the idea of
"kinesthetic awareness", a subtitle for the
elementary course. My interest in acting
had a good deal to do with this, since an
awareness of one's movement, how it is
done, and what it expresses, are essential to
the actor. I also wanted to develop a sense of
confidence in my body as the vehicle for
expressing myself on a personal level. As
class progressed, I found it to involve excellent exercise as well, concentrating on
the coordinated development of both
strength and flexibility. Some of the other
people in the course have expressed this as
their primary reason for taking dance.
Others like it because of its non-academic
atmosphere (although the administration
seems to be a little vexed by this and has
now forced the institution of extra-class
requirements to maintain the course's fullcredit status). Most everyone I've spoken
with agrees that dance has offered them an
opportunity for mental and physical release
from the various rigors of academic life as
well as offering a creative outlet in an informal setting. Now, as I move into my
second semester of dance, I can feel that my
confidence in my movement, which has
grown considerably since I began, has
begun to give me a feel for the art of expression through dance, beyond the level of
mere physical exercise.
Dance is a wonderful experience. No less.
To be able to express oneself through
movement brings a certain joyful
exhilaration that everyone has felt at one
time or another (even at Mather Hall
"dances"). Its popularity is limitless. This
is now reflected in the ever-increasing
enrollment in the dance courses here at
Trinity. Even the number of men has
almost doubled in the elementary class
since last year. These men are now
realizing that the fulfillment to be found in
dance is not restricted to women and that
there is no reason to believe that women are
naturally any more coordinated than men
before they begin to learn. I can only predict
that men will continue to enter the dance
program until their number is proportional
to the enrollment of the college. All they've
got to lose is their inhibition.
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McGovern Appeals To Diverse Elements In N.Y.
By Robin Banziger
New York is traditionally one of the most
controversial and volatile states in the
union, particularly in the political sphere. It
is an extremely diverse state, encompassing every kind of voter imaginable,
particularly as one travels from the farmlands of upstate New York to the great
metropolis of New York City.
Yet George McGovern must appeal to
these diverse elements if he is to carry this
key state. New York, being the second
largest state in the union, has a large
number of electoral votes which could very
easily be the deciding factor for either
McGovern or Nixon.
Pat Funt, assistant to the director of
communications, sees the main issues of
McGovern's campaign as the war and the
economy. She said Nixon has taken a
generally non-combative, evasive position
throughout his campaign. She says that the
McGovern people have been trying to point

Thus far only the New York Times has
endorsed the Democratic nominee,
although McGovern staffers expect the New
York Post's backing.
Funt did not have much to say about the
Times' endorsement. She commented, "the
Times has always been good to us."
McGovern workers converted the editorial
to a flier.
John Franzen, press secretary, emphasized as did Funt, the importance of the
ethnic groups' vote, particularly in such a
diversified state as New York.
Franzen said that New York was still a bit
"old-fashioned," in that people tended to
stick together in groups based on their
ethnic backgrounds, instead of voting
purely on the issues. He felt that the voting
blocks of ethnic groups are stronger in New
York than in any other part of the country.
Therefore, he says, they do make specific
appeals to specific groups on behalf of
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The life of a headquarters stems from people -breezing in and out, purchasing McGovern
buttons and T-shirts. Meanwhile, political
workers, like Pat Funt, assistant to the director
of communications for McGovern's New York
campaign, find time to permit our reporter
Robin Danziger "(right) to interview them.

• • * ! •

but the "pathetically dishonest criminal
tactics that the Nixon campaign has been
using."
Whereas McGovern devoted the entirety
of his television special last week to the
steps he would take in ending the war, he
does not want to be considered a one-issue
candidate, Funt said. His talk was carried
by the three major networks, CBS, NBC,
and ABC, adding to the large publicity
campaign which, she said, is approaching a
peak.

McGovern. For example, they distribute
literature on Northern Ireland to appeal to
the Irish, and they send a politician to walk
in the Columbus Day parade for the Italian
vote.
Both parties have focused a lot of attention on Jews. Franzen says McGovern
campaigners were once worried about the
Jewish vote, due to the "smear campaign"
that went on during the primaries concerning McGovern's stand on Israel.
McGovern opponents tried to make a

connection between his stands on Israel and
Viet Nam. However, Funt and Franzen feel
that the Jewish support has increased
recently and noted that Jews traditionally
vote Democratic.
According to Franzen, the top national
priority for the campaign is television, since
the most people are reached via that media,
and that is where most of the money goes on
the national level. He said that a half hour
"costs a helluva lot of money, but it's worth
it." As far as the grass roots organizing and
spending goes, it's relatively cheap compared to the national level, Franzen said,
He said the greatest costs were phone
service and printing and distributing
literature.
Volunteers play a large part in the
McGovern campaign. The office at which
these interviews took place, which is
located on East 53rd Street, has been open
and operating for over a year. In that time,
Funt feels, they have employed seven to ten
thousand volunteers. Before the primaries,
50 to 100 new people would come in each
day.
The McGovern headquarters is a frenzy
of activity, with phones that never stop
ringing, new and old faces darting in and
out, asking questions or giving orders,
volunteers collating press releases, and a
sense of excitement that is hard to miss.
Franzen complained that the college
students have not been as responsive as
they should, and that the number of college
kids working for McGovern has been
exaggerated. The McGovern people have a
network of campus coordinators, andithis
week they will take a large ad in a number
of college newspapers.
The Democrats have conducted
registration drives throughout the state.
There will also be a large phone canvassing
campaign conducted in the days and weeks
before the election.
Franzen claimed that the Democratic
party was united in its support of
McGovern, "far more united than I would
have expected." Also, Franzen said a great
number of Republicans have been "turned
off" by the war and by the scandals and
outrages turned up lately in the Nixon
campaign." The McGovern campaign has
prepared a large number of "Republicans
for McGovern" buttons. Last week,tofront
of the ITT building, the formation of the
Republicans for McGovern was announced.
In contrast to the McGovern headquarters, the Republicans for Nixon did not
seem to want much publicity. After a gW
deal of red tape and an hour and a halts
wait at Nixon headquarters a Tnpoa
reporter was refused ah interview.
Later, the reporter reached Brad Race.
executive assistant to the campaign
director, by telephone. Race complained,
don't think it's the proper way to conduct an
interview," but he did consent to answers
few questions.
.
Race saw the main issues facing tne
Nixon campaign as the President's recori%
He noted Nixon's efforts in scaling down «je
Viet Nam war, and reaching agreement
with the Soviet Union and the Peoples
Republic of China.
A
The campaign director also stresseu
Nixon's plans for revenue sharing and la
enforcement. He gave particular emphasi
to Nixon's fight against inflation, pointing
out that the rate had fallen from 6.9% to A»
% per annum.
Both the Nixon and the McGovern
campaigners have conducted major effor
to attract the votes of minority groupsRace would not predict the percentage °
votes the President would attract. He note*
that the State Republican party was fifl
united in its support of Nixon.
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Parties Gall
Labor Key
To Pennsylvania
By Adrien Mally
Labor will be one of the major blocks of
votes determining which presidential
candidate will receive the majority of
Pennsylvania's 29 electoral votes on
November 7.
Michael Willman, Nixon's press coordinator in Philadelphia, explained,
"Pennsylvania is a big labor state and
that's where most of the Democrats' funds
come from."
.
The neutral stand presently taken by
Pennsylvania labor leaders resulted in a
dearth of funds for Senator McGovern's
campaign in that state. In addition,
Philadelphia's democratic mayor, Frank
Rizzo, has defied his party to heavily endorse President Nixon's reelection. The
unpredictable but crucial outcome of the
labor vote has prompted both Republicans
and Democrats to court Pennsylvania labor
leaders, and actively vie for their endorsement.
In Pennsylvania the labor group has split
into two major factions - the CIO and AFLCIO councils. The CIO represents industrial
workers, whereas the AFL—CIO includes
crafts and tradesmen.
Of the two groups, only the CIO has officially endorsed the Democratic ticket.
This represents a slap in the face to
I.W.Abel, President of the United Steel
Workers (3rd largest industrial union in the
country), who, Nixon authorities say, has
endorsed the President.
Although the AFL-CIO overwhelmingly
favored McGovern - 87 to Nixon's 6 (with 11
undecided and 1 vote for Richard Daley) in
a straw vote taken October 10th, as one
labor official stated at McGovern's
Philadelphia headquarters, "We've found it
very difficult to win any kind of committment from the AFL—CIO, especially
after George Meaney's golf-playing with the
President."
By approaching them individually,
.McGovern's people have succeeded in
winning the support of 40-45 Pennsylvania
unions. Much of the success in this area
must be attributed to Wendell Young, a
strong and influential state labor leader,
who is city coordinator of McGovern's
Philadelphia campaign.
In the race for the labor endorsement, the
Republicans consider even the declared
neutrality a victory.
The unions' neutrality means that "the
money not going to Nixon is also not going to
McGovern, and he needs it more, right now
than we do," Willman further explained.
Campaign Funding
As far as campaign funds are concerned,
a spokesman for the Republican
headquarters said, "There is no doubt that
we will reach the $2.25 million fund goal."
He made it clear, however, that, "This
isn't an export state; we don't raise more
than we spend. The Republican party in
Pennsylvania is in debt."
Nevertheless, the campaign to re-elect
the President appears to be in a healthy
financial condition. The carpeted, relatively
neat and efficient, store-front office at 1719
Chestnut is well staffed with salaried em-

ployees.
In sharp contrast is the.. McGovern
headquarters located at 220 S. Broad.
Manned almost entirely by youthful
volunteers, the skeletal office structure is
the scene of chaos and confusion.
In the position of being down "5-1 in
campaign funds, the Demos are forced to
operate on a bare-minumum budget. Two
mimeograph machines and two engravers
supply the literature for the entire state.
Rizzo's Influence
Mayor Rizzo's endorsement of Nixon is
"unusually helpful in the sense that he
excites partisan loyalty and we've received
more rub off than we could possibly hope to
get from a normal endorsement," Willman
commented.
Throughout the state, the rural areas are
predominately Republican, whereas the
cities are largely Democrat. The rift in the
Democratic party which Rizzo caused may
cost McGovern - Shriver some valuable
votes in Philadelphia, a Democratic
stronghold.
"The Rizzo people aren't traditional
Democrats, therefore in making the split,
they're not taking the organized party with
them," explained Rod Morgan, McGovern
news coordinator.
According to Morgan, Rizzo also used the

by refusing branch registration on college
campuses."
He said that a "disproportionate number
of registration offices were opened in white
communities as opposed to black and did
not fairly reflect the population
distribution."
Both headquarters have broken down into/
a lot of special interest committees in an
attempt to appeal to voters.
"As it stands now, the people most likely
to vote as a block would be those in the
Black community, and our best estimate
says they're 10-1 for McGovern," Morgan
remarked.
The Republicans are placing a heavy
emphasis on all ethnic groups as well as the
Catholics, which comprise 1/3 of the state.
Their Citizen Block Effort is a stylized
appeal to voting blocks which is extremely
specialized as, for example, Motorcyclists
for the President and Kids for the
President.
M-Day, the final campaign drive in
Pennsylvania for McGovern - Shriver, took
place Wednesday, October 11, and featured
appearances by both candidates, campaign
rallies, parties, and other events in more
than 50 counties.
Peter Cohen, M-day coordinator, stated
that the activities marked the close of
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"In the race for the labor endorsement, the
Republicans consider even the declared
neutrality a victory."
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tools of city government to harass
McGovern workers. On Thursday Morgan
received a call from city hall informing him
that the mayor was sending fire marshalls
to close down the headquarters as a fire
trap.
Morgan commented that, although the
building was possibly a fire hazard, in view
of Rizzo's political orientation, the timing of
such an act was a significant indicator of
heavy political undertones.
New Voters
Both parties conducted active voter
registration drives throughout the state by
door to door canvassing and telephoning.
The Democrats claimed to have invested
in radio commercials, calling and visiting
voters, regardless of party affiliations, as a
part of their voter registration drives.
Willman mentioned that, "We especially
concentrated on seeking out and giving
support to any Democrats wishing to vote
Republican."

registration (October 10) which resulted in
more than 200,000 new registered Pennsylvania Democrats.
Student Voters
According to Willman, student political
trends, for the most part, follow the partisan breakdown between urban and rural
areas in the state.
"We do very well in state universities and
smaller private institutions," he added.
"McGovern, however, still holds a sizeable
advantage in city colleges such as Temple,
U. of P., and Haverford College."
Young volunteers comprise almost the
entire McGovern work force. Yet, with the
exception of Todd Tieger, college press
coordinator, there is no one to deal with
youth as a separate voting block.
The Nixon campaign, on the other hand,
has several youth organizations. One group,
Young Voters for the President, under the
direction of Pat Logan, presented a
"Legend of Rock and Roll" concert at the
University of Pittsburg.
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icans Vie For Massachusetts
By Tom Sdntopietro
As John W. McKean, campaign coordinator for Senator George McGovern, put
it, the Democrats
"must
win"
Massachusetts.
Traditionally a strong Democratic state,
Massachusetts seems to be evenly split at
the present time. While McGovern workers
say they are confident of victory, Nixon
supporters are envisioning the possibility of
the first Republican win of the state in over
150 years.
McKean and Jane Lamensdorf, a
member of McGovern's Massachusetts
press office, expect the Senator's strength"
will come from the youth vote, the
traditionally Democratic cities, and the
labor block.
Lamensdorf said McGovern has
definitely not written off any block of votes
in the state. She explained that "the people
that backed him in the primaries will do so
again, just as will those people who are
against the war. Though I think that ethnic
blocks are breaking down, I'd say a
majority of most minorities are supporting
McGovern."

To win the election, she added, McGovern
must carry Massachusetts. To this end the
campaign has emphasized direct person-toperson contact with voters, through canvassing and rallies, rather than advertisements.
Stressing the importance of this "grass
roots" campaign, Lamensdorf said she
thought McGovern was most effective wheii
speaking directly to a crowd.
She attributed the Senator's success in the
primaries to this "personal touch".
McGovern speaks directly to the issues, and
gives specific ideas on tax reform and how
to end the war. That's important, because
that shows he's running a campaign of
issues, not of personality;"
"He's being honest and he's being himself," Lamensdorf continued. "He's saying,
'look, this is how I am and how I feel about
the issues.' I think this directness appeals to
the voter. He's a regular type of guy."
While McGovern supporters stress
Vietnam and the economy, spokesmen for
the Committee for the Re-election of the
President firmly believe Nixon's record in

office will win him re-election.
"The President appeals to the voters on
the basis of his record and ac
complishments. He's a responsible
moderate leader, while there's room for
doubt that McGovern would be able to
handle the presidency," according to
Richard W. Daly, press director of the
Massachusetts CRP.
Undecided Voters
Daly stated that McGovern has "turned
off a lot of conservative Democrats"
because he has "facillated on so many
issues, particularly abortion and aid to
parochial schools, and he also has no
foreign policy to speak of besides
precipitous withdrawal of the troops from
Indochina."
Daly cited the working class as a new
source of power for the Republicans in
Massachusetts. He added that many undecided voters among the Democrats may
swing the outcome.
Appearances
McGovern has visited Massachusetts
twice during the campaign, as has Sargent
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Shriver. Shriver was in the state on October
4 and 5, while McGovern's appearances both in Boston - came on October 3 and
October 11.
The Senator's appearance at a rally on
October 3 in the Post Office Square drew
between 60,000 and 100,000 people.
Lamensdorf termed the rally "the most
successful one in his career thus far."
She noted that one of the key points in his
speech was to attack Nixon's handling of the
Social Security increase which had come
out that day. "When the increase came
out", she stated, "Nixon in effect included a
note saying 'Thanks to me, the increase has
been made.' In actuality, Nixon had tried to
block the increase, and it was passed by
virtue of a Democratic Congress.';
McGovern made a fund-raising appearance at the Armory in Boston on
Wednesday October 11. He delivered a
speech dealing mainly with his ideas on
Vietnam. In an attempt to capture the labor
vote, on Thursday morning he presented a
speech at a breakfast with labor leaders
from several states,-, where he dealt
specifically with problems of labor and his
proposed solutions.
Although President Nixon has not visited
Massachusetts thus far, Daly said that
Nixon or Agnew might attend a fund-raising
dinner to be held on October 31.
He said that many top Republicans have
been campaigning in Massachusetts for the
President and that the Massachusetts
Republican Party is "completely behind the
President." Among those who have been in
the state on behalf of the President, Daly
cited National Campaign Director Clark
McGregor, Presidential Advisor Robert H.
Finch, Secretary of Transportation John
Volpe, who is former Massachusetts
governor, Ambassador to India Kenneth
Keating and Presidential son-in-law, Edward Cox.
Funds Raised
McKean estimates that approximately
$800,000 has been raised in Massachusetts,
most of which has been sent to Washington.
He stated that by the time that the campaign is over, roughly $150,000 will have
been spent in Massachusetts, a large portion of it on telephoning. McKean explained
that in addition to the bills for the more than
100 phones around the state, headquarters
overhead, canvassing, and payment of
salaries to the "few people who are paid,"
account for the rest of the funds.
Daly estimated that "several million
dollars, a great deal more than we're going
to spend here," has been raised in
Massachusetts.
He explained that $70,000 has been spent
on the campaign thus far, but that this
figure does not include media, which is paid
for by Washington.
Terming the $70,000 "not much when you
consider what is normally spent," Daly said"
that the money goes to pay the costs \ of
telephoning, canvassing, rent, office

overhead, and the salaries of the "few paid
workers."
Though the AFL-CIO adopted a resolution
opposing the re-election of the President,
Daly noted the fact that this "opposition"
has not taken the form of the usual endorsement of the Democratic candidate.
Daly also claims that some labor has endorsed Nixon, including several local unions
in Massachusetts. He further explained that
most unions are "laying low" because of
George Meany and "their own disinclination to support McGovern or a
Republican."
Daly also said that the 'rank and file' of
labor would vote as they wished. He
claimed too that McGovern has not raised
much money in Massachusetts, in contrast
with 1968 when Hubert Humphrey raised a
great deal.
Lamensdorf cited the Massachusetts
Labor Committee to elect McGovernShriver as an important sign of labor
support. Peter DiCicco, chairman of the

they don't fall 'lock and step' behind the
leadership immediately. The Democrats
are working for McGovern however. The
Politicians are out speaking and the work is
getting done."
The Republican party in Massachusetts
hopes to sway many voters through its
campaign, entitled "Target 72", which
stresses canvassing, meeting people, and
"talking to everybody, not just particular
ethnic racial groups," said Daly.
A goal has been set of having 5,000
volunteers working state-wide, manning
local headquarters and canvassing. There
are approximately 3,000 young volunteers,
one-third of whom are students, who are
directed by State Youth Director, Gary D.
Fernandez, Brandeis '73.
Students
Fernandez explained that organizations
have been set up at 30 to 40 colleges, and
that even more students might have become
involved, but as the campaign was late in
getting started, many students had already
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"Traditionally a strong Democratic state, Massachusetts
seems to be evenly split... Nixon supporters are
envisioning the possibility of the first Republican win
of the state in over 150 yearn"

group, said that several other labor committees are being formed for McGovern and
gave the Springfield and Brockton committees as further examples of labor support. DiCicco is president of District 2 of the
International Electricians Union.
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Lamensdorf stated that not only labor but
also the regular Democratic Party in
Massachusetts firmly support McGovern.
She said, "I think that reports to the
contrary, both on a local and national front,
are in a great part just an attempt to create
news. A great many 'old style' politicians
are in this campaign working for
McGovern."
She cited the appearance of Ted Kennedy
with McGovern in the state, and said that
among others, Ramsey Clark, Ed Muskie)
Kevin White, mayor of Boston, and Father
Drinan, a representative to Congress from
Massachusetts, all have been campaigning
for McGovern.
McKean commented, "The Democrats
are different from the Republicans in that

decided to work for candidates for Congress
or candidates at home.
However, Fernancez noted that students
are not the primary concern, as only 23% of
the eligible voting youth in Massachusetts
go to college. He stated, "We're concentrating on the 77% not in school. The
main object until October 7 was to get Nixon
supporters registered. Nowthe main thing
is getting the registered people to the pools
seeing who needs absentee ballots and the
like."
Student volunteers serve in various tasks.
Though there are two college coordinators
who work at State Headquarters, some
students who organize on campuses, and
several people who are taking the term off
to devote all of their time to the campaign,
the majority of the student workers canvass.
The number of students working each
weekend varies, but the number has now
reached 500-600, and it is hoped that 1,000
students will be working on election day.
Although he does not feel that
Massachusetts is a key state in the Nixon
election drive, Daly does feel that
Massachusetts is key "in terms of looking
forward to 1976."
He is hopeful of a Nixon win, but warns
against the danger of complacency. "As
Clark McGregor says, 'Remember
President Dewey,' " Daly said. "It hurts
our cause for people to be over-confident.
They have to go to the polls or else maybe
we'll be in another Dewey situation. I'll be
100% sure of the win when I see the results
on TV November 7."
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Comedian
Tommy
Smothers

One of several entertainers touring on
McGovern's behalf, Smothers addresses a fundraising dinner in Boston. Other stars who appeared included Warren Beatly and Shirley
MacLaine.
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With less than a month, left before the
election, Senator George McGovern is attempting to assert his anti-war position as
the key campaign issue.
McGovern accused the Nixon administration of "surrendering" the Constitution by continuing the Vietnam War, in
a speech last Thursday in Boston.
"They are willing to surrender our
decency, our ideals, and even our soul as a
nation by bombing millions of helpless

people and napalming little children,"
McGovern declared to a $25-a-plate dinner
attended by 1,000.
McGovern stated that the Nixon administration "to keep a corrupt dictatorship
in power in Saigon" is "willing to surrender
our prisoners of war to endless captivity in
North Vietnam."
He also attacked the Nixon administration for being "willing to surrender
our sons to danger and death."

The speech, given at the Commonwealth
Armory in Boston, also discussed the
problem of addiction among those returning
from Vietnam.
"So when we hear that fewer Americans
were killed in Indochina last week, let us
remember the hundreds of Americans who
died in the same week, from addiction, or
from the desperate attempt of an addict to
steal enough to feed his habit."
The audience heard South Dakota Senator
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attack the President's Vietnamization plan.
"Surely conscience tells us that a wrong
war is not made right because the color of
the bodies has changed. We are all created
in the image of God."
McGovern alleged that he did not intend
to surrender American interests but that
President Nixon did.
"As President, there is only one thing I
intend to surrender--the face of the warmakers who have been wrong about every
prediction they have made for ten years.
Only .then can we win a victory worthy of
America."
, He ended his speech by challenging "Mr.
Nixon to end the surrender of our real interests and our best hopes in a war that
denies our deepest values as a nation."
Senator Edward Kennedy introduced
McGovern to the dinner which was the
highlight of the Democratic nominee's oneday swing through the state. The day was
designated "McGovern-Shriver Day" in
Massachusetts. This was McGovern's
second visit to the state in two weeks.
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Smiled
and
Waves

Senator Edward Kennedy (Dem.-Mass.) introduced Senator McGovern at the Wednesday
rally in Boston.
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By Anne Gomeel
Accusing President Nixon of failing to
develop America's. capacities, R. Sargent
Shriver, Democratic Vice Presidential
Nominee stated Sunday that George
McGovern would "help us to be what we can
be".
Speaking in Ansonia, Connecticut, a city
near Waterbury, Shriver outlined five areas
where the Democrats would change present
policies.
He pledged that McGovern would stop the
war, cut unemployment, combat narcotics
addiction, bring prices and wages into
equilibrium, and be more honest than the
Republicans.
Nixon does not deserve to-be re-elected
because he has not ended the Vietnam War,
Shriver asserted., Nixon believes in the
Work Ethic, he continued, and yet during
Nixon's term, he has thrown more people
out of work and has puj; more on welfare
than has ever been done.
"The least the government can do for the
country is create job legislation", Shriver
said. He said Nixon has said "no" to
educational assistance bills, and to a health
bill which Congressman John Monagan had
introduced.
He then launched into an attack on the
large unemployment rate in the United
States. He said that there is "no tablet from
the Lord" which says we have to have a 5%
unemployment rate, representing 5 1/2
million people. "The U.S. can have 3%, 4%,
2% if that's where we decide to put the effort," he continued. "We as a nation should
be putting money to work here at home," he
cried to a cheering crowd.
Crime in the streets has gone up 33%,
although Nixon promised law and order the
aspiring vice-presidential candidate stated.
Not since the 1920's, when Warren Harding
was president, have we seen as much
corruption, he said.
He reminded the crowd of Nixon's
Checkers Speech in 1952 when he had to
explain where $18,000 in funds had come
from. Now, Shriver continued, he doesn't
tell us where he got $10 million in secret
funds.
Nixon has failed to reduce crime, failed to
control prices and make jobs, Shriver
concluded.
It was a cold day but an enthusiastic
crowd, numbering approximately 10,000,
that greeted Congressman John Monagan
and Sargent Shriver. The occasion was a
fund-raising picnic at Warsaw Park, in
Ansonia, Connecticut.
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There were many families with children
among those attending. They held proMcGovern and anti-Nixon signs bearing
slogans such as: "No more Years",
"McGovern and Shriver, Men of Action0,
"Nixon Benefits Off G.I. Blood", "America
Can Do Better".
The speeches began with an invocation by
a priest, and then John Monagan, the
Congressman for the 5th District in Connecticut took the podium. He said it was a
privilege to have served the district for
fourteen years.
In introducing Sargent Shriver, Monagan
said that Shriver "has tried and succeeded
in raising moral issues that have been
missing," and that he has exposed fundamental problems.
Shriver began by saying that John
Monagan "is a devoted congressman and a
leader in the national scene". He said
Monagan's accomplishments included
uncovering a housing loan scandal, and
playing a leading role in stopping the importation of narcotics and heroin. The
legislation which he introduced, and which
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Former U.S. Rep. John McGormack

was quite effective, involved stopping
foreign aid to countries if they were growing
heroin and other drugs.
Shriver thanked his hosts for providing
microphones, since "nowadays we
Democrats don't see all the microphones we
talk into". But, he said, the word that
Democrats are low on campaign funds is
"just a rumour. . .Stick 'em up".
Shriver said he felt encouraged about the
progress that McGovern and he were
making, and he cited the occasion when he
spoke to an Ohio audience, made up of the
representatives of all the state labor unions
which gave him a standing ovation.
Shriver compared the Democratic party
to a Church which always welcomes
everybody in. He said he thought the
Democratic Party represents the people
better than any other Party in the world.
In the House of Representatives; he said,
"every Italian-American Congressman
except one is a Democrat". Shriver said
that all Polish-American Congressmen
except two, every one of the GreekAmerican congressmen, every one of the
Japanese-American congressmen, and all
of the good Irish-American congressmen
are Democrats.
Shriver told the story of how during his
campaign a young woman had asked him to
"Help us to be what we can be". Shriver
asserted that he and McGovern believe that
every American should be allowed to be
what they can be. He accused the Nixon
Administration of hindering people from
fulfilling their own destiny.
Shriver then listed five points which
would be the major goals. He said "we will
stop the war, using public, not private
plans. We will get jobs for every American
who wants work. We will actually cut
narcotics addiction which has doubled". He
asserted that under MeGovern's administration, "wages and prices would
move together", rather than having the
prices go through the ceiling while wages
are frozen. Lastly, he said "When we tell
you something, we will tell you the truth."
He said that Nixon has had fourteen
images in fourteen years of public office,
and that Agnew has had three in four years.
"George has always been the same, and
nobody's going to be putting faces on me",
Shriver said.
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The Genius of Moliere
By Michael J. Pretina
(

Every time I have seen a stage production
of a Moliere play, I have come away
charmed by a truly amusing theatrical
adventure. It was in the Commedia dell'arte
as well as in Latin comedy and French
buffoonery that Moliere discovered a
thousand comic tricks which he transposed
without losing their savour by combining
them with some of the most elegant prose
. ever written. Slapstick electrifies every one
of his plays and makes his theatre a highly
visual experience.
Sometimes the vaudeville antics of his
characters ware there simply to provoke
laughter as is the case with the wild dancing
and ludicrous contortions of the Turks in the
initiation ceremony of Monsieur Jourdain
as Mamamouchi.
At other times the visual element creates
the comic relief needed to counterbalance
the serious issues touched upon in the play.
In Don Juan each scene which explores the
violent conflict between liberalism and
conservatism is followed by a sketch in
which horseplay alone is the dominant note.
The visual, moreover, functions in certain
plays as a sign which pinpoints the
thematics of the work.
Hypocrisy
In Tartuffe, for example, the theme of
hypocrisy is staged visually through
gesture. Tartuffe may preach the dangers
of the flesh as he begs Dorine to cover her
. half naked breasts, but his hand gripping
Elmire's knee - explained to the outraged
woman as a simple wish to touch the soft
fabric of her gown - betrays the sensuality
hidden behind the mask of pious words.
With Moliere, gesture has the eloquence of
language, a language without words which
highlights the dichotomy between thought
and deed.
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The theatricalism of Koliere, the extravagant display of gesture, facial expression and comic tricks is balanced even
in his most amusing plays by substance;
and it is here that Moliere hits upon the very
core of human nature. Moliere belived that
deeply hidden man's personality there
exists a coherent structure. He called this
structure the essence of human nature and,
used it as the model for his portrait of man.
Prude
On the stage he depicts man as an actor
whose life style is a self-imposed role which
has nothing to do with his true nature.
Tartuffe acts out the part of a religious
man; in le Misanthrope Arsinoe - so attractive to us in spite of her prudish
behavior - covers her passionate and lustful
self with the mask of a prude. The world of
Moliere is peopled with characters
imitating a type; and laughter is born at the
moment when the mask slips and, the
character steps out of his false role. The bad
actor has become good comic theatre.
Moliere'.s man is also as inflexible as a
bronze statue. There may be spectacular
turnabouts of events in his plays, but there
are no spectacular conversions in his
characters - no repentance in Tartuffe after
his ruse is uncovered, no remorse in Don
Juan for his dubious behavior and no
change of heart in Monsieur Jourdain whose
thirst for social advancement at any cost is
never assuaged. Man is fixed in his very
nature and truth never sets him free from
his narrow outlook on things.
Enlightenment
Certainly there is "coming to knowledge"
in Moliere's theatre, but that knowledge is
primarily for our enlightenment alone.
Although Celimene learns the truth about
herself from Alceste who describes her as
vain, conniving and supeficial, she merrily
goes along locked into a personality and life

style which she refuses to alter. Knowledge
about oneself is a dead end street and not an
open road to change, because man is too
vain to admit error, or too blind to see the
truth or because, as in the case of Celimene,
man does not have the potential to be other
than what he is.
Moliere's world, however, is not totally
negative, his stage not completely inundated with stone-hearted characters and
masked villains. There are examples - few
though they may be - of sincerity,
naturalness and moderation which lead us
to believe that in some people the core of
human nature is not all bad.
Self-fulfillment
: Moliere was concerned with a vision of
man and, more precisely, with the conflict
.which life becomes because of man's
nature. In each of his plays a societal group
(the family in Tartuffe or Celimene's salon
le Misanthrope) is front stage, living according to a set of norms which are the
nucleus of its self-fulfillment. Inevitably
someone comes along to disrupt things by
offering a vision of fulfillment which is
directly opposed to that of the group. Order
is finally restored when the group succeeds
in unmasking (Tartuffe), expelling
(Alceste) or killing (Don Juan) the
disrupter.
In most instances we are solidly behind
the winner and return home feeling that all
has ended well. However there are
disquieting moments for the audience especially in Moliere's later plays - when
the winner is far from the best in our eyes.
In le Misanthrope a corrupt and vain society
where "flattery will get you everywhere"
triumphs over Alceste who calls for sincerity; in Don Juan an archaic society in
which norms of honor and purity crumble at
their very foundations succeeds, with "God's
help, in destroying Don Juan whose

liberalism would have brought a breath of
fresh air to a stifling world.
Conflict
Whether or not we can support the one
who wins does not alter the truth of what
Mbliere says: life is not a harmonious
coexistence between different points of
view, but rather a conflict because man has
the almost compulsive need to impose his
vision of things on others. Why impose? The
answer is simple: man is interested only in
himself. In Tartuffe, the imposter in forcing
others to accept his views seeks to rob
Orgon of his wife, daughter and fortune,
three tangible objects whose possession
would answer the call of his parasitic
nature.
Orgon's family, united as they may be in a
common effort against Tartuffe, fight the
imposter in order to fulfill their individual
quests for good times (Dorine) or simple
peace of mind (Elmire). It is inevitable that
life becomes a tug-of-war since each man.
whether alone or as part of a group, is out to
gratify himself at anyone's expense. In
popular terms, Moliere's man is on an ego
trip. However bitter the pill may be, the
genius of Moliere was his ability to coat it
with laughter.

Editor's Note: Michael J. Pretina is
a faculty member in the Modern
Languages department.
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Hartford Stage Performs 'The Misanthrope'
By Aron Pasteraaek
The Hartford Stage Company opened its
tenth season on October 6th with a modern
dress production of one of Moliere's
masterpieces, THE MISANTHROPE. Paul
Weidner directed the verse translation by
Richard Wilbur. The production, though not
one of the Stage Company's best, is
nonetheless very good and should definitely
be seen by anyone interested in Molie*re, the
theatre, or a pleasant evening away from
Trinity.
.
First a few words about the Stage Company. The Stage Company produces six
plays a year, which are. always of a high
level. Quite frankly, it is one of the best
provincial theatre companies in the nation,
and some of the productions of the recent
past (THREEPENNY OPERA, JOE EGG,
LONG DAY'S JOURNEY INTO NIGHT)
have been as good as anything I have seen
in New York and London. It is a very
pleasant theatre as it is small and all the
seats have a very good view of the thrust
stage. Also, The Stage Company gives
generous student discounts for matinee
performances.
As for the play - THE MISANTHROPE,
for me, is both Moliere's greatest and most
difficult play. Alceste, the misanthrope who
would rather speak the truth than placate
society, is certainly one of the great* acting

significance now as then. Moliere himself
played the part of Alceste for laughs,
clowned it - society was good and
reasonable, Alceste a ridiculous and rude
figure. In the mid-eighteenth century
Rosseau, in his Lettre a M. d'Alembert
called the play immoral and vicious since
the play makes virtue (personified by
Alceste, who always tells the truth and is
true to his soul) ridiculous, and approves
vice (Philinte is the kind of compromiser
Rosseau hated).
Since then the way the play is staged
varies according to the sympathies of the
director. Today, when we have a tendency
to question every facet of society, most
directors and critics consider the play a
tragi-comedy and Alceste a serious and
almost tragic figure, sincere and truthful
though even his most ardent admirers will
admit that his character is basically unsympathetic; his is egocentric, flies into
tantrums, sulks, and has a martyr complex,
it is this tension between this far from
"perfect man and even less perfect society
and its apologists that for me at least,
makes the play a great one.
This tension also makes the play very
difficult to direct, especially when the
director, as Paul Weidrier has chosen to do,
does not take sides. One somewhat gets the
feeling that Weidner has chosen to let the
play muddle through on its own am-
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Chris Sarandon as Atceste and Tana Hicken as Cetimene in the Hartford Stage Company's
production of "The Misanthrope."

roles of the stage. Moliere's plots are not
important: in THE MISANTHROPE the
entire plot is this: Alceste at the beginning
demands an explanation from Celimene will she or will she not accept him as her
lover alone - and various obstacles prevent
him from getting this explanation until the
end.
What is great about sthe play is the
character portraits Moliere draws. THE
MISANTHROPE is a devastating expose of
court society: a society of nobles - Oronte,
Acaste, and Clitandre are the male members. Celimene and Arsinoe the female
components - who have no purpose; they
are indolent, useless, and decadent. This is
manifested in their writing pseudo-poetry,
sending pseudo-love letters, becoming
involved in pseudo-love affairs and pseudoquarrels, making a great show of affection
and friendship to present company while
immediately and maliciously backstabbing
those who leave the room.
As a contrast to this are two gentlemen of
superior intelligence and vision: Alceste,
the misanthrope, who will not bend to the
.pretension of society and Philinte, the
compromiser and acceptor of society as he
finds it.
A Tragi-Comedy?
How should a man behave in society,
Molilre asks, and the question has as much

biguities. Weidner introduces some good
ideas, but does not coordinate and put
together his diverse elements into a unified
production.
New Translation
Wiedner has chosen Richard Wilbur's
rhyming iambic pentameter verse translation. Wilbur, in an article reprinted in the
subscriber's program, insists that the
rhyming verse be maintained in order to
duplicate the "parody-tragic effect" of the
play and the "musical elements of intricate
arrangements" of the actual lines. These
are certainly valid points, and the translation, seen in a literary light, is an excellent one (a man who rhymes lyric with
panegyric has got something for sure)
brimming with ideas. But the question is,
does it play well on stage? Not in this
production.
The Vesey/Bentley translation of
THREEPENNY OPERA is literarily impressive, and Hugh MacDiarmid recently
supplied a new translation for the London
stage that was marxist. and socially
relevant, but Marc Blitzstein's version,
which the Stage Company used in their
production, plays infinitely better than the
other two on stage. To compound the
problem, Weidner has chosen to stage the
play in modern dress. This is an excellent
idea in itself; certainly hypocrisy and

idleness haven't gone out of style. But it
seems incongruous to have eye see contemporary sights and ear hear endless
rhyming iambic pentameter that conjures
up mind images of early Shakespeare. It
takes a while to put together the images.
The early scenes seemed forced and dull to
me for this reason.
Also Weidner's blocking seemed excessively forced and overly symmetric.
Some of his ideas were excellent - having
Alceste's back to the central audience
section visually conveyed his unsociabilitybut too many movements mirrored each
other, it seemed, for a formalist 17th century effect that seemed at odds with the set
and costumes and even the verse.
Some of the actors had trouble handling
the verse, and had a tendency (admittably
easy with rhyming iambic pentameter) to
fall into sing-song. Others flowed with the
words and sentences and were excellent.
Chris Sarandon's Alceste was properly selfcentered and aggravatingly honest. My only
objection was that he is too young and good
looking y the audience cannot help but
sympathize with such an attractive young
man.
The ironies of Alceste's character are
deepened when a definitely aging, not very
physically attractive actor is playing the
part. Tana Hicken's Celimene - the object of
Alceste's love despite her being the perfect
example of the society he abhors - was
excellent, seductive, intelligent, and attractive while a complete coquette
nonetheless.
Eve Collyer, Pamela Gilbreath, David O.
Peterson, and Henry Thomas stood out in
supporting roles, those being respectively,
Arsinoe the old fogy religious hypocrite,
Eliante the young cousin of Celimene,
Oronte the would-be poet, and Acaste the
indolent pot-smoking (appropriate but still
a bit sensational as Thomas' smoking
showed that he has obviously never smoked
marijuana) nobleman. Ted Graeber's
Philinte was weak. Admittably the
character is the Horace to Alceste's
Hamelet, but Graeber didn't even try,
playing Philinte as a man totally selfsatisfied and smug about his position in
society, whereas Philinte can be stronger if
played as a reconciler rather than an
apologist. Perhaps he was directed that
way.
John Conklin's set is magnificent: an
exciting menagerie of black and white
marble, black leather, and smoky glass,
that perfectly illustrated the richness
bordering on decadence of Celimene's
maison. And Victoria Zussin's costumes,
also carrying forth the black and white
motif, were tre's chic and appropriate.
Larry Crimmin's* lights were a disappointment. I could swear it was an "up and
down" show (No light changes) - if lighting
changes were subtle, they were too damn
subtle to be noticed. This may seem like a
picky criticism but I think not - the play
takes place in a single day and light can and
should emphasize this: in this production all
the scenes seemed to take place at 3:00 in
the afternoon in a limboland.
I hope I have not sounded excessively
negative. I enjoyed the production. I suppose I have been harsh because I felt if
certain things had been tightened up the
production could have been a lot better.
Even so, a great script, very good acting,
and visually pleasing set and costumes
make the evening an appropriate introduction or rendezvous with Moliere. You
will laugh at THE MISANTHROPE but you
will think also. Who is right? Who is
ridiculous? How should a person behave? I
came out of the theatre thinking these
thoughts, so in the end the production
certainly worked.
One final thought. I cannot help but feel I
have reviewed the play as Alceste might
have, eager to praise the good points but
resolved not to pardon or hide the faults. LE.
MISANTHROPE, ah bon! Messieurs
Moliere, Wilbur, et Weidner, ce n'est pas
parfait, mais c'est un bon soir pensif au
theatre.
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Leonard Frey
Stars In
'The Bourgeois
Gentleman'
a scene from the Yale Rep production of "The Bourgeois Gentleman."

By William Harris

«M

Located in New Haven only forty-five
minutes from here is the Yale Repertory
Theatre. It is a small structure, a church
that has been ingeniously converted into one
of the most charming and comfortable
theatres imaginable. And for those people
who are as theatre-starved as I am, you
couldn't choose a better place or more
talented company to witness theatrical
magic.
The Yale Rep is opening this season with
a production of Moliere's THE BOURGEOIS1
GENTLEMAN. This is the classis study in1
social climbing. The protoganist, Monsieur
Jourdain, is constantly concerned with what
he believes the aristocracy or "smart"
people are doing or how they are behaving,
in order that he may elevate himself to that
higher social position. To pursue this end,
he imitates them; he engages in dancing,
singing, fencing and philosophy lessons,
spends and lends his money rather extravagantly on parties, clothing, and other
idle pasttimes, and is determined that his
daughter shall marry into the titled class
and become a marquise. He idolizes the
decadent life and is very serious in his attempts to attain this level of existence.
Basically, though, M. Jourdain is stupid,
and we Jaugh at his approach to and his
miscdnceptions of the life of the
aristocracy.
At the same time he is a most appealing
character, simplistic, naive and child-like,
who tackles his task with unending enthusiasm and energy, He has a wonderful
time trying to become a gentleman, he
knows what he wants and is honest in this
pursuit. This makes him far more endearing than the other characters in the
play, who seem only concerned with
deceiving him and exposing his stupidity.
This becomes their source, as well as that of
the audience, of amusement. We laugh at
M. Jourdain, never with him, and yet we
also empathize with him; an emotion never
felt for the other characters.
Michael Feingold has written a new
translation of Moliere's comedy to suit
Alvin Epstein's modern conglomeration - of
- dress production. (It is appropriate that
Epstein should choose to vary the dress in
the play, as the characters are drawn from
very stock and individual figures and are
equally recognizeable today: the nagging
wife with her hair in curlers, the greasy
boyfriends, one a cadet in army fatigues,
and the other his valet, in a jean suit, the 50ish daughter, bufante hairdo and squeeling
in Elvis Presley-like, ecstasy, and so on.
This variation gives the play the timeless
quality which is certainly appropriate to
Moliere.) Feingold's translation is very
funny and he has beautifully transposed the
script into a modern vernacular. Yet the
importance of the translation does not
outweigh Moliere's own brilliance, and
there was only one moment when the
translation became distracting, too
colloquial: the point when M. Jourdain told
his wife to "stifle" herself. Yet this is
minor.

The first act seemed to have trouble
getting started. There is a great deal of
anticipation when watching a play by
Moliere, as the plots are usually familiar,
and one is poised to laugh even before the
events unfold. Laughter is an integral part
of the script and yet Epstein felt a need to
exaggerate this humor, supplementing it
with sight gags. This is fine, but the visual
aspect should never reduce the importance
of the lines. This was the trouble with the
first act - a proper balance had not been
achieved between both kinds of humor.
The play began with the chaotic entrance
Chez M. Jourdain of the musicians, dancers,
singers and crates marked fragile, all at the
same time. The scrub woman, who had a
propensity for appearing at the wrong
-moments, was caught in this confusion. It is
a nice idea to illustrate the confusion that
M. Jourdain has brought into his household
by his desires to become a gentleman, but it
didn't work. It was sloppy, not funny. And of
course everyone, both characters and
audience, are eagerly awaiting the entrance
of M. Jourdain himself, who is about to
appear in his new robe and morning
exercise costume.
I was also very anxious to see Leonard
Frey (who has joined the Yale Rep company for this season) in the part. Frey is
probably best, known for his portrayal of
Harold in THE BOYS IN THE BAND, both
on stage and in the film version of Mart
Crowley's shallow comedy. His was a truly
excellent piece of characterization', the only
one which was convincing. Frey succeeds
again in THE BOURGEOIS GENTLEMAN.
He romps around the stage, squeaking with
childish delight in his undertaking,
reprimanding those around him for their
ignorance of the noble life, constantly
looking both pleased and bewildered, as
everything and everyone is moving too
quickly for him. This was an excellent
performance, one that was always interesting to watch. Leonard Frey must
certainly have one of the most incredible
faces ever to appear on the stage. But I have
jumped ahead.
Although Epstein diminished some of the
humor inherent in the lines by his visual
additions, most notably in the arguments
between the fencing, dancing, singing, and
philosophy instructors concerning whose
was the greater and more important art
form (this exchange was not crisp or
compact), he succeeded well in one instance. M. Jourdain's morning exercise suit
consisted of a gray sweat-suit fringed with
lace and the words "Sorbonne 1676" written
across the chest. This was a very funny
although extraneous gag.
At the end of the first act Epstein's
production came together as a whole, with
the dressing of M. Jourdain (literally lifting
his body into the clothes) in his new suit.
The costume was somewhat a 17th century
period piece, although totally outlandish;
the doublet was yellow lace, the waist-coat
and hat constructed of clear vinyl, and
everywhere were decorations of pink,

yellow and orange ribbons, ostrich feathers
and sashes. The costume was completed by
matching shoes and a Harpo Marx wig. The
acrobatics of this scene were wonderfully
executed, and at its conclusion, M. Jourdain
held up his arms, posed with a shit-eating
grin, and let out a huge sigh of satisfaction.
Lights out. Wild applause and laughter.
Trump cards
The show continued to maintain this rapid
pace and cleanness of production through
the end, each scene becoming funnier than
its predecessor. The show had its own life
now, and was not relying on directorial
gimmickry. Epstein was able to keep his
audience howling, through the dinner with
Dorante and Dorimene (the two nobles upon
whom M. Jourdain patterns his life), the
masquerading involving the son of the
Grand Turk and the making of M. Jourdain
into a Mamamouchi, up until the final
moments when Mr. Epstein played his best
trump card. The mime that had been
scheduled for the entertainment of Dorante
and Dorimene was performed. It retold all
of the events of the play, involving the entire
cast and showing what a fool M. Jourdain
had been. The entire cast stood on stage
right laughing at the lone figure of M.
Jourdain, who was himself laughing back at
them, not comprehending that he was the
subject of their mockery. Mme. Jourdain
looked gently at him, and walked lovingly
over to the happy child. You cannot possibly
dislike M. Jourdain, you want to cuddle
him.,
Alvin Epstein has included many nice
directorial touches in his production. The
set which was very simple allowed great
freedom of movement and imaginative
thinking on the part of the audience. It
contained only three set pieces: two chairs
and a beautifully tacky end table with a
built-on Eiffel Tower lamp. During the
dining sequence, a great chandelier of pink
wicker, white ostrich feathers and a cherub
was flown above the stage. One of the nicest
touches was Epstein's dressing both Dorant
and Dorimene in period costume.
Although they make fun of M. Jourdain,
they are equally ridiculous in their actions.
Moliere is careful to point out the follies of
the titled-class, as well as those that try to
imitate them. T(he nobility are parodies of
themselves, and Mr. Epstein picked up
nicely on their hypocrisy.
There was not one performance by any
actor in a major role that I did not enjoy.
Most notable though, were Elizabeth
Parrish as Mme. Jourdain, Robin Pearson
Rose as Nicole, the maid, Deborah Mayo as
the Jourdain's daughter, Lucille, John
Cleonte, Lucille's boyfriend, and Joseph
Grifasi as Cleonte's valet.The cast enjoyed
what they were doing and produced a
tremendous evening.
Perhaps the best place to see Moliere
performed is in Paris, at the Comedie
Francaise, but the Yale Rep production of
THE BOURGEOIS GENTLEMAN is surely
the second-best thing.
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By William Sloane Coffin
(Editor's Note: Reverend William Sloane Coffin is a
chaplin at Yale University and has recently returned
with the three American prisoners of war, released by
Hanoi. He has previously participated in demonstrations against the Vietnam War and in 19S8, he was
indicted with Dr. Benjamin Spock and two others of
conspiracy to counsel young men to evade the draft.)

Markham Gartley is not only handsome
and attractive but witty. As we were being
driven through the spectacularly wide but
sterile boulevards of Peking, he wisecracked, "I wish they'd take us through
Chinatown."
Gartley is also highly intelligent. Yet, by
his own admission, he knew nothing of the
people he was bombing, at least not until,
suspended from a parachute, he dropped in
their midst in 1968.
In the early sixties, when he was a physics
major at Georgia Tech, there was little
interest in the war and little information
readily available about it. Like so many
other young men, he joined the Naval ROTC
not because he was eager to fight but
because it would pay his way through
college. When upon graduation he became a
pilot, it was the sport of flying, not the war,
that held his attention.
On active duty in the Pacific, his life
consisted of dangerous flights interspersed
with a few comfortable moments aboard his
carrier. The talk was not of war or peace
but the technicalities of flying. There was
little time for reflection. In the air, the pilots
live in one world; on the ground, the North
Vietnamese live in another.
Last week, as we were having a quiet
drink together in Hanoi's Peace Hotel,
Gartley reminisced about this period in his
life. "Flying," he said, "is exciting, particularly when you're being shot at. There's
a great sense of power in flying a jet;
there's something almost sexual about it.
You don't think about the people you're
bombing. You think about the target.
Otherwise, you don't think about much else
except your family, flight pay, and
promotions. Only when you're shot down, do
you ask, 'What the hell was I doing up
there?' "

Together with seven other pilots, Lt.
Norris Charles sent a letter to Congress
pleading with them to end the war immediately. (They received answers only
from George Me Govern and one other
Senator.)
But to be anti-war threw the pilots into an
emotional conflict between their political
rights as American citizens and their
feelings of loyalty to the military. Could you
disagree with the war in Vietnam and still
be a loyal American officer? Could you be
labeled a collaborator just by wanting the
war over?
Last week, Gartley described some of this
conflict to me. "When I arrived in camp, I
was New Boy in School. Prestige went not to
the ranking officer among us, nor to the
man of the greatest intelligence, but rather
to the man who had been there the longest.
So Lt. Alvarez, the first to be shot down in
'64, was kingpin. And he's still an
unreconstructed hawk, even though he
knows his mother and family are very antiwar."
When Gartley and the other two pilots
were released, the emotional conflict
deepened. On the one hand, they were
impressed by the humane treatment accorded them by Vietnamese civilians,
which more than matched the treatment
they had received at the hands of the
Vietnamese military. Everywhere they
went, they were recognized; everywhere
crowds gathered around them, but no
hostility was ever shown them. They were
also impressed by the devastated cities; the
hospitals, churches and schools destroyed
by- their bombs; the women and children
maimed for life. Last week when Gartley
stood among the crumbling ruins of Phat
Diem Roman Catholic Cathedral, one
hundred kilometers south of Hanoi, he said,
"It sure looks different from down here."
Yet such guilt as the pilots felt seemed
less acute in relation to the Vietnamese
victims than to the American buddies they
were leaving behind. Intellectually, they
could see little sense to the war, but
psychologically and morally, it was as if the
war was too much for them to cope with.
Their relationship to the American
government was no less conflicted. On the
one hand, they knew themselves to be loyal
members of the military. Yet they knew all

buddies might be released in the future,
they sent a telegram to President Nixon:
"In the best interests of all parties concerned, we think we should be allowed to
return to New York with the escort
delegation and be allowed to spend a few
days with our families if so desired." The
telegram went unanswered.
The pressure mounted. When Adolph
Dubs, the charge d'affaires in Moscow,
"urged" and "warmly recommended" that
they return to the United States on a
medical evacuation plane, they were put on
the spot. This was only a half-step away
from a direct order.
Out of concern for the remaining POWs,
they declined the offer. Still the pressure
from the government increased, With bags
full of uniforms, Major Walker and Mr.
Kamraan, Second Secretary of the embassy, boarded the plane in Moscow to
accompany them all the way home.
In Copenhagen they were met by the
American charge d'affairs to Denmark,
who pointed to the 707 Medivac plane
waiting on the airfield. Again out of concern
for the POWs left behind, the men turned
down the offer, to take it. By the time they
reached the crowded Copenhagen press
conference, they were nervous. They knew
that this was their first chance outside the
Communist block to address the American
people. They knew also that it was perhaps
their last chance, because it was becoming
increasingly evident that by the time we
reached New York, the American government would successfully interpose itself
betweenthe pilots and the American people.
At the Copenhagen press conference, the
men could have talked as Americans to
fellow Americans, just as they had talked
with us in Hanoi. But they were under heavy
and consistent pressure to consider
themselves not as individual citizens who
were also members of the armed forces but
solely as representatives of the U.S.
government's present administration.
When they arrived at Kennedy, why was
there no "operation welcome home"?--only
"operation whisk-off"? Was it because the
administration feared above all else that
one of the pilots might say to the American
people: "What the hell was I doing up
there? For God's sake stop the bombing,
end the war, and all the POWs will come

"There's a great sense of power in flying a jet; there's something
almost sexual about it. You don't think about the people you're
bombing. You think about the target... Only when you're shot
down, do you ask, 'What the hell was I doingup there?' "
Once on the ground, the situation changes
drastically. In camp, there is little to do but
think and read and hope the bombs won't hit
you. Broadcasts from Radio Hanoi are
piped through loudspeakers high on the
walls of each of the rooms, shared by four or
five pilots. No one pays much attention to
them. The political language used in the
broadcasts is unrealistic to the POW's; few
American pilots think of themselves as
"imperialistic aggressors." The loudspeaker is often c'alled the "BS Box."
On the other hand, Gartley and the others
were impressed by the American books
given them-The Pentagon Papers, Cornell
Professor George Kahin's history of the
war, the American Friends Service Committee's booklet on Vietnam. For most
pilots, these were the first books they had
ever seen about Vietnam or the war, and
many began for the first time to questionintellectually at least-why America was in
the war at all.

too well that the surprise raid on the Sontay
prison camp in 1970 was a futile, dangerous
and stupid gesture. They also realized fully
that Nixon was using the POWs as a pretext
to continue rather than end the war. All
POWs, they told us, whether Hawks or
Doves, know that, although two or three
may be released from time to time, all will
come home only when the war is over. This
has been true of every war in history.
They also understood very well that the
North Vietnamese were releasing them to
the American people and not to the .
American military. In the past, American
officials had intercepted released pilots in
Laos, and one of them was used extensively
to promote the Indo-China war effort--a
violation of the spirit of Article 117 of the
Geneva Convention. The pilots were aware
that these actions were in all likelihood
responsible for the fact that there had been
no releases since 1969. So, in order to
preserve the possibility that some of their

home."?
Last summer a group of Texas
millionaires shared a sumptuous barbecue
with President Nixon at John Connally's
ranch. When the millionaires pressed him to
bomb the dikes of North Vietnam, the
President replied that such an act would
produce too many civilian casualties. He
reiterated the administration's policy:
bomb only economic and military targets.
Last week, we were in Ninh-Binh, a
provincial capital seventy miles south of
Hanoi and once the home of over 50,000
people. There were only two houses still
standing. One of them, ironically, had been
the headquarters of the provincial military
command.
The day before we had driven through
another provincial capital, Nam-Dinh,
North Vietnam's third largest city with a
population of 120,000. In America, I had seen
(Continued on P. 16)
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Lt. Mark L. Gartley
Lt. Norris A. Charles
Maj. Edward K. Elias
Nam-Dinh described in news releases as a
"major railroad center." There, I learned
that this meant that one single-track
railroad meets another single-track
railroad. In spite of repeated bombings, the
trains were still running; the tracks are
easily repaired every time they are hit. But
75 percent of the city itself was in ruins. The
only "economic targets" had been a textile
factory and a bakery.
The fact of the matter is that there are
few "economic and military targets" in all
of North Vietnam. Their "warehouses" are
strung out-item by item-for miles across
the landscape; they manufacture almost no
arms or military equipment; their military
supplies come from outside the country.
This situation must be exceedingly
frustrating for our military--both at the
command level and for the pilots themselves--who are required by U.S. policy to
keep bombing. This may also explain why
any distinct landmark-such as a hospital or
a church - which stands out from the cluster
of small clay houses, frequently becomes a
targetfor our bombs. In many villages, the
churches are the only buildings bombed.
The Phat-Diem Cathedral-which is
surrounded by rice paddies-has been
bombed repeatedly, and was totally
destroyed on Ascension Sunday, August 15.
Over sixty hospitals and some 400 Roman
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Coretta Scott King
joins Rev. William
Sloane Coffin after a
meeting
with
presidential advisor
Henry Kissinger. They
represented Clergy and
Laymen
Concerned
About Vietnam and met
with Kissinger in the
White House to requesi
amnesty for all men
who have refused induction during the
Vietnam War.
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Catholic churches have been destroyed.
In Nam-Dinh we walked through the
rubble of what had been a 300-bed hospital.
We were told that the various divisionspediatrics, heart, internal medicne-had
once been located in one-story brick
buildings joined together by walks lined
with flawers, trees and benches. Now there
are only bits of trees and hunks of cement,
broken pieces of equipment, and the giant
craters left by the ten bombs that fell on the
hospital on June 20. We were told that there
had been a red cross painted on the roof of
the pediatrics section. The North Vietnamese no longer mark hospitals with the
red cross because it seems to act more as a
target than as a determent. The hospitals
are now camouflaged.
Not far from the hospital was a gutted
Roman Catholic church. Still standing in the
middle of the courtyard was a statue of the
Virgin Mary. On it the inscription read:
"Regina Pads." Around the Virgin were
nothing but water-filled craters. Lily-like
flowers were growing in the older craters
from Johnson's time; the newer craters had
not yet begun to bring forth new life.
In Nam-Dinh, all the churches and the
parochial schools were in ruins. So too were
the city library, the theater, the exhibition
hall, and what must have been several very
beautiful pagodas. In the primary school
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the only thing intact was the seventh grade
blackboard which had been built into a
concrete wall. The school was hit in a
daylight raid on May 23, killing many
children. Near-by housing units, the homes
of textile workers, had been wiped out on
June 11. Over 80 per cent of the workers
were women.
The North Vietnamese told us that the
bombing attacks-frequently follow a
distinct pattern. About 3:00 a.m., blast
bombs are dropped to destroy the houses.
Then, about 9:00 a.m., when the population is
trying to dig itself out, a second wave of
planes will come over, discharging antipersonnel bombs. In the United States, I had
seen slides of these anti-personnel bombs
themselves. In the War Crimes Museum in
Hanoi, they are laid out on display with all
their parts. Their origin is unmistakably
American; they bear Honeywell or
Schromcraft labels as well as the crude
graffiti--"Hanoi Hannah Sucks Dick"-scratched on at some air base or carrier.
One of the most frequently used antipersonnel bombs is the "Mother Bomb." An
F-4 Phantom Jet carries four. Each
"Mother Bomb" carries 250 bomblets. Each
bomblet, upon explosion, releases at high
velocity 320 round steel pellets. It is extremely difficult to extract these pellets
from, say, a victim's intestines without
tearing vital tissue. But, to make the job
more difficult, rectangular pellets have
recently replaced the round ones. This
makes it almost impossible.
A Shrike missile carries 10,000 rectangular pellets. Because it can be silently
released from a plane some 18 miles from
the target (as I was told by one of our
released pilots), the victims are unaware of
the missile's presence until it explodes.
We asked to see victims of the bombings
and were shown many, in villages and
cities, in and out of hospitals. I remember
particularly a 20-year-old girl who was
carried on the back of another because her
legs had been shot off while she was
working in a rice field, and a seven-year-old
boy with perforated intestines. We knew, of
course, that there are equally tragic victims
in the South-both military and civilian; that
there are civilian victims in all wars. But
what made our particular experience so
painful was knowing that both the human
suffering and the destruction are useless.
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The 18 Year Olds
Yesterday's
Child
By Thomas A. Smith
The Editor has asked that I write briefly
Child Status
on the effects which Public Act 127 will have
Our relations, therefore, have been
upon the College. This act, passed by the shaped by the "child" status of students, not
Connecticut General Assembly last year, only for these reasons but also because it
when signed by Governot Meskill (Trinity,
has been traditional in most private
Class of '50) lowered the age of majority
colleges and universities to express interest
and granted, as of October 1, "full rights in the moral as well as in the intellectual
and privileges to eighteen year olds."
development of the student. The Trinity
Upon its effects one can only speculate, Catalogue of 1950, for example, opened with
for colleagues in such states as California, this statement:
Michigan, and Maine, where similar acts
"The aim of Trinity College is to promote
have been longer in effect, do not seem able the intellectual and moral growth of its
to describe particular consequences. young men so that they may become selfPerhaps it will have few-other than adding reliant, responsible, and enlightened
to the market for alcohol sales and to the citizens of democracy, leading happy and
political participation as full citizens of
fruitful personal lives. "The development of
young men and women who are eighteen but character as a proper blending of
not yet twenty-one. My own expectation, knowledge, integrity, kindness and
however, is that Public Act 127 will, in the Christian ideals is the goal sought..."
long run, change this and other similar
Character formation has long been
institutions, not so much because of any of
considered a legitimate quasi-educational
its specific provisions but because of the objective within such institutions as Trinity,
alterations it implies in these relations:
and the institution has taken pains over the
child to parent, and, therefore, student to years to convey an interest in morality and
college or university; student to student; in character to students, to their parents,
and student to the civil community. These and to the public. That interest was based in
alterations, in turn, may offer the academic part upon the fact that legally, and in the
institution the opportunity to incorporate public mind, the student body was made up
certain quasi-educational objectives with of "children." Even in their own minds
its academic objectives.
students seemed to accept, from the
Although the specific provisions of Public beginning in 1823 to the mid-sixties, the
Act 127 run through some seventy-five general concept of their subjugation to
pages of text, the import of the law is stated institutional and to parental authority.
I shall not go on to examine the reasons
entirely in its first section:
Section 1. Except as otherwise provided by why, in the late I960's, student and public
statute, (on and after the effective date of minds were changed, but it is clear that
this act, the terms "minor," "infant" and during that period biological and
"infancy" shall be deemed to refer to a sociological findings, political interests both
person under the age of eighteen years and radical and conservative, student interests,
any person eighteen years of age or over and adult national and local leaders in
shall be an adult for all purposes what- various fields, convinced the public of the
soever and have the same legal capacity, wisdom of endowing the eighteen through
rights, powers, privileges, duties, liabilities twenty year age group with the full rights
and responsibilities as persons heretofore and privileges and the full liabilities and
had at twenty-one years of age, and "age of responsibilities of citizenship. These forces
majority" shall be deemed to be eighteen were convincing enough in a number of
states to frame and to enact legislation
years.
The average age of students entering similar to Public Act 127. During the same
Trinity has for some time probably been period, institutions of higtier education were
'about eighteen and one-half years. Most, obliged because of student dissidence and
therefore, have been legally "infants" or violence and public pressure to define more
"children" until their senior year. As of the carefully and specifically their interests in
opening of College in September, the student behavior.
enrollment here was made up of
"children." Today, and since October 1, by
Further Clarification
public law our population is preponderantly
One consequence of Public Act 127 which I
"adult."
foresee is the fairly immediate need for
"Child," of course, immediately calls up
institutions to clarify even further their
the word "parent," and my own experience,
relations with students.
as well as some of our common practices
Certainly, whether institutions, students,
here at the College, suggests that we have
and the public desire it or not, the concept of
behaved officially at least very differently
loco parentis is dead, and it must oe
toward students who were "children" than
recognized that both institution and student
we might have toward them had they been
have found certain benefits in its
"adults." We bill parents, for instance, not
widespread acceptance. On and off the
students, for college expenses. We provide
American campus the concept has been
parents with grade reports and reports on
generally misunderstood. Even on camactions taken by the College faculty or
puses such as this one which have, since
administration affecting the student's
1968, come to appropriate and realistic
academic or disciplinary status. We notify
definitions of their interests in student
parents automatically in the event of
behavior, some misunderstandings have
serious medical situations or whenever a
persisted. Loco parentis has been unstudent has serious difficulty with the law.
derstood by some ardent admirers as the
In short, in these basic relations we ofinstitution's right and/or obligation, when it
enrolls a student, to make certain that he
ficially deal with the student as a "child,"
behaves in ways which conform to the
although in other matters it has been our
specific moral and cultural expectations of
preference to treat him as an adult.

the background from which he comes. To
others it has been understood as the
obligation of the institution to exercise
authority over students with the general
interests of a parent in mind and/or as the
obligation of the student to respond to institutional authority as he would to parental
theory.
Loco parentis, in fact, is not an
educational concept but rather a legal
theory, based on the analogy between
parental authority over children and institutional authority over students, which
courts'have used from time to time to
defend reasonable institutional attempts to
regulate student behavior and activity. This
specific definition, in a variety of misunderstood forms, has had rather widespread
acceptance by many laymen and some
professionals and has been extended to
include concepts involving not only
authority but also responsibility.
Trinity and many other colleges and
universities since 1968 have tended to move
well away from the ambiguity of the
popularized loco parentis concept and to
define authority and responsibility
primarily in terms of those particular
conditions required for the proper conduct
of teaching, learning, research, and supporting or related activities of the campus;
but the question is: what kinds of concepts
will, now that the student is adult, replace
loco parentis as both a legal concept and as
a public notion of the basis for many of the
relations between student and institution?
It is difficult to speculate on the question.
My best guess is that in the long run, and
especially if there is another wave of
student dissent, students, institutions and
the public will- insist upon the creation of
formal
contractual
arrangements.
Students, as adults, may freely enter into
such agreements and which institutions
may securely enforce because students are
adults. These agreements will set forth in
specific terms the nature of most academic
and non-academic relations between the
two.
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Specific Questions
Meanwhile, the College has some very
specific and obvious questions to contend
with, and some must be answered before
the academic year 1973-1974 begins. Here
are some of them:
1. With whom should we fix responsibility
for tuition, room, board, and fees-student
or parent? How do we make legal responsibility for those payments clear?
2. Do we conduct all academic business
pertaining to grades, academic status,
academic discipline, etc. directly with
students? Since, as it is commonly agreed,
enrollment is the consequence typically of a
decision involving parents, do we continue
to keep parents informed of these matters;
or do we perform this latter service only at
the student's request?
3. Questions under #2 must also be asked
about information pertaining to nonacademic status, particularly when serious
matters.of discipline are involved.

(Continued on P. 18)
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4,;- What of those, parents: who, in; effect,
choose not to recognize the adult status of
their sons and daughters? Should, if it alters
the student-institution relation, the College
be prepared to expert certain of its
students, at parental request, from
whatever practices prevail?
5. What will the effect upon financial aid
policies be as we confront increasing
numbers of students who declare themselves emancipated from their family or
who have been emanicpated, or dislodged,
by the family? What will,be the effect upon
financial aid policy if we decide as an institution to deal with students in all, or in
most respects, without reference to their
families?

v,

creasingly leave those matters to the administration and faculty as is customary in
graduate schools where student populations
have been. adult?
8. Will the adult status of students cause a
diminution in the demand for various kinds
of personal student services provided by the
institution-medical, counselling, security,
recreational, social, religious and other
student services-- or will the demand for
'these and similar services continue to increase? Can, or should, the institution limit
these or cut them back so that their objectives become entirely institutional
rather than personal, leaving it to individuals to look after their own needs?

•'.•!'

6. How will the community around us-and
such agencies as the poliee-rrespond to
offensive student behavior when it no longer
sees that behavior as that of "children" or
as that of students regulated by an interest
similar to that of parents but as. the
behavior of fellow-and adult-citizens?

9. What of the traditional interest, particularly in the liberal arts* college, in the
formation of good character among
students? Is this interest superfluous in an
institution the enrollment of which is entirely adult? If the institution accepts
character formation as one of its objectives,
then on what does it base its authority to
implement its interest?

7. Will students, as adults, seek a more
active and responsible role in their own
governance and regulation-and, therefore,
in that of the institution? Or will they in-

At first glance, Public Act 127 seems to
afford to the College an excellent opportunity to deliver to students as adults the
same kinds of freedom and responsibility

offered them in the Trinity curriculum. Mv
expectation is that progress in this direction
will be slow and complicated for these three
reasons: first, because the public must
become adjusted to the consequences of the
admittance of the eighteen through twentyyear-old group to full citizenship; second
because the cost of higher education holds
most students in a family-dependent state,
most parents will continue to expect the
institution to assume certain custodial
functions; third, because it may not be
feasible for the administration to bear the
costs of a particular practice (e.g.,
collecting bills from students) even though
that practice might achieve a desirable
quasi-educational purpose.
At President Lockwood's request, the
Trinity College Council will begin to ask
these and, I hope, similar questions which
will arise because Public Act 127 is in effect.
These are not, I expect, the only major
questions to be dealth with, and it may well
be that, in appropriate bureaucratic
fashion, I am raising
some which do not
need answers. : As the year progresses,
TCC's recommendations to the President
will be formulated. Both the President and
the Council would be grateful to have those
who are interested in Public Act 127, and in
its consequences for Trinity, make their
thoughts known soon to the Council.

Ready Or Not,
Here We Gome
By Steven Chernaik
October 1, 1972 means, in theory, a good
deal more than greater facility in obtaining
your daily booze, if you are a member of the
18-20 year old set. Your legal right to imbibe
is just one--and perhaps the least important-right that you have been granted by Public
Act 127, which, in one fell swoop, has
lowered the age of majority to 18 throughout
Connecticut. But beware: whenever a
civilized state grants a largesse of rights, it
must also submit a bill of correlating duties
to these beneficiaries of these rights. The
case with respect to Public Act 127 is no
different.
The rights of an adult demand the duties

students' well being and behavior would
seem also to have been broken by the new
enactment. All Trinity students, by the
middle of their Freshman year, anyway,
will be legal adults. What I have stated is
the crux of the problem: the adjustment we
will all have to make-students and administrators-to the provisions and the
spirit of Public Act 127, ready or not.
College students do not comprise the
majority of young people who will be affected by the new enactment. Unlike many
young people who are working and in many
cases supporting their own family, college
students by in large are as financially

Until now being a college student very
often was like a gambler's Utopia: you could
get your thick cut of the winning action^ an'd
at the same time be assured that someone
else-generally your parents-would make
good for your markers, if you lost. This
situation of young people living off their
parents' largesse, while at college, had a
rendezvous with disaster in the sixties,
when products of permissive rearing entered colleges en masse.
Now our young gamglers were no longer
satisfied to have their losing markers
picked up by someone else; now, they
demended the rules of the game to be

of an adult and result in adult'consequences
for deserting one's post. Your child status
has been zapped overnight. The Hartford
bars and liquor dealers are, of course,
aware of this fact, but so are the Hartford
Police and the Hartford Courts. So is Trinity
College whose last, tenuous hold on its

dependent upon their parents as is a year
old infant. Not only are students dependent
upon their parents for their daily
sustenance-food, clothes, medicine, e t c and college expenses, but they are also very
dependent on their parents to bail them out,
often quite literally, should a crisis,
financial or otherwise befall them.

changed so that they won all the time, and
that they got their winnings immediately,
and in gold. And if they dealt from the
bottom of the deck and were caught in the
act, they expected not a derringer slug in
the gut, but instead to walk away from the
table not only alive, but with the pot as weft
And so they tresspassed, and blockaded

lit:
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buildings and burned buildings and blew up
buildings. They cursed and spit and kicked
at officers of the law. They publicly burned
their draft cards, and then they burned their
country's flag, while at the same time they
waved the flags of their country'* enemies.
They experimented with and $ien glbfiffed
free love and dangerous drugs. And
generally, as far as civilized reaction to that
type of behavior goes, they got off quite
lightly.
The reason, of course, that they got off so
lightly is that they were children by all
recent tradition of the word. Children need
firm lectures and an occasional spanking,
but who can countenance shooting at
children or even locking them up for long
stretches in adult prisons. Even though we
were clearly dealing with a more
sophisticated-or deranged-type of childwho often substituted arson and kidnapping
for breath holding and temper tantrums.
That is why Kent State so shocked the
nation. One simply does not discipline
juvenile offenders in the same way. that one
disciplines dangerous adult criminals, even
though the actions of the two groups may
indeed be indistinguisable. Kent State, of
course, was inevitable. One cannot expect
outsiders--say National Guardsmen--to
forever draw the same fine line between
juvenile offender and adult criminal that
parents of college children and. college
• administrators, wrongly or rightly, seem, to
draw. After all there are many college-age"
"youngsters" who have already assumed
the very adult burdens of child rearing and
family support.
The twenty-four hour period of October 1,
1972, did not transform instantaneously the
modern tradition of the word "child," But
the new meaning will soon evolve, and
youngsters who have reached their
•eighteenth birthday will be soon regarded
spiritually and factually, as well as legally,
as adults. The rights, duties: and consequences of adulthood will be their
possessions.
•
..
Parental Purse
One of the most immediate consequences
of reaching the magic age of eighteen is that
-the parental-purse can immediately snap
shut on the new adult. A parent can without
any legal restraint throw his eighteen year
old out of the house, for good. A parent of an
eighteen year old may properly refuse to
attend to his child at any moment and for
any reason. Whether it be in the Morgan
Street jail for dope selling or in the Hartford
Hospital for a bad trip, a parent may choose
that moment to disown responsibility for his
eighteen year old's behavior, or for the
child* himself. The child's savior and
moneybags of first, or sometimes last

resort, may decide at any time to vaporize
himself from the chad's scene.
You may argue that parents have not
abandoned their eighteen-year-olds in the.
past,'so..what indicators are there that
imreiits would do this in the future. WellpfchW
Answer is that no matter bow strained .the 1',
wires connecting a parent to his child were,
the parent could not consider severing the
connection until the child was twenty-one.
The thought may now legally enter his brain
three years earlier, and the wires could then
snap immediately. Also, a parent can now
snap the wire before he has made any
significant financial outlay towards his
child's education. By the time a child has
turned twenty-one, a parent has often paid
for three years of his college. Snapping the
wires with only a year more of schooling to
go is unnecessarily vindictive, and by that
time the parent wants his child to finish, no
matter how strained their relationship may
otherwise be.
Parent Contracts
Trinity has long since done away with in
loco parentis except in matters involving
"the immediate physical well being of the
student." A student, if arrested, was strictly
on his own, subject to the mercies of the
police and courts, and as much help, now
entirely optional, his parents could prov' le.
I assume that Trinity will still notify
parents in the event of illness or accident,
and will continue to inform parents about
academic progress, but all this will be done
by legal contract, and not by obligation.
Just as tuition will be paid in accordance to
legal contract, as wealthy parents will no
ionger be held-responsible for the debts of
their potentially disowned and bepaupered
children, except by legal contract.
Additional services that the College
provides such as the infirmary, religious,
psychological and career counselling will
also be by contract. Perhaps a parent could
contract the College to exert more.in loco
parentiscontrol over his child, or else sign a
release indicating that he wishes the college
to exert no influence at all over his child's
welfare.
The College may find that it suddenly has
the unpleasant of dealing with a student who
suddenly finds himself financially disowned
by his parents in mid-academic career. In
some cases, I fear, the financial situation of
the college will dictate insufficient
scholarship aid for such a student to continue through graduation.
Vice-President Smith has questioned the
effect the new enactment will have on the
traditional role of the College with respect
to "the formation of good character among
students." I think the effect will be a good
one. For the past half-decade college-age

young people have desired adult status and
an adult voice in their communities. But
their behavior has been most juvenile or
criminal, depending on perspective, and
their constructive values and energies.often
seem more direoted towards fee rebuilding
of Sodom and Gomorrah rather than
towards the revitalizing of America's spirit.
Perhaps when young people begin to realize
that duty and responsibility are the exact
correlates to rights and freedome, and
realize in the sense of living it, and not just
studying about it, the college will have de
facto achieved its goal of sound character
formation.
If the Utopian state for students has ended, then I must say good riddance. If the
colleges had treated their students like
adults then the chaos of the sixties would
never have been. The first student to
blockade a building would have found
himself expelled or arrested, and the
situation never would have surpassed
civilized control. Most parents who reared
spoiled children learned the virtues of
saying no and of firm discipline too late, and
so their too far gone children hate them
when they do try discipline. Maybe Act 127
will teach children, perhaps through the
rough road of experience, that most good
harvests require patient sowing of fields,
and that sometimes, in spite of our best
sowing efforts, the crop will fail.
Tough Parents'
Tickets and possible loss of license deter
people from speeding. I hope parents
become as tough on their children a motor
vehicle registries are on poor drivers.
Perhaps the knowledge that parents can
sever the purse strings at any time, will
keep young people away from dangerous
drugs, free love, and criminal and slovenly
behavior. A Utopia can.be a hell, if you are
the one paying the price for v it. The
children's Utopia was plainly too dear for
alumni who saw their college campuses
torn asunder, and dearer still for parents
who saw what miserable messes their
overindulged children turned into in the
name of (or at the expense of) an education.
Perhaps it was this sudden realization that
their eighteen-year-old children were
behaving like criminal crashers to"
Tranialchio's banquet that prompted
parents and legislators alike to overwhelmingly approve the new majority age.
Now eighteertryear-olds can drink, get
married, get credit, draw up contracts, get
arrested, get sentenced, be responsible for
their debts, and in general enjoy their adult
lives responsibly, or else make messes of
their young adult lives, and hold no
responsible for the mess or the cleaning up,
but themselves.
(Marts by ttawM Uofe}
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Future Directions

Re-designing Chapel Functions
By Robert Orsi
The Chapel is dysfunctional-it serves the spiritual
needs of forty people, which, includes a core group of
approximately twenty who attend every service, make
the vestments and take care of the Chapel. In other
words, aside from the Chapel Society, the Chapel
serves a constantly changing group of about twenty
people. Yet we call it the Trinity College Chapel.
Chaplain Tull is very aware of the religious plurality
of Trinity and his dedication manifests itself in the
general counseling he does and in his social concern.
But these do not take away from the fact that the
Chapel is exclusively Episcopalian, to the exclusion of
all other denominations. Interfaith marriages are
forbidden, without comprehensible reason, Hillel
cannot meet in the Chapel, the Catholic Chaplain finds
the Chapel cold and uninviting. As an ironic aside, both
these denominations have a weekly attendance more
than twice that of the Chapel's.
The Episcopalian influence can be seen in the way the
Chapel is funded. The College provides a type of
religious services budget which goes towards a variety
of things-printing information about Chapel events,
buying refreshments for different groups and so on.
But it also is funded by an outside Episcopalian group,
"an ongoing testimony," according to Chaplain Tull, of
their interest and concern in the Chapel. The Chaplain
tells me that this group has no influence on policy.
Actually, Fr. Lonergan, the Catholic Chaplain, tells me
he is virtually independent in his activities from the
Hartford Catholic Archbishop, and the Chaplain is not
under orders from the Episcopalian Bishop. In short,
the Chapel is theoretically free from apostolic
authority. But when a mixed couple request to use the
Chapel for their wedding, they are given a vague, noncommital answer, usually pointing to "the Bishop."
Ultimately, the reason different groups cannot meet
in the Chapel, according to Chaplain Tull, is
jurisdictional-each denomination wants its own
building. In light of the growing religious plurality at
^Trinity this is a sad statement. Inherent in it is ex-

clusion, exclusiyeness, and anti-ecumenism, attitudes
which can easily slip into the realm of' religious
prejudice. By not allowing Hillel in, by forbidding
mixed marriages, by its generally cold and uninviting
nature, the Chapel is at the very least not helping to
bring men and women closer to the God they wish to
worship, and at the most, is alienating them from the
organized churches.
My standpoint is ecumenical, not nondenominational. I am about to offer a plan that would
.preserve the uniqueness and difference of each faith
yet open a dialogue between them, establishing the
Chapel as the dynamically functioning nucleus of a
growing spiritual interest, the centre of Trinity's
religious and moral concern. I am advocating centralization, not isolation. I would not have to advocate
the latter-I think it more than exists already.
(1) The students of the different denominations
should have the right to hire and fire their minister.
The Chaplain is appointed by the Board of Trustees,
who worship elsewhere, and the Newman advisor is
appointed by the Catholic Bishop. The ministers serve
the needs of the students and it should be in their hands
to determine whether or not these needs are served.
(2) All denominations should be allowed to worship
in the College Chapel. My orthodox Jewish friends tell
me they have no objection to worshipping in the same
building as Christians do, rather they would welcome
it. The only problem is with the crosses on top of the
Chapel which must be removed. The Crypt Chapel can
then be converted into the synagogue. The Protestant
denominations would keep the main altar and the
Undercroft could be converted into the Catholic chapel
and lounge. The Chaplain's office and part of the
sacristy could be converted into the general melting
area of the Interfaith Council and the center for small
seminars and meetings. It would contain literature on
the different faiths and on moral and religious
questions such as pacifism and abortion. Each faith
should be allowed to design their place of worship to
meet their needs-the Catholic priest uses the lounge

setting, the rabbi may prefer something different.
(3) The office of College Chaplain should be
abolished. In its place, an Interfaith Council, made up
of elected members of all denominations, should be
established. This council would have the power to draw
on the General College Fund to sponsor speakers,
symposiums, seminars, free university courses etc.
The Council would have the general religious authority
now in the hands of the Episcopalian Chaplain.
(4) The organization of the budget would be twofold.
On the one hand, denominational groups can contribute
to a particular congregation and that congregation
would maintain these fun s in a private budget which
would be handled by advit T and students. On the other
hand, there would be a general Chapel Fund, built from
the College's allotment, general contributions and a
specified amount of money each member
denomination of the Interfaith Council would be
required to contribute from their private funds.
(5) Since Chaplain Tull seems to consider the Bishop
a significant influence a> 1 since Fr. Lonergan does
come under the jurisdicti' of the Catholic Archbishop,
this program depends m freedom from these
authorities. The Trinity , ligious Community should
declare its independence roin the different apostolic
authorities, accepting tin benefits as well as the
responsibilities that accompany such freedom.
The vision at the end of these proposals is one of an
active spiritual community, centralized in the Chapel,
offering religious programs which will affect and inform the vital and spiritual life of the entire campus.
New areas of dialogue will be opened among the faiths,
mirroring the dialogue that is going on now among
theologians. One of the Chapel erucifers told me that
such a plan is impossible because the Chapel is a
"Gothic building" which os its nature excludes the
possibility of Hillel. But the aim of Gothic architecture
was to build a prayer of stone, symbolizing the deepest
needs of all men and women. The Trinity Chapel has
become the secular symbol of the Trinity community.
It certainly need not stay that way.

Student Trends

People of Trinity College:

By Aletha Strong

Lately, I have been hearing arid reading of students'
disappointment with the small amount of social trf"
teraction between blacks and whites on campus. I do
not believe that the issue is whether or not there should
be more social interaction between the groups, but
whether or not we are free enough, as individuals, to
choose our friends and associates without
specifications as to race or socio-economic
background.
Trinity is classified as a small, liberal arts college.
The student body is diverse ethnically, ideologically,
socially, and economically. It is to be expected that
upon coming here students tend to seek out the types of
people they are most familiar with and will probably
have most in common with. We have wide ranging
interest and a liberal arts college affords us the opportunity to become involved with people of varying
milieus and furthermore explore those areas of study
that we would like to become better acquainted with.
A small college such as Trinity provides a great
opportunity for personal contact between faculty and
students, administration and students, and most importantly, between students and students. When

Trinityjtudente_become s_o inhi.bit^djje..to-.pjce.ssjireg..
"appliea, eitHer real of imagined, internally or externally imposed-that they can not and do not associate
with people of diverse backgrounds and divergent
thinking, then, Trinity is being misused. To choose the
familiar is fine, but to choose only the familiar is
limiting and dangerous.
It seems to me that we are afraid to allow ourselves
to experience new and different ideas. Perhaps we
perceive the unfamiliar as a threat to our known and
internalized values, habits, and traditions. We all seem
to be afraid of becoming a learning experience for
others. But, why? We are in constant interaction with
the forces surrounding us either by personal contact or
via the media, literature, etc. We take in all the information and discard or retain it as we see fit. The sad
part of it is that loo often we tend to try and avoid
contact with certain sources of ideas. No matter how
contrary to our own opinions an idea may be, one can
remain receptive to those differing beliefs and also
become more aware of opportunities, alternatives and
points of view. Thus, one can retain criteria to weigh
his own value systems against.

, ..Xun.ity is a microcosm of the society. The "problem"
of poor interaction between people of divergent
backgrounds that exist on the Trinity campus can and
must be resolved. If this deplorable situation is not
corrected, those people who supposedly abhor the
conditions in the society at large can be considered the
prime perpetuators of racial alienation at Trinity
College.
As stated, there are numerous problems at Trinity
College. For example how many times have you
avoided contact with members of another race? When
you see blacks or whiles sitting on the wall what do you
think? Do you extend the common human courtesies to
the entire Trinity community? Does a black or white
person's presence in a dorm or a class anger you?
Make you feel happy or indifferent? How many times
do you see someone you have dealt with before but do
not speak? These are some everyday occurances at
Trinity. Think about it!..If you care at all, be there.
Monday, October 30, 7:00 p.m. Wean Lounge. Topic:
Interaction Between Blacks and Whites at Trinity. Our
discussion could shed some light on whether there is a
"future for better black and white relations.
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Barkan Up The...
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The Silent Minority
By Steve Barkan
The history of the world is the history of the subjugation of left-handed people. At least I think it is. At
any rate, it is clear that all those who dared to be born
left-handed have suffered a long train of abuses that
could easily compel them to a similar conclusion.
Consider my own history as a southpaw. I was born
at an early age. Nothing unusual in that, I guess, and I
never noticed anything unusual about being lefthandeduntil I reached the third grade. That's when I
learned to write (sic).
The teacher wrote an 'A' on the blackboard with her
right hand and told us to do the same at our desks. So I
picked up my pencil
with my left hand and found I was
writing the 'A1 backwards. The teacher wasn't any
help, since she didn't know the first thing about writing
left-handed.
Four things I didn't do. I didn't cry, since I hadn't yet
written my men's liberation column. I didn't send any
letters to the editor. I didn't hand out any leaflets. I
also didn't learn how to write too well.
Since then it has been one instance of oppression
after another. I would always hold a scissors backwards and ruin my fingers. The scissors would never
cut the paper correctly. I had to learn to shoot with a
bow and arrow right-handed. When I write with a pen,
the outside part of my left hand becomes covered with
ink.
In softball I could never play second base, third base,
or shortstop. Always the outfield or first base. There
was never a lefty glove to borrow.
Then there was the time I was taking the SAT. I was
sitting in an auditorium and pulled up the desk from
the side of the chair. Needless to say, it was on the right
side. Eight inches by four inches. My left arm hung

over the side, and at the end of the test it was falling

are no lefty liberation groups. There is no left-handed
consciousness raising. Always it is "Right on!" not
Now when I see a right-handed student panic when
"Left on!" No one espouses lefty power. No grouo o
s/he ends up taking a final in a left-handed desk/chair
lefties has ever taken over an administration buildine
anywhere, demanding that it include left-handed desks
in McCook Auditorium, I feel exhilarated.
or windows on the right-hand side. (Any righty who
Any left-hander could describe similar situations.
thinks this is frivolous should take a two-hour test
How about a typical wristwatch with the knob on the
sometime on a left-handed desk/chair in McCook
right-hand side? Now mostly everyone wears a watch
Auditorium.)
on the left hand, and if you want to adjust the time or
wind the watch, you can do it easily enough without
Left-handers have very few role models to look to
taking off the watch. But a smart lefty should wear a
Either Leonardo da Vinci or Michelangelo was leftwatch on the right hand, since s/he will normally use
handed, I think, but how many people know that? At
the left hand more with a greater chance of scratching
least two Trinity deans write left-handed, but how
the watch if it were on the left hand. Only try to adjust
many people know that?
the time or wind a "watch that's on your right hand.
It is long past time for the Trinity College Council to
How about most classroom windows? They're
consider this most pressing issue. At Convocation when
almost always on the left side, casting the shadow of a
Mr. Lockwood said, "It takes less time to touch bases
left-hander's writing hand onto where s/he's about to
than to mend fences," he didn't say with which foot
write, not away from it.
The TCC should ask the President whether he conIn this modern day, why should a handshake,
siders the left foot an appropriate foot for this activity
symbolizing friendship, be conducted only with the
Courses on "The Left-hander in History" andright hand?
"Psychological and Sociological Consequences of LeftDid you ever try to use a manual can-opener as a left- - handedness" should be established next semester,
hander should? Did you ever try to use an apple peeler
When the College celebrates its 150th anniversary, it
as a left-hander should? Why so many movie gangsters
should recognize the contributions of left-handers in
named "Lefty?"
Trinity history. It should read the list of honor of those
Check out the way we use language. The word 'right'
poor souls who were able to graduate despite suffering
means 'correct' as well as a direction. Ever hear of a
the evils of a right-handed institution.
'left-handed compliment?' How about "He's my rightWe lefties must strike out against the oppression we
hand man"? What, then, is a left-hand man? How
face every day of our lives. We must struggle for the
about the word gauche, which in English means awkliberation we so leftly deserve. We must smash the
ward and in French also means the direction left?
right-handed state, we must trash the right-handed
There are at least 12,000,000 left-handed people in
stores, we must off the right-handed chauvinist pigs,
this country, but they remain a silent minority. There
LEFT-HANDERS OF THE WORLD, UNITE!

In The Nation I

Farm Workers Do Suffer

By George Sheridan
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Everybody is happy down on the old plantation (or
lettuce ranch).
According to Steven Chernaik (Tripod, October 10),
"The families work long and hard, happy to take advantage of the extra money they can earn when
working extra hours." "Children work in the fields. . .
because the work is not difficult to learn." "The
migrant worker still finds time for his traditional
pleasures; gambling at cock fights and drinking
tequila."
You and I might not like to live like that, but these
people are different. They enjoy the carefree life,
working with their families in the open fresh air,
travelling all over our beautiful country. Besides, as
ex-Senator George Murphy once explained, God made
Mexicans to do farm work. "That's why He built them
so close to the ground."
Anyone who is unconvinced by this picture of
pastoral innocence must surely recognize that the
farm workers are much better off than they would be in
Mexico. Right?
Legally, no one may work in the fields (or anyplace
else in this country) unless he is a U.S. resident. Lettuce companies violate this law as they do others, and
hire wetbacks (illegal entrants, who will never complain about wages or conditions for fear of being
reported to the Border Patrol), but the majority of
lettuce workers are U.S. citizens. True, they are
brown-skinned and have Spanish surnames, but by the
Treaty of Guadalupe-Hidalgo in 1848 Mexican
residents of California, Arizona and New Mexico
became citizens of the United States.
,
Documentaries The actual conditions of farm workers are brutal and
dehumanizing. Over the years, the state and federal
governments have published hundreds of volumes of
very graphic testimony, and thousands of charts and
tables, all proving what can scarcely be doubted: farm
workers are suffering. In 1960, Edward R. Murrow
made the documentary "Harvest of Shame" for C.B.S.
Reports. Ten years later, Chet Huntley went to Florida
to make "Migrant: An NBC White Paper." His conclusion was that farm workers are no better off today
than they were when "Harvest of Shame" was made;
essentially no better off than when Steinbeck wrote
Grapes of Wrath,
.Are there two (or more) sides to every story? Yes.
Does the truth always lie at a point equidistant from
the opposing sides? No. The truth is that no book or
documentary yet produced begins to describe the
extent of farm worker suffering. Public attention has
been directed to the problems of inadequate education,
wretched housing, below-subsistence income, child
labor, and pesticides. There has been little awareness
of the even more pressing problems of exploitative
hiring practices, field safety, and field sanitation.
The overall health problem is indicated by the fact
that whereas the average American lives to be 72 years
old, according lo the U.S. Public Health Service the
average migrant only lives to 49. One reason for this
incredibly low average life expectancy is a rate of
infant and maternal mortality more than double the
national average. Another reason is inadequate
nutrition. But the principal cause is on-the job injuries.
Lettuce Killing People
The death rate for farm workers as a result of work-

related injuries is 300% higher than the national
average. Not only that, but farm workers have the
highest rate of occupational disease of any group of
workers. The slogan "Non-union lettuce: Bat and
Enjoy," blithely ingores the fact that lettuce is literally
killing people.
Lettuce workers are mostly young men 18-30. Only
they can stand up to the physical demands. On a good
day, each individual lettuce worker will cut as much as
4,6 tons of lettuce. The swamper (man who throws
boxes on to the truck) will load as much as 42 tons by
hand in a day. Few if any workers can survive the pace
for more than ten years. A worker in his thirties, with a
family to support, will usually be assigned to lowerpaid jobs such as thinning and hoeing. The rate for
thinning is $28 per acre, which works out to about $1.40
or $1.50 an hour.
Behind the specific grievances, the root issue in the
lettuce boycott is respect for the workers as human
beings. This can be especially seen in the lack of
sanitary facilities for workers, Steven Chernaik says
"The cost of bringing clean living quarters, sanitary
drinking water and plumbing . . . is not great, so I
would guess (not haying any proof) that the migrants
themselves have failed to maintain their quarters in
any better state of repair or hygiene than what they
knew, in Mexico."
In fact, although some states set housing and field
sanitation standards, farm owners fail to provide these
things. A survey of central coast vegetable farms by
' the California Rural Legal Assistance, a federallyfunded agency, disclosed that 83% of the farms did not
provide the sanitary field toilets required by state law,
while 89% did not even provide safe drinking water.
Satnirary Facilities
«•
Lack of toilets in the field is, first of all, a denial of
the human, dignity of the workers. It is humiliating,
especially for the women in mixed crews, to have to
squat in the open field with no privacy except possibly
the shade of a tractor.
Secondly, the absence of any sanitary facilities poses
a health hazard for consumers. From the time a crop is
cut until the time we take it home from the supermarket, no one washes it for us. Any filth or germs
which are on the lettuce when it leaves the field are still
there when we rip off a couple leaves to make a sandwich.
But most important, the absence of toilets, toilet
paper, soap and water is a health problem for farm
workers. They pass disease germs to each other with
their unwashed hands.
A knowledge of actual field conditions prepares us to
understand the reality of child labor in agriculture. We
could not tolerate the notion of children working in
steel mills or auto plants, yet they would be much safer
there than in the fields. The American Friends Service
Committee estimates that 800,000 children work in the
fields to help support their families. But that is still not
the whole problem. Too often, the three-year-olds and
the five-year-olds are in the field, not working, but
simply there because their mother must work and
there is no place else to leave them.
Lobbyists
Bad as farm workers' conditions are, it is not impossible to improve them. Certainly laws could be
passed to give farm workers unemployment insurance,

minimum wage, social security, workman's compensation, and all the other protections most
Americans are able to take for granted. But for 37
years, Congress has passed laws to benefit the rest of
us and specifically excluded farm workers from the
same protections. Powerful agri-business lobbyists
have blocked attempts to give farm workers equal
protection under the law.
The one organization which has substantially improved conditions for farm workers is the United Farm
Workers Union, AFL-CIO. Grape workers working
under UFW contracts now earn $2.10 an hour plus 25*
per box during harvest-double the $1.10 plus 10£ they
received before the grape strike and boycott.
The contracts also provide for'medical insurance for
the first time in the history of farm workers. They
guarantee non-discrimination in hiring and housing.
They ban certain dangerous chemicals and establish
safe procedures for the use of others. They set up a
Health and Safety Committee at each ranch with
authority to enforce the safety regulations. They set up
a union hiring hall to replace the exploitative labor
contractors of the past.
These contracts are not beyond the economic
capabilities of the farm owners. During, the two years
since the grape companies signed union contracts,
their sales and profits have been the highest in a
generation. The total wages paid to farm workers are
3-5% of the retail price of fresh produce. On a 49$ head
of lettuce, for example, the total farm labor cost is 2.4*.
The U.S. Labor Dept. estimates that we could double
the wages of farm workers and add one or two cents to
the price of a head of lettuce, a dozen oranges, or two
pounds of celery.
Non-violent Action
Steven Chernaik wonders if the workers really want
union contracts. He says, "Many do not even know
English and so have little idea of what Chavez is up to,
much less a desire to participate." Fortunately,
Chavez speaks perfect Spanish, so the communication
gap disappears! The union holds weekly membership
meetings, and occasional mass rallies. There are
almost always speakers in at least three languages,
and translations of all speeches into English and
Spanish.
,
The lettuce workers have shown very clearly that
they wish to be represented by the United Farm
Workers. In August 1970, the entire work force in
Salinas (lettuce capital of the U.S.) went on strike
demanding that their employers bargain with UFW.
The Los Angeles Times reported that this was the
"largest farm labor strike in the history of the U.S.'
Forced to return to work by an injunction, the workers
voted to begin the lettuce boycott.
The farm workers movement is a demonstration of
the power of non-violent action. The essential
ingredients are: a just cause, a practical plan of action
leading to a specified goal, and the willingness to do the
work necessary to reach the bulk of the public-millions
of ordinary citizens whose help we need.
We need more help. People who are willing to
volunteer some time, or who would like to arrange a
film or speaker for their class, can contact me at 57
Farmington Avenue, Hartford. 527-7191.
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In The Nation II

Into The Homestretch
By Tom Wicker
CHICAGO, Oct. 18 - Sargent Shriver, the Democratic
Vice-Presidential candidate, is in town for a
businessman's breakfast tomorrow morning and the
sponsors say it is already oversubscribed. Even though
Mr. Shriver is well known in Chicago business and
political circles, that may be one more indication that
things are picking up for the McGovern-Shriver ticket.
At the least, with the World Series under way, the
season is at hand when the voters traditionally pay
more attention to politics than they do in' the summer
and early fall. Depending on events, that could be a
help to the Democrats, who are already somewhat
encouraged because:
Mr. McGovern's crowds continue to be good
everywhere he goes, and political leaders in states like
Illinois, Texas and New Jersey say they^can sense
upward movement in the Democratic campaign. Gov.
Ronald Reagan of California, scarcely a McGovern
fan, made the same point in a speech here yesterday.
The polls tend to reflect the same movement,
although not very dramatically; and a curious difference continues to exist between published polls and
private polls taken for both parties, with (he latter
consistently showing the race closer than the former
suggests.
Democratic money-raisers now report that they are
raising sufficient funds-mostly in small gifts--for all
the planned McGovern national television appearances, which not only guarantees an important
part of the campaign but suggests considerable public
receptivity to the McGovern appeals.
Mr. Nixon's twin defeats in Congress-on the spen-

ding limit and on his water bill veto-shook the image of
power and competence he has worked so hard to
protect.
Some Democrats also think it is a good omen that
Richard Nixon is obviously beginning to snort and paw
the earth, like an old rodeo bull ready to stampede into
the arena; last week, he was in the South and next
week, the White House says, he will campaign for a day
in the New York suburbs. That may mean that he does
not think he can coast to victory but will have to do
more campaigning in the closing weeks.
Mr. Nixon campaigning for office, moreover, is
obviously a different proposition from "the President"
being statesmanlike. Since he has never been an overly
impressive performer on the road in any case, the
possibility always exists that he will make a costly
blunder or commit the kind of overkill of which he was
guilty on the law-and-order issue in the final days of the
1970 Congressional campaign.
George McGovern, for one, says he doesn't look for
an old pro like Mr. Nixon to "blow it," but what could
happen was well illustrated in the blustery extemporaneous speech the President gave to the P.O.W.
families in Washington the other day. After weeks of
careful truce in his long war on the press, he lost his
cool sufficiently to spout off suddenly that the1 "opinionmakers" had some kind of duty to support a President
no matter what he decided. Even a public that does not
much care for the press is not likely to buy that kind of
anti-Democratic view-particularly since Mr. Nixon
lumped businessmen and others with the "opionmakers." The excitement of the arena could lead even
an old rodeo bull into more such blunders-.

On the other hand, just as the most optimistic of
McGovern men are beginning to see some daylight, the
headlines are filled with portents of what at first glance
seems to be genuine progress in the Vietnam peace
talks. Almost certainly, if Dr. Kissinger can get a
settlement, even "a preliminary arrangement, before
the election on Nov. 7, the political effect in this
country would be a tremendous boost for Mr. Nixon;
and that would be the case even if the President only
made a convincing announcement that he was on the
verge of settlement. Recrimination-such as the
realization that any settlement obtainable now
probably could have been had in 1969-would come too
late.
There are also signs that a new North VietnameseVietcong military effort might break before Nov. 7~
and even Saigon itself seems- to be threatened. At first
glance, a development like that might seem to hold out
advantage to Mr. McGovern, the anti-war candiate;
but oldtimers will remember that when the Hungarian
uprising and a Middle East war erupted on the eve of
the 1956 election, the result was a surge of "rallyround-the-President" sentiment that insured the
Eisenhower landslide over Adlai Stevenson.
Since it was mostly his opposition to the war that
brought George McGovern this far, it would be ironic if
in the final week a flareup of fighting or an agreement
in Paris guaranteed a victory-in that case, probably a
landslide-for the man who invaded Cambodia and
mined Haiphong. But then, politics and justice have
never had much to do with one another.

m
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If Dogs Run Free
Your Buds Will Never Be The Same
By Matthew Moloshok
Welcome to the Mather Hall Dining Room.
Tonight's fare:
For an appetizer, a choice of succulent sour
grapefruit, cut in the Mather Hall-manner, and. aged
for seven weeks in oaken jars; or hardboiled eggs,
smothered in a red sauce derived from a carefully
cultured mold.
For our salad course, we feature a tossed salad of
delicate greens, softened to elastic perfection by our
exclusive time-wilt process, topped with pimentos. We
offer five kinds of dressings to further enhance the
delights: Lithuanian, Black Russian, French Kiss,
Italian Pimento, and Cheese Whiz. If none of these
should be to your taste, we will allow you to mix your
own crude oil and vinegar.
Our main courses are something else again: Donkey
Brazil, made from only the prime ribs of tender
Brazilian jackasses, stuffed with puree of orange-rind
and pimentos.
Perhaps you prefer El Ranchero, a hearty split-level
hunk of beef, buried under savory cheese and tomato
sauce, with tasty tidbits of pimentos, served with Irish
potatoes from that bumper crop of 1848.
Or, for a bit of that slow Southern life, honey-suckle

dipped, Corn Fritters, complete with dog jowls, the
way you saw it on the Mazola oil commercial! Served
with charcoal covered sausages, y'all will love our
- special-pimento-stuffing-."•"•""
Call any of our vegetables _and..t.he chances-are good
that that vegetable 'will bite you. On tonight's menu
we've got our legendary Chick Peas a la Lithway.-a
conneisseur's collage of peas, beans, vinegar and
pimentos. Or, try out fruit salad in marshmallow sauce
with grated pimentos sprinkled on the top.
But our desserts-here's where our menu shines.
Your pallet will be titillated by such unusual desserts
as pimento ice cream, for Washington at Valley Forge,
air storage system. In keeping with our 150th anniversary celebration, we also offer Alensai Deranged
pie from the Old Trinity, guaranteed to make your
tongue stick to the pit of your stomach.
It's indelible unless you Savor our coffee made
from grounds recycled from the finest, .homes in
America. It's guaranteed"to blow your mind. Take our
word for it: your taste buds will never be the same.
Dine in traditional American atmosphere: Howard
Johnson's. Our decor was designed by the same master
architect who gave you Hallden Engineering Center

and the Gothic Blimp. The romantic glare of
flourescent lights has won the heart of many a maiden
_Jair.
Or, fry our West Room,_swamp_green. walls, scarred
•byTo"6d""feuds"dFTrinity's past, guarantee the fullest
appreciation of your meal. The intimate lack of light
permits one to indulge in his favorite fetish.
Our dining hall's motto is "Get to meet people" and it
affords unparallelled opportunities to do this. For
example, there's the leisurely half hour wait for the
queue (in finest English style) to advance past our
friendly maitre d'hotel who will always give you a
friendly word and a helping hand. Only, please,
remember to bring your meal ticket. Otherwise they
may decide to punch you full of holes.
The service is so unpretentious and unobtrusive that
you'll swear it isn't even there. Our bus boys are as
quiet as you are - because you're the busboy.
You will be led to'a "quiet corner By a surging mob of
suffering Armenians.
Forget your troubles. Here, everything is beautiful.
The food is beautiful. The service is beautiful, Even the
dish crew is beautiful. Enjoy your meal, after meal,
after meal, after meal, after meal, after meal,..

W
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Campaign Commented
McGovernomics: The People's Interests
By Gary Morgans
Central to George McGovern's candidacy stands his
economic plans for a reordering of national priorities
and a reform of the existing tax structure. Therein lies
the most important distinction between McGovern ana
Nixon, for it is the policy embodiment of the stnKingiy
different interpretation the two men take on government's responsiveness to the people's interests and to
business interests.
,.
, hi
Amid Nixon's 80 billion dollar deficit and ms
surrogates' claims of fiscal irresponsibility on
McGovern's part lies McGovern's balanced and wen
defined economic plan. Amidst Nixon's incredulous
election year claims that there will be no tax increase
in 1973 lies McGovern's proposals to raise taxes oy
closing loopholes without raising taxes on wages ana
salaries. Along with Nixon's talk of a full employment" budget and his 5.6% — p l o y w
J
stands McGovern's guaranteed job and national income insurance program. And next to Nixon si trickle
down" theories on the benefits of business^ expansion
stands McGovern's programs for direct aid to those
who need it most.
.
. . ,,f , h _
Two major sources of new revenues stand at the
heart of McGovern's social needs program The
largest involves a thoroughly thought out and well

detailed program for a systematic reduction in defense
expenditures over the next three years, leading to a
DOD budget of $54.8 billion in 1975. This would yield
$32.5 billion in added revenue, on the basis of Nixon's
projected 1975 defense budget of $87.3 billion (Nixon
projects his 1977 defense budget at one hundred billion
dollars). It is incomprehensible that external dangers
to the United States' security loom so large that they
would make preclude a reduction of the defense budget
to a mere $54 billion.
The other main source of additional revenue would
come from the closing of certain loopholes, and
restrictions on other abused tax breaks, McGovern
would leave federal tax rates earned income from
wages and salaries basically unchanged, except in the
highest income tax brackets (where the nominal rate
now stands at 70% and the effective rate at 32%). He
would actually lower the top tax rate to 48%.
McGovern would reform ten major tax inequities:
1. Tax capital gains at the same rate as regular income. Money made by money is now taxed at 25% or
30% regardless of amount earned, while money made
by men is taxed differently. The capital gains tax now
stands as a mockery of the progressive tax system.
New revenue yield: $8 billion.

2. Tax capital gains at death at same rate as any
other income (with exemptions for moderately sized
estates). They stand now as an inheritance completely
free of tax. Yield: $4 billion.
3. Encouraging states and cities to issue taxable
bonds by giving the localities a 50% subsidy for their
costs. This would allow localities to raise the interest
rate on these bonds to make them more appealing in
lieu of their tax exempt status. Yield: $300 million.
4. Reduce oil depletion allowance to cover only actual costs incurred by drillers-the allowance is now in
excess of these costs. Yield: $2.2 billion.
5. Reduce accelerated depreciation allowances.
Yield: $4.2 billion.
fi. Gradually reduce the investment tax credit (now
7%), necessitated by Nixon's recession, as economic,
recovery progresses, so that by 1975 the credit will be
down to $1.5 billion. Yield: $2.5 billion,
7. Elimination of real estate tax shelters, which
provide incentives for excessive investment in commercial buildings, high priced apartments, and other
similar expensive constructions (as opposed to lowincome housing). Yield: $1.1 billion.
8. Tax foreign export earnings, which are now
(Continuedon P._L4I_
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From The Right

On Coeducating Badly
By Steve Chernaik
, Trinity's original decision to Co-educate in 1969 was
unnecessary. No Trinity student was forced to attend
the college, and there were dozens of fine coeducational institutions throughout the country,
available to the student who valued coeducation more
highly than he valued his attending the all-male Trinity
college. Students who entered Trinity through 1969 had,
in effect, exercised their option to attend an all-male
college. Nor was the college especially hurting for
outstanding students, which are the most important
ingredient to an outstanding college. The records of the
student body pre-1969 would not suffer by comparison
to those of the student body post-1969. Rather, what the
decision to coeducate accomplished was to deprive a
high quality type of student of the option to attend
college unplagued or unpleasured by the constant
associations with a multitude of women, in and out of
the classroom.
The most distressing aspect of coeducation,
however, has been the very clumsy, uncivilized
manner in which the college's transition to coeducation
has been undertaken. No provisions were made for the
privacy, social needs, or safety of the girls. It was as if
a mining camp had pooled their funds to finance the
journey of a wagonload of women across the wide
prairie, because the miners were starved for female
companionship. The miners had paid the fare, and the
girls were therefore expected to oblige the needs of the
sex starved miners, in gratitude. Likewise, those who
advocated coeducation had but one basic design. They
desired to avail themselves of female companionship,
both as easily and as quickly as possible.
Again, why do I use the image of the rough and
tumble mining camp? Because the consideration given
to the needs o£ young girls is about what one would
expect from rough, sex starved miners in the days of
the old west. For instance: Trinity College regulation
19b(4) states that "the college does not condone
overnight visits by members of .the opposite sex," The
College's commitment to 19b(4) in terms of enforcement is about as meaningful as if:the regulation
read that the college does not condone overnight visits
by members of the opposite sex while they are
vacationing in Tanzania. Regulation 19b(4) is linked to
19b(3), which states that "no exploitation or coercion
of any other person shall be allowed." Again, to 19b(3),'
I shall add, "while they are vacationing in Tanzania."
One wonders why these two regulations exist in
print. Are they in the handbook to serve as token
reassurance to worried parents or as token affirmation
of administration conscience? How would the College
handle the complaint of a young freshman girl who has
had the shattering experience of having been coerced
into sex, and then exploited by her boyfriend. The
College had certainly done nothing to protect her in the
first place. The College has no sexually segregated
dormitory, no guards at the dormitory, no parietals to
enforce, and no checkpoint for girls to sign in and out,
after a certain late hour. Furthermore, the College has
failed to provide separate social facilities for girls; as
a result, all social life must inevitably center around
sexually-integrated dormitories, with all the attendant
problems that lack of sexual privacy entail. '

intimacy or depth to one's romance, if the whole
dormitory knows with whom you were sleeping on the
previous night. Many girls do not wish to have their
waking hours tormented by a boyfriend whose English
vocabulary precludes "no". Nor will a great mam!
girls be comforted by the knowledge that pills are as
plentiful as water, and that the abortionist is just
around the corner. The torture of sexual exploitation
would be sufficiently great, even if there was no additional risk of pregnancy.

The College, if anything, has fostered the type of
atmosphere that would make young girls likely victims
of coercive and exploitative boyfriends. The college
places too much responsibility on a young girl to deal
with an insistent boyfriend, who demands that he
spend the night with her. Her only recourse would be to
call the police, if gentle persuasion fails her, and that is
a decision that a young girl in college should not have
to make, except as an emergency resort.
The only viable women's organization on campus,
TWO, talks as if free knowledge and availability of
birth control and abortion are the solutions to
irresponsible lovemaking. Such an attitude is wrong
for two reasons. First it conveys the notion that the
only obstacle worth considering, if one chooses to have
premarital sex, is the possibility of a baby. Second, a
loose attitude towards abortion has the effect of
denigrating human life, i.e. a woman can destroy an
unwanted fetus with little more conscience than what
she would have if she had lanced a boil or had had her
inflammed tonsils removed. She would feel, perhaps,
little more remorse than I feel when I behold the
dentist's drill, the small discomfort I must pay for
.overindulging in sweets. When women begin to regard,
generally, child conception, at any age, as a mere
nuisance to the greater satisfaction of premarital sex;
then society will have taken giant steps to the jungle. If
the purest form of love, mother to child, begins to
assume a patient to cancer relationship, what hope is
there that man can assume a concern, at any personal
level, for his fellow man?

The stated rules 19b(3) and 19b(4) amount to little
more than empty good intentions on the College's part,
And all the good intentions in the world, and all the
psychologists and abortionists, will not help the victim
of unnecessary sexual exploitation as well as the sound
preventative measures which I have urged. The
College has an obligation to provide for the needs of
young girls who either passionately abhor free and
loose love, or else want more than formal lip service
paid to the perils of male exploitation. One girl's
concept of idyllic romance may be sheer revulsion to
another.

McGoveraomics
from p. 13

I therefore urge the College to provide an option for
girls who plainly choose not to submit to exploitation in
any form. The College should set up at lease one
sexually segregated dormitory, with enforced parietal
hours and nighttime checkout points for the girls who
choose to live therein. Girls will be on their honor to
uphold parietals, and those found violating the
parietaJS will be suspended for one year, along with
their boyfriend, if he happens to be a Trinity student. I
also urge the college to render the old TX house to a
group of girls, who would be willing to transform the
house into a social facility for girls only. Girls could
have parties and invite their boyfriends to their own
social house. Such a set up would help the college
provide for individual responsibility, and at the same
time add sincerity to its stated policy of neither condoning coercion, exploitation or overnight visits by the
opposite sex. Membership in the sexually-segregated
dormitory would be entirely optional. Students would
still have the option of making the coed living scene.

provided several loopholes, as regular income. Yield:
$1.3 billion.
9. Limit farm losses to $15,000 for non-farmers.
Yield: $100 million.
10. Strictly limit the investment interest loophole.
Yield: $300 million.
The total net gain in revenue from closing these
loopholes stands at over $22 billion, or over $54 billion
including savings from defense cuts. This is all in
addition to tax revenues otherwise received.
On the expenditure side of the budget, McGoverns
newly added revenue would be spent in three major
areas:
1, Increased federal aid to education by $15 billion,
with the stipulation that recipient municipalities
reduce their property tax by one-third.
2, Institution of a National Income Insurance system,
entailing a $6 billion public service job program, a. $3
billion expansion of the Social Security System, and a
$5 billion increase in a guaranteed income program for
those unable to work, for a total cost of $14 billion.
3, The additional revenues would be used for other
urgently needed programs, such as environmental
control, mass transit, low-income housing, and a large
range of other human needs programs.
The McGovern economic plan is a sound one, and
stands in marked contrast with The Mad Bomber
King's war orientated budget. It is one which will lead
to prosperity and equitable taxation, and deserves
warm acceptance by all Americans.

Coeducation, apparantly, is here to stay. But so is the
need to protect our womenfolk. Not all girls regard
their dormitory rooms as a potential or optional
shackup. Many have roommates, however, who do and
as a result they have their privacy grossly infringed
upon, in close living quarters. Many girls find it neither
romantic nor sociable to parade in their nightclothes
and curlers in front of boys, or to have boys crash in
their living rooms, or to see boys leaving the rooms of
their neighbors early in the morning. One does not add

Targum Crossword
Editor's Note:
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the first person to finish the Targum
crossword puzzle correctly each week, and
mail it to the TRIPOD, Box 1310, will win a
one dollar prize. Please put the time of
mailing on the envelope.
Last week's winner was Kerr Mahan.
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By EDWARD JULIUS
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ACROSS
1. Early Explorer
5. Group of Eight
10t American Inventor
14. Ceylon Aborigine
15. Baron
16. Wall Part
17. Help
18. Large Crowd
19. French River
20. Educators
22. Natural Ability
24. Rabbit
25. Lounge About
26. Vacillates
•
29. Abhorred
33. Watchful
34. Opera Singer
35. Column Partt Var.
36. Girl's Nickname
37. Path
38. Dog's Name
39. Comparative Word
40. Vandals
41. Speak
42. Place of Employment
4*.. Theater Employees
45. Bumpkin
46. To One Side
47. Move Quickly
50. Glistens
54. Sightseeing Trip
55. '.._• Frome
57.. Small Quantity
58. Military Branch

59.
60.
61.
62.
63.

, Reich:
Historic Ship
Style
Miss Berger
Growl

DOWN
1. French S t a t e
2. Ceremonial Garment
3. Notion
4. Salinger Novel
5. Additional Ones
6. Task
7. Sailors
8. Finish
9. Abstinence from
10. Tennyson Work
11. Flower Container
12. East of
.
13. Kind
21. Movie Cowboy
23. Beer
25. Overalls
2S. Los Angeles Distr
27. Hawaiian Greeting
28. Corrupt
29. Girl's Name
3Q. Hackneyed

31.
32.
34.
37.
41.

Senior
, ,.
House Essentials
Inebriated
Growths of Bushes
Drug Taker

43. 'Italian Pronoun
44. African Country
46. Separated
47. Photocopy
48. Conservative
49. Cut of Beef
50. Leg Part
51. Next to 49-D°wn
52. Active Volcano
53. German State
56, Article
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More Letters

'outrage'
October 3,1972
To the Tripod:
Our first reaction after reading the articles concerning the possible establishment
of a bar at Trinity and President Lockwood's rejection of the day care center
proposal was one of extreme rage and
frustration. The ironic juxtaposition of the
two articles (and the inference that one plan
might possibly exclude the other,) made the
situation even more ludicrous.. The administration's pleading "insufficient funds"
sounds a bit weak next to its own inventive
idea to open an even more expensive college
bar.
It was impossible to be fair in our
judgement of President Lockwood's
decision because of conflicting statistics and
unclear references in last week's Tripod
articles. (For example, is the estimated cost
of the day care center $4,200, or $2,400? Both
figures were mentioned.) We feel that the
Tripod should publish the complete findings

of the TCC subcommittee, in fact, tfee whole
proposal upon which President Lockwood
based his remarks, in order that the college
community be able to fairly estimate the
validity of his points.
The city of Hartford needs a day care
center far more than it needs another bar,
and we would feel ashamed of a college
which would neglect to act on these
priorities.
Ann Force'74
Peg Palmer'75

150th'
To the Editor:
As a student participant on the Trinity
Sesquicentennial committee I should like to
take issue with a recent Tripod editorial.
Ms. Heschel seems to be of the opinion that
any activities or events of a pleasurable
nature would be antithetical to the current
student 'temper'. The 150th planning
committee has worked for several months
on a somewhat sparse budget to prepare a

week of activities appealing to a diverse that in the space of one editorial comment
audience. Throughout the academic year the Tripod can write-off these plans while
lectures, colloquiums and exhibits are not attempting to substitute anything better
being prepared in the spirit of this year's in the proposals place.
celebration and although I get the imAndrew Wolf, '73
pression that were it up to the Tripod's
editor we would be attending symposiums
'ad infinitum', I feel the Trinity student body
is entitled to a few activities not necessarily
(Editor's Note: Mr. Wolf has totally
academic oriented, (sic) An anniversary misunderstood our editorial on the anniversary celebrations. We stated, simply,
event while it should be reflective of past, that we feel the students and faculty of the
present, and future endeavors of a liberal College should be represented in the
arts training can and should also be a time sesquicentennial celebration. Rather than
of entertainment and celebration. If the bring entertainment to campus such as
Tripod cannot see the point of having a good balloon ascension of a 'pops' concert, why
time just for the hell-of-it may 1 suggest that not display the exciting happenings in our
they devote a section of the newspaper now own Arts Center, science laboratories,
abundant with syndicated columnists, classrooms, and libraries? Much publicity
national campaign commentary and in- will surround our celebrations. Light enternational coverage to news about Trinity tertainment should of course be included,
College and what a 150th year connotes. The but we /ee( that academic nature of Trinity
sesquicentennial committee report while far should be emphasized. We are, after all, an
from perfect in the planning of events institution of higher learning, not a summer
exhausted much time in soliciting such camp.)
commentary and it seems incredulous to me

Discover the World on Your

, SEMESTER AT SEA
i f Sails each September & February
8 Combine accredited study with
l i p l i i l s l p f i l f l i educational stops in Africa, Aus; ! P | i i i | | | | i ^ f t tralasia and the Orient. Over 5000
students from 450 campuses have
already experienced this international program. A wide range of
financial aid is available. Write
now for free catalog:

TRINITY BARBER SHOP
SPECIALIZING IN LOHG HAIR
SHAPING AND 5TYLINQ , ALSO THE
FINEST REGULAR HAIRCUTS

203 2J0N STREET

WCA, Chapman College, Box CC40, Orange, Cal. 92666

OPPOSITE TRINITY COLLEGE

The clearest choice for a generation
So McGovern can't win, eh?
Where have you heard that before?
In the primaries last Spring,
that's where.
But you fooled the political
experts and rewrote the history
books. You provided the manpower
and womanpower for the largest,
smoothest, toughest vote-canvassing operation this country had
ever seen.
Now it's time to do it again.
And the job this Fall is even more
important. For the choice between
Nixon and McGovern is the clearest choice voters have had for a
generation.
McGovern has opposed the
bombing of Indochina, while
Nixon has been inflicting the explosive equivalent of 7 Hiroshima
atom bombs a month on that already devastated area.
Nixon believes in putting people out of work in order to hold
down prices. His policies have put
2 million more people out of work.
McGovern believes t h a t there
should be a job for everyone who
wants to work, with the U.S. Gov-

ernment itself as the employer of
last resort.
Nixon started his campaign
with $10 million in secret money.
McGovern's campaign is financed
almost entirely by contributions
of $5 to $25 from the people.
Nixon has nominated conservatives and mediocrities to the
United States Supreme Court.
One or two more Nixon appointments if he is re-elected, and you'll
live with a heavy-handed Nixon
court for the rest of your life.
McGovern has pledged to appoint
a woman and members of racial
and ethnic minorities, and will appoint highly qualified liberals.
Ralph Nader says the Nixon

Administration is "the most corrupt in our history." The late
Robert Kennedy called George
McGovern "the most decent man
in the Senate."
McGovern wants the millionaires and the large corporations to
start paying their fair share of
taxes. Nixon wants to maintain
the status quo.
Get an absentee ballot if you
need one. Get some mon,ey together to help us make get-outthe-vote phone calls. And get together with your local McGoyern
Committee to find out how you
can help.
, ,
•%u started this campaign. It's
up to you to finish it.

r Send money while there's still time!

~l

Help us buy get-out-the-vote phone calls.
Age Of McGovern Box lOO, A-M, Washington, D.d. 20005
YES, I want to help get out the vote for George McGbvern. Enclosed is my
contribution of:
Q $5 to pay for 50 phone calls to voters • $25 to pay for 250 phone calls to voters
D $10 to pay for 100 phone caljs to voters D _________ (whatever you can give)
Name.
Address _

The Age of McGovern

Dedicated tcfraising $1 million
for a nationwide get-out-the-vote drive

_Zip_
_State _
CityIf you ate currently employed, the following information is also needed for record purposes only under
the new political contributions act:
Occupation

Name of Company

"City & State

A COPY OF OUR REPORT FILED WITH THE APPROPRIATE SUPERVISORY OFFICE IS (OH WILL BE) AVAILABLE FOR.PURCHASE;
FROM THE SUPERINTENDENT OF DOCUMENTS. UNITED STATES. GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE, WASHINGTON. O,C. 20402.
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Announcements
VOTERS
There will be a voter education workshop on
Tuesday, October 24, in the Senate Room at
7:30. The Democratic candidate for state
representative, Nicholas Motto, will present
Information on the nine questions for Hartford
voters. The idea of this workshop is to serve
students.

ROME
Trinity students who wish to apply to participate in the Trinity College/Rome Campus
for the Trinity Term 1972-73 are asked to obtain
information in the Office of Educational Services, Marion Kldder, Dean Winslow's
secretary, will be glad to assist students
wishing to apply.
The application deadline is Friday, October
27, 1972, but applicants are asked to submit
their information earlier if possible. Decisions
on admission to the Rome Campus for the
upcoming term will be made and communicated to students by mid-November 1972.

4) INTERCOLLEGIATE REGISTRATION
IN GREATER HARTFORD CONSORTIUM
AT WESLEYAN, CENTRAL CONNECTICUT
STATE COLLEGE OR CONNECTICUT
COLLEGE. See Catalogues available In
Registrar's Office. Make application for the
specific course by the time of Pre-Registration
at Trinity College, 30 November 1972.

Majors
Students wishing Curriculum Committee
action during this term on their proposals
should consult with Dean Winslow no later than
Wednesday, 18 October 1972. Please read the
material on p. 13 of the Catalogue and pp. 58-59
of tho Handbook.

TWELVE—COLLEGE
The coordinators of the 12-College Exchange
have reaffirmed their earlier decision that new
applications for exchange for the second term
of the academic year (1972-73) will not be considered. If this decision works a specifically
academic hardship for a Trinity student, he
should see Dean Winslow.
Applications may be made after 1 December
1972 and before 2 February 1973 for either or
both terms of the 1973-74 academic year. See
Dean Winslow after December 1st.
'

CORRECTION
A correction of information on Steve Botkin's
article. The administration has not forced
extra-class requirements to maintain dance's
full credit status. In broadening the
curriculum, I devised those requirements to
be, what I felt, was the equivalent of a full
course credit. Classes were added to meet the
increasing Interest in dance. The administration has co-operated and supported
this effort.
-Judy Dworln

BAHAMAS
CORNING, N.Y. — Undergraduate f M d
courses and independent study h .
vironmental studies to be held January hrouah
May on San Salvador Island in the Bah™
will be open to students from Trinity S j
The College center of the Finger Lak« s
sponsoring the studies on San Salvador fo th
second year.
•
Openings are available In ten courses and
four independent study proiects
>
Studies are scheduled for each of four blocks
0 time-January, February, March, and AprN
May. Students may enroll for one month
sequence of months or for the complete
semester on San Salvador.
An all-encompassing fee for tuition, room
and board, and Instructional costs will be$360
for the four-week course and $420 for the six
week courses. Application forms are available
at the CCFL headquarters in Corning.

Community Involvement Notices
PROCEDURES
Deadlines and Procedures for Special
Academic Opportunities in Trinity Term 197273:
1) OPEN SEMESTERS (see pp. 59-61 of
HANDBOOK and p. 11, 34 Of CATALOGUE.
Away from Hartford: preliminary discussion
with Dean Winslow by 20 October 1972. Final
proposal by 21 November 1972.
At Trinity or Local: preliminary discussion
with Dean Wlnslow by 12 December 1972. Final
proposal by 8 January 1973; '
2) TWELVE—COLLEGE EXCHANGE
PROGRAM. The several coordinators will
meet to decide whether to accept additional,
applications for second semester. Please check
with Dean Winslow during the week of 16 October 1972.
3) LEAVE OF ABSENCE TO STUDY AT
ANOTHER
COLLEGE
OR
ABROAD.
Preliminary discussion with Dean Winslow by
20 October 1972. Final plans made and approved by advisor and Dean Winslow by 21
November 1972.

MCAT-DAT-GRE
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PRESEASON SKI
For FUN & EXCITEMENT

FREE
INSTRUCTIONS

Mouat
;

EXIT 30 Off 1-84 ,

:

SAT.&SIJN.-11-5P.M.
*
*
*

TURF SKIS AVAILABLE ON
RENTAL BASIS
BRING ALONG YOUR OWN
B O O T S & POLES
•:,•"•-•
GET IN SHAPE FOR SNOW
•SKIING NOW O N
: .
TURF SKIS ••:
;
c

FROM NOW UNTIL
THE SNOW FLIES

PLANNED PARENTHOOD—
needed Thursday from 6:30 to 8:00.
The following opportunities exist for RECEPTIONIST- This job will involve
students who would like to volunteer their greeting patients, taking names, filling out
time to work for Planned Parenthood in charts, and recording, through interviews,
Hartford. If interested please contact Sara the patient's medical history. She is needed
Loden-246-9501.
every other Monday from 12:30 to 3:00.
DOCTOR'S ASSISTANT- A Doctor's SPHERE— Shpere is a program for inner
assistant is needed to work in the examining city high school students which aims at both
room on Tuesday evening (every other academic tutoring and cultural enrichment
week) from 6:30-9:30. The clinic is now through an intensive summer program
being held at the Bergdorf Health Center, which is carried over into the academic
but in one month will be conducted at Mt. year. Sphere is now looking for tutors for
Sinai Hospital.
these students, in the areas of Algebra,
CO—LEADER
IN
EDUCATIONAL Geometry, and English, especially with
SESSION— A male is needed to work with reading. The tutoring will be held at the
new patients, both male and female, who following locations. Fox Middle School
come to Planned Parenthood. He will help Tuesday 1:00-2:30, Watkinson School
an education leader with discussions and Thursday 6:00 to -7:30, and St, Monica's
perhaps counseling. Three males are Tuesday 7-9.
needed to fill the following time slots. One is
Tutoring will be done on a one to one basis.
needed Monday, from 12:30 to 1:30, one is If interested, please contact Ivan Backer in
needed Tuesday 6:30 to 8:00, and one is >

* Preparation for tans required for
admission to graduate and profM-'
slonal schools
* Six and twelve session courses
•Small groups
'Voluminous material for home study
prepared by experts in each field
* Lesson schedule can b« tailored to
meet individual needs. Lessons
clan be spread over a period of
several months to a" year, or for
out of town students; a period
of one week 1
•Opportunityfor review of past
lessons vis tape at the center

Special Compact Courses during
Weekends - 1 nterwMlons
Summer Sessions
STANLEY H. KAPLAN
EDUCATIONAL CENTER LTD.

McCook 326.
MODEL CITIES LEARNING CENTERSixty children are in this center, ages 21/2
to 3 years old. They attend essentially a preheadstart program designed to give the
children a "headstart" for Headstart. ;
Learning centers operate from 9:00 to 3:00
P.M. Volunteers are needed, especially
during the morning hours to work wth the
children on an individual basis to.help them
learn through play. If interested please
contact Ivan Backer, McCook 326.
SCHOOL READINESS PROGRAMThis program is similar to the Model
Cities Learning Center, the major difference being that the children are a bit
older. The majority of them are four years
old. Volunteers are especially needed during
the morning hours from 9:00 to 11:30 to work
with children on an individual basis. Contact
Ivan Backer if interested.

In 1952 Dick Rittenband was a political activist at the University of Pennsylvania. He participated in the historic election between Dwight D.
Eisenhower and Adlai E. Stevensen.
Now twenty years later, Dick Rittenband seeks the office of Congress. The
intervening years have heightened his idealism and determination that every
A merican should have a better life in a peaceful and democratic society.
Running as a Republican in a district overwhelmingly Democratic, Dick
Rittenband is waging a courageous and uphill fight for election.
Mr. Rittenband's opponent, William Cotter, was the Connecticut Insurance
Commissioner in December of 1969. At that time he had within his hands the
power to grant or deny the ITT-Hartford Fire merger. Mr. Cotter denied it.
In May of 1970 Mr. Cotter reversed himself and granted the merger- anaction that created the largest corporate merger in the history of the world. Two
months later Mr. Cotter was running,for Congress.
To this day Mr. Cotter has never explained the reasons for his abrupt
reversal. The Securities and Exchange Commission is still investigating Ml
Cotter's role in the six-billion dollar merger and the stock transaction
surrounding it. the SEC has refused to clear Mr. Cotter despite his request ta
do so.

Iflt tm <M SUM Brooklyn, H, V SCmm

(212)336-6300
(516) 538-4566
DAYS.EVENINGS.IvEEKENDS

_

Branches in Major Cities in U.S.A.
1>< Tutoring School with tkt NulirniwUt RtpuMlta

Tel. 6Z8iO954

FOREIGN CAR REPAIR

SPECIALISTS
MERCEDES-BENZ
-VOLVO-BMW
AND ALL OTHER FOREIGN MAKES
COMPLETE SERVICE

S££;

KEN MARINO
West Hartford Motors, Inc.
7 RAYMOND RD. • W, HARTFORD « 2324495

Dick Rittenband believes that the granting of such economic power,-such
vast contrbl over our society, to large conglomerates like ITT is bad <
/•>
America. When Hartford Fire's assets are depleted to finance ITT's wort*
wide operations (suchasthe fomenting of revolution in Chile), this merger w
prove to be bad for Hartford as well.
Bill Cotter used poor judgment in granting the merger. He acted politic*11?
He voted for the special interests and the conglomerates.
You may disagree with Dick Rittenband on some of his foreign
positions, but despite this disagreement his life-style has been one
unquestioned integrity. If elected to Congress he will work for all citizens,
conglomerates and special interests.

Regardless of your political affiliation, irrespective of your choice }o
President, when you vote for your Congressman, think about voting for a ma,
°f Proven integirty and decency-Dick Rittenband.
Paid for by the Rittenband for Congress Committee
-PAID POLITICAL ANNOUNCEMENT-
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SWEATERS
CREW NECKS
"U". NECKS
TURTLE NECKS
SLEEVE AND
SLEEVELESS

FREE!

SHIRTS
WORK
FLANNEL
WESTERN, ETC.

PANTS
CORDUROY IN 1Q
FANTASTIC COLORS
LOW AND HIGH RISE
BAGGYS, BELLS
& STRAIGHTS
JEANS FROM $5.95
HEAVY &
LIGHT WEIGHT
LOW & HIGH RISE
BUTTON &
ZIP FRONTS

WHOPPER
BURGER

ICING

191PARK RD

-

NO PURCHASE NECESSARY
1 PER CUSTOMER
jOPPER VALID UNTIL SATURDAY
DURING STORE HOURS

SUMMIT ST.
PARK TERRACE

FIRST COME IN
TO PICK UP
THE PASS AT

BAZILIANS
229 Park Road
West Hartford

m,

,,•.' ..'coo'-AoonTelephone:
523-9829

Tues-Satlo 6.'til 6
^Store
^ Hours:
.
; : .„
& Frf ^ 9

i
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The Following Members of the Trinity Community Submit That
Richard Nixon Should Be Elected to a Second Term As President of
The United States.
ROBERT K. ANDRIAN
class ofl975
EDWARD J. BERGHAUSEN
class of 1975

RIDGELY C. EVERS
class of 1975
JAMESON FRENCH"
class of

REX C. NEAVERSON
professor of political science
EDWIN P. NYE
hallden professor of engineering

THEODORE R. BLAKESLEE
associate professor of engineering

LAETITIA FROTHINGHAM
class of 1974

RAYMOND OOSTEVG
professor of physical education,
emeritus

JOSEPH D. BRONZINO
associate professor of engineering

ROYDEN A. GRIMM
class of 1975

DAVID BROWN
class of 1973

JAMES K. HEEREN
associate professor of chemistry

CHARLES GHARUVASTER
class of 1975
FRANCES CHICK
class of 1976
rM :i

,'•!

.illli

WENDELL E. H KRAFT
associate professor of engineering,
emeritus
DOUGLAS KUHN
class of 1975

JOHN POWELL
class of 1974
DANIEL RUSSO
class of 1973
ROBERT D. SLAUGHTER
associate professor of
physical education
ROBERT H. SMELLIE, JR.
scovill professor of chemistry

F. WOODBRIDGE CONSTANT
jarvis professor of physics, emeritus

KARL KURTH, JR.
professor of physical education

ROY A. DATH
professor of physical education

ROBERT MARTIN
class of 1976

EUGENE W. DAVIS
professor of history

DOROTHY McADOO
class of 1973

CHESTER DERR
class of 1975

CHESTER H. McPHEE
CHARLES WARD
associate professor of physical education class of 1974

EDWARD WOOD DUNHAM
class of 1975

JEFFREY MOLITOR
classof 1975

JOHN C. E. TAYLOR
professor of fine arts, emeritus
D. G. BRINTON THOMPSON
northam professor of history,
emeritus
VICTORIA TILNEY
classof 1975

GLENN ; WEAVER
professor of history

This Advertisement Is Not Intended As A Barometer Of Political
Opinion At Trinity. It Has No Association With Any Group Or
Organization. Accept It As An Expression Of Collective Spirit By .
The Individuals Involved
t
nPflr
* paid for by those names that appear-
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Waterpolo Is
Born at Trinity

By Gene Shen
A rapidly growing sportShen
in New England,
waterpolo, has now made its appearance at
Trinity. Started by a group of waterpolo
enthusiasts, many of whom have played in
prep school and high school competition, the
club has been practicing three times a week
for the past month.
Waterpolo is similar in many ways to
soccer. A team is composed of seven
players, three forwards, three guards, and a
goalie, who are constantly swimming during
the game. They are not allowed to touch the
bottom or sides of the pool at any time.
Players are only allowed to handle the ball
with one hand at a time. The ball is
what one might call a "hard volley
ball,'" , and is moved around by either
passing or dribbling .. The art of dribbling
is difficult to master, for the player should
have both speed in swimming and the ability
to control the ball in front of him while he
swims a head-out-of-the water crawl stroke.
His object is the goal, which rises three feet
out of the water and is ten feet wide at either
end of the pool. If there is a shallow end in

v
the pool, the goalie may stand,
but the goal
is four feet high.
Today, the club will face a tough Southern
Connecticut State College team which has
faced squads from Brown, Weslyan, and
other ew England colleges.
Trinity will use a basic "Man -in-the-hole"
offense which places a center forward, who
is the prime scorer, of the goal. Wings on
both sides of the goal will be ready to score if
he runs into trouble.
Tentatively, the starting line-up for Trinity
will be: Wings-Charlie White and Steve
Cecil, Center Forward-Dave Kyle, GuardsPeter Lebovitz and Larry Levine, Center
Defense-Ron Williams, and Goalie Gene
Shen. Backing them up are Jim Finkelstein,
Geoff Bingham, and Stan T.B.
Hopefully, the club will be able to play an
organized schedule of games next year,
including large universities such as Yale,
Harvard, and M.I.T., who have excellent
teams. If Trinity is able to compile a good
record, it will go to the New Englands at the
end of the season.

Football...
from p. 20
leading College Division runner, gained 118 Coney came into the game, then, Colby
yards in 30 carries and completed 3 of 4 knew to expect a draw play. This was so
passes for 38 yards. Quarterback Cone was a obvious/ that when Coney came into the
triple threat, hitting on 9 of 18 passes for 112 game late in the 4th quarter, the FANS were
yards, running 14 times for 48 yards and chanting "Draw! Draw!" Because it was so
obvious, 3 of the draws poor Gene was told to
catching 2 passes for 32 yards.
Split end Duckett was Trinity's greatest run resulted in lost yardage. I wonder why
threat, hauling in 7 passes for 97 yards. such subtlety was used.
Colby is now 5-0 for the year, and Trinity is
Kuncio picked up 65 yards on 15 carries to
2-2. The Bants' next game is Saturday at the
lead Trinity runners.
Meanwhile, the great mystery of the game University of Rochester. Wish them well,
remains: Of the 6 times Gene Coney carried and maybe Gray can get the team moving.
the ball, 4 were draw plays. Whenever

Trin Harriers Win First One
by Rich Lovering
Shouts of "Victory" and "We're Number
One" echoed through the locker room in the
biggest cross-country victory celebration
Hartford has seen since November 1969.
Against a strong, undefeated Quinnipiac
Junior College squad on the Quinnipiac
course and with ideal weather conditions,
the Trinity team won its first meet in three
years by placing the first six runners and
overwhelming Quinnipiac with a 15 to 48
score.
:
Several factors can be attributed to the
spectacular performance of the Trinity
harriers. The star-studded lineup of

Trinity's top six "Big-Guns" of Captain Rob
Haff, freshman Jim Forbes, Rick Ricci,
Dave Brown, Mark "Bouregard" Fetting,
and Frank Holmes all had remarkable
tiifiSsTUaptaTfTHatt, wtio outdistanced the
second Trinity runner by nearly a minute,
missed breaking the Quinnipiac course
record by only twenty seconds.
Commenting on his performance, Captain
Haff insisted that credit go to the team's
dedicated coach, Craig W. Phillips., who has
been a dynamic, driving force behind the
squad.

Field Hockey Girls Defeat
Conn., Yale and Wesleyan
In the past two weeks the field hockey
team met four opponents which resulted in
three wins and one loss for the varsity. On
October 9th Trinity played a shutout home
meet against Connecticut College and easily
won 5-0. During the first period the ball
stayed, on the Connecticut side of the field.
Trish Kieswetter put in two goals and Ruth
Wiggins added one more to make the score
3-0 at the end of the first half.
A new forward line was used for the
second half. The ball again stayed at the
Connecticut end of the field. Trinity continued to play well. Vicky Tilney and Bonnie
Alexandre each put one in to end the game 50.
Passing was noticeably good in this game
and the coach, Jane Fox, was pleased that
the girls were cutting and moving well for
the ball. Trinity was faster than its opponent
and the Connecticut goalie played far from
the net which gave Trinity an easy chance
for goals.
The October llth game against Yale was
not much of a contest as Trinity won another
shutout, 6-0. Ruth Wiggins and Trish
Kieswetter, were the two scorers in the
game. During each half Ruth put in one goal
while Trish sank two. The Trinity netminder, Robin Bodell, had a chance for an
afternoon nap in the cage at the opposite end
of the field.
The contest at Wesleyan on October 18th
resulted in another victory for Trinity. The
first period of the shutout was played well as
Joan Copperman, Trish Kieswetter, and

Carol Powell all scored goals. During the
second half the play was not as good. No one
scored for either side and the game ended 3-0.
Last Friday Trinity faced a Varsity and
JV team from the University of Bridgeport.
The varsity suffered its first loss and the
final score was 2-0. Bridgeport scored both
its goals against Trinity netminder Karen
Blakeslee during the first half. The Phys.
Ed. beauties were faster and Trinity's right
side was not teaming up well at all.
During the second period Trinity continued to play badly. Passes did not connect
and rushing was poor. Trinity looked tired
but held back its opponent and managed to
keep the ball on the Bridgeport side of the
field most of the time. Bridgeport played a
rough game and the ref had to give them a
warning for too much physical contact.
The JV's played after the Varsity and had
a better game. Both Barbara Clark and
Anne Jones, scored for Trinity during the
first half which ended 2-1. The second half
was shortened due to extreme cold because
the sun had disappeared. Bonnie Alexandre
sent the ball into the lower left hand corner
of the cage to end the contest 3-1.
Overall the JV's played better than
Varsity despite the fact that icicles began to
form on the players as they moved down the
field. Even President Lockwood braved the
cold to take a few pictures and watch the
team play.
Tomorrow the field hockey team will play
Rosemary Hall at 3:30. Come and cheer
them on.

Frosh Soccer Splits Two ,
Defeats WeakCenCon, 7-3
Last week, the freshman soccer team's
bid for an undefeated season was halted by a
strong, well-disciplined Springfield College
team. On Tuesday, the team took the field
after a loner lav-off. anri fhp signs_nf^hp five"
"day vacation began to become more and
more evident as the game wore on.
Having won the toss and electing to take
the wind and the sun for the first forty-five
minutes, Springfield pressed hard during
the entire first half, and after only eight
minutes, the chiefs' Moriero tipped in a

(Photo by Levin)
Junior soccerman Pete Heimann and an unidentified Bowdoin opponent are captured as poetry
in motion by TRIPOD'S sports photographer, Dave Levin. Action occurred in October 18 contest
against Polar Bears, which our defenseless Bants lost 3-2 (see story, p. 20).

poorly played ball past the Trinity defense.
By continually controlling the ball and
effectively crossing the ball in front of the
Trinity goalmouth, Springfield completely
dominated pJay and after twenty-two
minutes of the first half, Barton scored
Springfield's second goal from the eighteen
yard line to ice the game.
Trinity tried to come back in the second
half with the advantages of the wind and the
sun, but could not get untracked while
Springfield maintained control, much of it in
the Bantams' zone.
The following Friday, the Baby Bants
bounced back to batter an inconsistent
Central Connecticut J.V. team. From the
outstart, the freshman displayed poise and
control on the front line and consistent
tenacity on defense, while out-hustling
Central Conn,-all over the field for the ball,
and capitalizing on opponents' mistakes.
Minutes after the start, 'the Doc* Chin
broke the scoring ice, heading in a Jimmy
Solomon cross which hadfallen behind the
Cen. Conn, fullback line. This gave, the
Bants a lift and minutes later, 'the Stork'
Jennings netted his sixth goal of the season
on a loose ball in the box.
Apparently shaken, Central Connecticut
scored Trinity's third goal, and Charlie
Stewart was credited with the goal. The
Bants closed out their scoring for the half
when Bob Fernald headed the ball past the
goalie on a shot
from right winger Gino
Barra.
;(
The second half began badly for the Bants.
The defense spotted Central two goals while
Bob Fernald scored his second; goal of the
game on a solo effort finished off by a
beautiful howitzer in the lower left corner.
With the score narrowed to 5-3, the Connecticut ,offense executed give-and-goes
around Trin defenders but could
not capitalize; After about twenty
minutes, the freshmen pulled themselves
together and Charlie Stewart poked in his
second goal:on feeds from Tom Richards
and the Doc. Finally, with less than ten
minutes, Sean O'Malley lofted a shot over
the Central goalie from just outside the
eighteen.
Although the defense of Porter, Kelter,
Peterson, Harris and subs Wyatt and
Kobrosky was sufficient, the defensive
spectacular of the game was turned in by
goalie Andy Kaufman on a picture save of a
high screamer.
Without a doubt, the best player of the day
was Bob Fernald who played both wings
effectively and finished the day as a feeder,
helping to control the middle of the field.
The flying freshmen next go against Coast
Guard this weekend, away, but return home
Tuesday the 31st for a game against Manchester Community College. Come out and
give them some support.

f-
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Injuries Mount on Defense
As Bant Booters Drop 3 of i
By Murray Peterson

(Photo by Levin)
Trinity freshman running back John Woolley heads upfield in Friday's game against the
Springfield College frosh. The freshman notched their second consecutive victory by an
impressive 54-0 score. Their previous game was a victory over Worcester Polytech's frosh,
24-19.

2nd Half Collapse

Colby Mules Buck Bants
By Doug Sanderson

The Colby White Mules recovered from a
At this point, Bantam Coach Don Miller,
mediocre first-half performance to march to aware of quarterback Wiezenthal's turan impressive 34-14 win over the Trinity noveritis, and therefore of his inability to
Bantams at the Mules' home field Saturday. successfully move the team, decided to pull
The opening kickoff gave a hint that his junior quarterback in favor of
Saturday's performance by the Bants \yould sophomore Harold Gray.
be reminiscent of their previous outings this "" Gray moved the team well, but ran out of
year. On the play, Ray Perkins fumbled, time as the first half came to an end. The
then recovered and was tackled in the end last play of the half saw Gray tackled on the
zone for a safety and a quick Colby 2-0 lead. Colby 2-yardline, and that was that for the
Colby took Trinity's ensuing free kick - a Bantams. •
punt by Joe McCabe - down to Trinity's 3
Trinity had 13 first downs in the first half
yardline; but on the 4th down, defensive end to 4 for Colby, but mistakes proved costly, as
John Appier broke through and tackled they had in the Williams game Sept. 30.
quarterback Brian Cone for a 10-yard loss. Therefore the Mules breathed a sigh of relief
Trinity could not move the ball, but and pranced off the field with a 6-point lead.
neither could Colby when they got the ball
The second half is hardly worth the ink,
back/and Trinity began a march from the from a Trinity standpoint. Colby's Coach
50. Using running plays and a 15-yard pass Richard McGee must have fed his Mules
to Dave Kunico, starting quarterback Saul more than sugar, for they came out fired up
Wiezenthal guided Trinity to the Colby 5. and blew their barnyard buddies out of the
Prom there, Kuncio put the Bantams on top g a m e .
•'.',-.••
\
with a sweep, Ed Raws added the conThe first time Colby had the ball they
version and the visitors led 7-2,
capped a long, time-consuming drive witfi
The lead did not last long, however. David another touchdown reception by Paul
Lane, Colby's premier receiver and kick Hatton, this one a 15-yarder. Attempting to
return specialist, fielded Raws' kickoff on cross up ttte Bant defenders, Colby suchis 12 and ran up the sidelines 64 yards to the ceeded in a halfback option 2-point conTrinity 24. 7 plays later', Don Joseph rum- version, giving "them a 28-14 lead.
bled in from the 1, the conversion attempt
Trinity could, not move the ball again, and
failed, and the Mules were -tip, 8-7.
Golbytook the ball over once again deep in
' Capitalizing on .Wiezenthal's first in- their 'own territory; TUhdaunted,- Gone led:his
terception of the day, the :Mules quickly charges the length of the field once again
- m a d e it a 14-7 game. Con^hit tightend Paul against the now-vulnerable Trinity defense.
• • Hatton, who was incredibly open in the end After a spectacular, Well-executed drive of
• zone, for the 21-yard score,
•"•; .•.'-."/'• over 9 minutes, Gone gave his team a 3444
-•.•••But the Bantams were not dead yet. Ray lead on an 11-yard scamper. The conversion,
PerKins retiirned the Peter Gorniewicz of course, was no good.-.:'••. ;
kickoff to midfieid, Wiezenthal's high lob
Trinity's last possible chance to recover
was pulled in on a great play by Ron was washed out when Paul Kelly was hit
Ducketi; and Trinity had a first down oh the hard, after fielding Gorniewicz' onside
Colby 14. A short time later, Kuncio swept in • • kickoff and fumbled. ' .
'
-'••':
again from 5 yards out, and Raws' kick tied
Colby's, impressive second: half play
the' c o n t e s t a t 1 4 ; •
: .•;..•• ••.. • • • • > • • •.-..".,
proved why they were ranked #3 in New
'With less than 8 minutes left in the half, a England going into the game. Their potent
tough Colby tackle forced Trinity's halfback rushing attack is unstoppable when Cone,
Jim Balesano
to cough up the ball on the Joseph and Gorniewicz .are healthy;
•
; Bantams122^ On meiirst play, Cone pitched , By theisame token, while it was suggested
out to Gorniewicz and took off upfield. by ;• several observers that Trinity's
Gornibwicz then passed to Cone,.and the linebacking trio of • Bill Currenv Barry
"flea-jticker" worked for 15 yards to: the O'Brietiand Phil Poirier had an outstanding
TBn 7, and 2 plays later Gorniewicz
carried day, they had tohaveg^eat days, since the
over from the" 5. iColby missed ! its third •. middle1 pf the defensive line was getting
conversion in a row, and held a 20-14 lead. moved out fairly easily in the second half by
Wiezenthal threw another interception, an inspired Colby offensive ilihe;
butTrinity's defense, which played a very
The offensive stars of the game; were
strong half, held the Mules; and Colby mostly /Mules. Gforriiewicz, the nation's

rm.
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In just eight days, any hopes of a possible
super season turned into the age-old line of
"Wait till next year" as the Trinity Soccer
Team now is faced with the very tough task
of completing their schedule with a winning
record.
Some may call it an excuse, but the one
position where there has been a lack of
depth, fullback, is where the Bantam booters
have been plagued with injuries. Of the four
men who were slated to see a good deal of
action at the position, only David Schirmer
survives. Twig Spencer, Don Hawley, and
Jesse Morgan are all on the sidelines, having
been inflicted with various types of injuries
in various ways. Suffice it to say that this is
the position where any game is won or lost,
and, therefore, why at the midpoint of the
season, the record stands at 2-3.
On October 10, the Bantams played host to
Tufts, ranked in the top ten in New England
prior to the game. Undismayed at their
Gomez & Gehling scoring duo, the Bantams
drew first blood on a goal by Pete Heimann
on a good feed from Bill Brouse at the 10minute mark.
In the space of 11 minutes fairly early in
the second half, the home club exploded for
three goals in apparently sewing up the
game. Roger McCord's 3rd of the year,
Heimann's 2nd of the afternoon, and Woody
Eckels' 1st of his career made the score 4-0
with just 20 minutes left in the contest.
Two defensive lapses gave Gehling two
goals and a Gomez corner kick was headed
in to cut the margin to one with just three
minutes to go.
A good combination passing play between
Hiemann and Peter Mindnich concluded
with a 15-yard bullet into the upper left hand
corner by Mindnich to give the Bantams
their second victory of the year.
The following Saturday they travelled
across town to meet the University of
Hartford in a showdown of the unbeatens,
the Hawks being 4-0.
Before a homecoming gathering of close
to a thousand fans, the Hawks controlled the
play early but were repeatedly denied by
Bill Lawson and his mates.
They finally broke into the scoring column
in the 32nd minute. They cashed in on a low
Trinity goal kick which was blocked by a
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headed ball which sent in one of the;
scorers, Khoabyer (English is c o n s i S •
foreign language on this club) for» to!l
yarder past the surprised Lawson
\
Eight minutes later Mindnich got credit *
for his 2nd goal of the campaign as i
fullback miscleared a rebound of to ;•
original shot right by his own surprised '
goalie.
;
Boo-boos in the penalty area proved to be!
the Bantams undoing as UHart's big gun
Numes, sandwiched penalty kicks lj •
minutes apart around Mindnich's 2nd of (lie I
afternoon to give them a one goal margin i?
The margin was increased to two as I
Khoabyer dribbled and deked around and ?
through most of the Trinity defense, t
finishing it off with a six-yarder at 34!
minutes.
f
Mindnich recorded his hat trick two I
minutes later on a good head feed from if
Heimann, but UHart put it out of reach just <
a minute later on still another costly Ban- >
tarn mistake, making the final score 5-3 for"
the Hawks.
[
On the following Wednesday, Bowdoin f
came in equipped with their own referees, •
and skipped town with an unbelievable 3-2 ;
decision.
•'
Twice in the first half, the visitors took the [
lead, but each time Peter Heimann tied it up t,
on very aggressive play that forced their •
fullbacks into costly mistakes.
In the second half, the striped bandits
awarded one questionable and one
ridiculous penalty kick. Their Ethiopian
star (another foreign recruit) managed to .
make connections with the crossbar on the ',
first one, but made no mistake on the '
second.
/
If you could have only heard what the refs .
had to listen to after the final whistle,... ;
Last Saturday, Trinity played at Mid- ;
dlebury and got literally buried by them 2-0.
The territorial edge was a lot wider than the ;
score indicates as the home club booted ;
home two in the first five minutes and never
really gave Trinity a good scoring chance j.
through the entire contest.
,
The offense is well balanced and has ,
scored at a rate of 2.6 goals per game, which ;
is quite respectable. The defense needs
help...quickly!

(Photo by
Left fullback Jaimie Whitall charges to clear ball in Wednesday's game against Bo
See story above.

